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ABSTRACT 

The mammalian adrenal gland (or suprarenal gland) is a small organ located on 

the superior aspect of the kidney. The central region of the gland, the medulla, consists of 

chromaffin cells, which release catecholamines into the blood during periods of stress. 

This is best known as the 'fight or flight' response and is regulated, in the adult animal, 

by neuronal signals from the cholinergic sympathetic fibres of the splanchnic nerve. 

Interestingly, in some mammals, such as rat and human, sympathetic innervation is 

immature at birth, yet the chromaffin cells can still secrete catecholamines in response to 

physiological stessor~, e.g. hypoxia. Increased plasma catecholamines is thought to 

provide a vital protect ive role for the neonatal animal during, and following birth. This is 

mediated in part by promoting lung fluid absorption, surfactant secretion, heart rate 

stabilization, and brown fat mobilization. The observation that, in the neonate, 

catecholamines are secreted in the absence of functional sympathetic innervation suggests 

that the chromaffin cells posses other mechanisms for directly 'sensing' a fall in blood 0 2 

tension (hypoxia). 

The primary goal of this thesis was to uncover the mechanisms of oxygen-sensing 

in developing chromaffin cells from the rat and mouse, using primary short-term cell 

cultures of chromaffin cells. The experimental approaches relied on patch clamp 

techniques to record wmc currents and membrane potential, carbon fibre 

electrochemistry to record catecholamine 
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secretion from cell clusters, and fluorescent indicators to measure reactive oxygen species 

generation. 

Hypoxic chemosensitivity was found in embryonic and neonatal, but not juvenile 

chromaffin cells from both the rat and mouse. Exposure to hypoxia or anoxia caused a 

reversible suppression of whole-cell current, which was comprised of the differential 

modulation of three K+ currents: (1) suppression of a large-conductance Ca2+ -dependent 

K+ current; (2) suppression of a delayed rectifier K+ current; and (3) activation of an 

ATP-sensitive K+ cuJTent. Hypoxia also induced membrane depolarization that was not 

initiated by any of these three voltage-dependent K+ currents. Additionally, hypoxia 

broadened action potentials in chromaffin cells that showed spontaneous activity, and this 

was mediated by a prolongation of the time course of membrane repolarization. All of 

these factors likely contribute to catecholamine secretion by enhancing the influx of Ca2 
+ 

through depolarization-activated L-type Ca2 
+ channels. 

Two sets of experiments were designed to identify the oxygen sensor in neonatal 

chromaffin cells. First, cells from transgenic mice, deficient in the gp9Iphox component of 

the putative 0 2-senscr protein, NADPH oxidase, responded to hypoxia in the same way 

as wild type cell, indicating that NADPH oxidase is not primarily responsible for oxygen 

sensitivity in these cells. Second, inhibitors of the proximal electron transport chain (e.g. 

rotenone and antimycin A) mimicked and attenuated the hypoxic response, while 

inhibitors of the distal electron transport chain (cyanide) and uncouplers of oxidative 
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phosphorylation (2,4-dinitrophenol) had no effect. Furthermore, reactive oxygen species 

production, primarily H20 2, decreased during exposure to hypoxia or inhibitors of the 

proximal electron transport chain, revealing a potential mitochondrial mechanism for 

'sensing' ofthe hypoxic stimulus. 

Reduced oxygen availability to the electron transport chain is proposed to cause a 

fall in cellular reactiv~ ~ oxygen species (ROS), principally H20 2. This fall in ROS signals 

closure of Ca2+ -dependent and Ca2+ -independent K+ channels, which causes broadening 

action potentials and mcreases Ca2 
+ influx. The later is further enhanced by the hypoxia

induced membrane depolarization, which in tum increases the probability of cell firing. 

The rise in intracellular Ca2 
+ then acts as the signal for catecholamine release from the 

chromaffin cells. 
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SK small-conductance Ca2+ -dependent K+ channel 

SN sympathetic neuron 

SP substance P 

T thoracic 

TEA tetraethylammonium 

TTX tetrodotoxin 

VIP vasoactive intestinal peptide 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The availabil [ty of adequate tissue oxygenation is crucial for the survival of all 

mammals. Oxygen primarily functions as the terminal electron acceptor in the electron 

transport chain (ETC), which is a vital molecule in the oxidative phosphorylation of 

adenosine diphosphate (ADP) to adenosine triphosphate (ATP). In adult mammals, 

adequate oxygen is supplied to blood by the respiratory system and delivered to tissues 

by the circulatory sysTem. In fetal animals, the maternal circulation delivers oxygen to 

the fetus via gas transfer across the placenta. Normally, oxygen levels are kept within 

strict limits, even during times of increased oxygen demand (e.g. exercise). The normal 

arterial partial pressure of oxygen (Po2) in the adult is -105 mmHg. Due to diffusion 

constraints, the Po2 in normal fetal tissue is reduced to- 30 mmHg, but is still adequate 

for proper fetal oxygenation and development (Guyton, 1991). 

Fetal mammals have evolved several strategies that allow them to enhance 0 2 

delivery to tissues. These include expression of fetal hemoglobin that shifts the 0 2

hemoglobin dissociat[on curve to the left and allows the fetal blood to carry 20-30% 

more 02 than the adu~t. Fetal hemoglobin concentration per red cell is also -50% greater 

than in the adult. Finally, the Bohr effect, which describes the inverse relationship 

between 02 and C02 binding to hemoglobin in the adult, is reversed in the fetus, so that 

fetal blood can carry more 02 at higher C02concentrations (Guyton, 1991 ). 

In adult mammals, a series of events is thought to maintain blood Po2 levels. 

Oxygen partial pressure (Po2) is measured by strategically located peripheral 
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chemoreceptors, of which the best characterised are the glomus or type I cells of the 

carotid body. A fall in arterial Po2, Pco2, or [H+], as may occur during ascent to high 

altitude or respiratory disease, is thought to evoke secretion of neurotransmitters from 

glomus cells onto the synaptic terminals of petrosal sensory neurons. The chemical, 

neurotransmitter signals are then thought to be relayed to the central pattern generator of 

the brain stem via a change in firing frequency of the carotid sinus nerve (Gonzalez, 

1994). Thus, blood homeostasis is maintained via activation of the respiratory reflex, 

which increases ventilation. The carotid chemoreceptor reflex is also thought to initiate 

catecholamine release from the chromaffin cells of the adult adrenal medulla v1a 

activation of cholinergic sympathetic fibres in the splanchnic nerve (Biesold et al. , 

1989). In the neonatal animal however, glomus cell function in the carotid body is 

immature and underf,oing ' resetting' to function in the higher oxygen tension of the 

extrauterine environment (Gonzalez et al. , 1994; Wasiko et al., 1999). Additionally, 

sympathetic innervat ion of target organs, such as the adrenal gland and heart, is 

relatively immature in some species, e.g. rat and human (Lagercrantz and Slotkin, 1986). 

Thus, a problem arises for the neonate, in that normal mechanisms for Po2 homeostasis 

are immature, yet the animal must still respond appropriately to hypoxic stress, as 

frequently occurs during birth and extrauterine apnoea. It is now thought that the 

chromaffin cells of the adrenal medulla function as 0 2-sensors in preparing the neonate 

for extrauterine life. 
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1. Historical implications of chromaffin cells as oxygen sensors. 

West and colleagues (1953) suggested the first physiological role for fetal 

chromaffin tissue when they proposed that the high catecholamine (CA) content of the 

adrenal medulla fune':ions to maintain fetal blood pressure and circulation. It was 

confirmed in later experiments that norepinephrine (NE), released from adrenomedullary 

chromaffin cells (AM C) and the extrachromaffin cells of Zuckerkandl can redistribute 

fetal blood flow in the lamb to the brain, heart and adrenal gland at the expense of less 

vital organs (Campbell et al. , 1967). Further, Seidler and Slotkin (1985) demonstrated a 

vital role for epinephrme (E) release during hypoxia in the survival of neona.tal rats (see 

section 4.1 below). These studies suggested that the adrenal chromaffin cells, in the 

absence of mature sympathetic innervation, are able to detect changes in arterial oxygen 

levels and secrete CA to make appropriate physiological adjustments in response to 

hypoxic stress. 

A direct role of AMC in oxygen sensing was first suggested by Comline and Silver 

(1961 ), who showed that the CA content of the early term fetal lamb adrenal gland was 

reduced during hypoxia. They also demonstrated a progressive increase in CA output 

during fetal maturati n that was accompanied by a shift in the NE to E content of the 

adrenal medulla. Studies on human infants who experienced complicated births, such as 

breech presentation and fetal asphyxia, revealed a depletion of CA content in the adrenal 

medulla (Lagercrantz and Bistoletti , 1973), suggesting a direct response of the human 

fetal AMC to hypoxia. Additionally, other studies have shown that neonatal rat AMC 

release CA during exposure to hypoxia (Seidler and Slotkin, 1985). However, after 
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maturation of sympathetic innervation to the adrenal gland, hypoxia-evoked CA release 

becomes dependent on splanchnic nerve activation. This has been observed in rat 

(Seidler and Slotkin, 1985, 1986), ovine (Jones et al. , 1988; Cheung, 1990; Rychkov et 

al. , 1998), and bovinf' (Dry et al. , 1991) adrenal glands. Taken together, these studies 

suggest that AMC possess a developmentally regulated mechanism for sensing a fall in 

arterial Po2 (hypoxia). 

2. Structure and function of the adrenal gland 

The mammalian adrenal, or suprarenal glands, are located on the superior aspect of 

the kidneys (Figure 1A), and have two main structures (Figure 1B). The outer layer, or 

adrenal cortex, is comprised of the cortical cells, which are responsible for hormone 

production (e.g. corticosteroids, mineralocorticoids and gonadocorticoids). The inner 

layer, or adrenal medulla, consists of chromaffin cells, which synthesise and release 

catecholamines (epinephrine, norepinephrine, and to a lesser extent dopamine) into the 

blood. 

2. I The adrenal corte:c 

The cortical (outer) layer of the adrenal gland is comprised of three mam 

structures: 1) the zona glomerulosa, which secretes primarily mineralocorticoids; 2) the 

zona fasciculata, which secretes the glucocorticoids, and; 3) the zona reticularis, which 

secretes gonadocorticoids. The zona glomerulosa is the outermost layer and the 
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Figure 1. Anatomy of the adrenal gland and its innervation. 

A. the adrenal gland (AD) is found on the superior side of the kidney (K; left side 

shown) and receives i1mervation from the splanchnic nerve (sp), which arises, in part, 

from the sympathetic chain (SC) and spinal cord. Other abbreviations in the figure are 

A; aorta, a and b; ante::ior and posterior divisions of the splanchnic nerve, cg; coeliac 

ganglia, D; diaphragm , PS; psoas muscle, sg; suprarenal ganglion (from Keese et al. , 

1988). B. diagram ofc. cross section of the adrenal gland, illustrating the main structures 

(From Hole, 1993). 
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cationic balance of the blood regulates secretion of mineralocorticoids from these 

cortical cells. Specifically, when plasma sodium ions (Na+) decrease, the renin

angiotensin pathw .y is activated, leading to angiotensin II release from lung 

capillaries. Angiote nsin II activates aldosterone secretion from cortical cells in the 

zona glomerulosa, Nhich promotes Na + reabsorbtion in the nephrons of the kidney 

(Tortora and Grabowski, 1992). 

The middle layer of the adrenal cortex, the zona fasciculata, is principally 

responsible for the synthesis and secretion of glucocorticoids (GC). Approximately, 

95% of the GC p10duced is hydrocortisone (Tortora and Grabowski, 1992). The 

secretion of GC is under negative control by hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis, such 

that low GC level ~. stimulate release of corticotropin releasing hormone from the 

hypothalamus, which in turn causes secretion of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) 

from the anterior pituitary. ACTH is carried by the blood to the zona fasciculata where 

it activates GC secn:tion from the zona fasciculata (Hole, 1993). 

The actions l)f GC (primarily hydrocortisone is considered here) are varied and 

evoke tissue-specifi c responses. Hydrocortisone l ) promotes A TP production in 

skeletal muscle through gluconeogenesis; 2) provides an anti-inflammatory action 

through inhibition •)f histamine secretion (mediated through the H1 receptor) from 

Mast cells, and; 3) regulates gene expression, e.g. increase phenolethanolamine-N

methyltransferase (PNMT) expression, which is the enzyme responsible for E 

synthesis from NE [n the adrenal medulla (Tortora and Grabowski, 1992). GCs have 
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also been reported to provide trophic and differentiation roles for adrenal chromaffin 

cells (see section 3.1 below; Doupe et al. , 1985). 

The innermost layer of the adrenal cortex, the zona reticularis, produces and 

secretes several ma le sex hormones. Cortical cells in the zona reticularis produce 

androgens, and possibly estrogens (Tortora and Grabowski, 1992), which are thought 

to assist the gonad-produced sex hormones during puberty and menopause, but the 

specific functions of the gonadocorticoids are not well understood. 

2. 2 The adrenal medulla 

The adrenal me ulla is the innermost layer of the adrenal gland (see figure 1 B) and 

is comprised mainl y of the adrenomedullary chromaffin cells (AMC). These cells 

received their name because they stain brown with chromic acid, like other 

catecholamine-containing cells derived from the neural crest (e.g. glomus cells of the 

carotid body; Tsapatsaris et al. , 1989). AMC are responsible for the synthesis of the 

catecholamines (CA), E and NE, and, to a lesser extent dopamine (DA). 

Approximately 80% of AMC found in the adult rat adrenal gland are E secreting, and 

the remaining ~20% secrete primarily NE, but this composition of AMC subtypes 

varies among speci~·s. DA release during stimulation is likely a consequence of its role 

as a precursor in E and NE synthesis, though an autocrine or paracrine function cannot 

be ruled out (Phillippe, 1983). AMC are arranged in small clusters of 10-20 cells, 

surrounded by blood vessels and axons of sympathetic origin (Hole, 1993). 
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The AMC are electrically excitable (see section 5 below), and release CA upon 

activation by the cholinergic sympathetic fibres of the splanchnic nerve (see figure 1 A 

and section 3. 2 below). Acetylcholine (ACh) release from sympathetic nerve terminals 

activates nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChR) and muscarinic acetylcholine 

receptors (mAChR) on the chromaffin cell. The net result of ACh stimulation is cell 

depolarization through activation of cation channels or K+ channel inhibition via 

mAChR activation. These in turn are coupled to Ca2 
+ influx and/or release of Ca2 

+ 

from intracellular st:>res (Chowdhury et al. , 1994). Increased intracellular Ca2 
+ during 

cholinergic stimulation of AMC is thought to be the main mechanism for CA release. 

In the adult, CA secretion from AMC usually occurs during physiological (e.g. 

hypoxia) or environmental (e.g. predator-prey interaction) stress. Detection of stress 

involves activation of the hypothalamus or other brain centres, which stimulate the 

sympathetic nervous system (Hole, 1993). CA released from AMC during stress 

mediate the ' fight-or-flight ' response, which comprises multiple physiological changes 

that are designed to prepare the animal to combat the stress. These include, increases 

in heart rate and fo rce of contraction, vasodilation, and increased glucose production 

from glycogen (Hole, 1993); these effects are mediated through <X and ~ adrenergic 

receptors (see section 4 below). 

Interestingly , in some mammals (e.g. rat) the sympathetic nervous system is 

immature at birth (see section 3.2 below), yet there is still a requirement for adrenal 

CA in the stress response. It appears that developing AMC express adaptations to 

directly measure the physiological status of the blood (e.g. 0 2 tension or pH) and 
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consequently to secrete CA during stress (see Lagercrantz and Slatkin, 1986). In 

addition to these transiently-expressed chemosensory properties, the neonatal animal 

also has a different tissue distribution of adrenergic receptors than the adult, which 

alters the ' fight-or-flight ' response so that neonatal survival is promoted through · 

physiological protective effects (see section 4. 2 below for more detail). 

3. Origin and deve lopment of chromaffin cells and chromaffin cell function 

3.1 Embryonic orig n ofchromaffin cells 

Chromaffin cells are adrenergic (primarily epinephrine containing) endocrine 

cells that are derived from sympathoadrenal (SA) precursor cells of the neural crest. 

The SA progeniton: are multipotent cells that can develop into sympathetic neurons 

(SN), small-intensely fluorescent (SIF) cells, extra-adrenal chromaffin cells or adrenal 

chromaffin cells. The final developmental fate of the SA progenitor may be guided by 

a number of sequential events, e.g. exposure to specific growth factors , that occur 

during ontogeny (reviewed by Anderson, 1993). 

The first identifiable stage indicating commitment of neural crest-derived cells 

to the SA lineage is thought to be the expression of mammalian achaete-schute 

homologous (MASH 1) gene (Lo et al., 1991 ). The MASH I gene is a transcription 

factor that is a homologue of the Drosophila gene, achaete-schute, which is required 

for development of specific neuroblasts in the fly larvae (Ghysen and Dambly

Chaudiere, 1988). Twenty-four hours after the appearance of MASH I, the neural crest 
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cells begin to expre.;s SA differentiation genes, e.g. tyrosine hydroxylase, which likely 

marks their commitment to the SA lineage (Anderson, 1993). 

Sympathoadrenal precursors migrate from the neural crest to their target sites, 

such as the adrenal primordia, carotid body, and paravertebral sympathetic ganglia. A 

combination of soluble factors (e.g. growth factors) , extracellular matrix and the 

timing of cell dispersal are thought to commit the migrating SA cells to their final 

developmental fate . SA progenitors from the neural crest are initially unresponsive to 

nerve growth factor (NGF), based on measurements of neurite outgrowth and mitotic 

rate (Anderson, 1993). This is further reflected in the observation that SA progenitors 

do not express mRNA for the NGF receptors, p75 and p1401
rk (Birren and Anderson, 

1990). However, th ~y show responsiveness to fibroblast growth factor (FGF), which 

can promote neurite outgrowth, but fails to act as a long-term survival factor (Stemple 

et al. , 1988). FGF d ~pendence in SA progenitors migrating to the sympathetic trunk is 

followed by development ofNGF dependence. At this stage, the SA progenitors begin 

to show a SN phenotype and become dependent on NGF for survival (Anderson, 

1993). 

In the case of AMC, there appears to be a specific sequence of growth factor 

dependence and interdependence that ultimately commits the SA cell to a chromaffin 

phenotype. SA progenitors that migrate to the developing adrenal medulla are exposed 

to high levels of glucocorticoid (GC), which have two main effects on the 

development and di fferentiation of AMC. First, low concentrations ( - 10-8 M) of GC, 

produced by the de veloping adrenal cortex, inhibit the development of the neuronal 
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phenotype. This is achieved through suppression of neuron-specific genes, such as 

GAP-43 (Federoff et al. , 1988). This first action of GC is thought to be a prerequisite 

for the second function, which is to induce the expression of PNMT, the enzyme 

responsible for E synthesis (Michelsohn and Anderson, 1992). After induction of 

PNMT, chromaffin cells require GC for survival, since -80% of cultured rat neonatal 

chromaffin cells die in the absence of exogenous dexamethasone or hydrocortisone 

(Doupe et al. , 1985). It is interesting to note that the second effect of GC on 

chromaffin cell differentiation requires much higher concentrations of GC ( - 1 o-3 M), 

similar to levels found in the adult adrenal gland, and may reflect a switchover of GCs 

role from suppressmg neuronal genes to providing trophic support. Induction of 

PNMT synthesis is thought to be the marker for commitment of the SA progenitor to 

the chromaffin phenotype (Anderson, 1993). 

Although the SA progenitors in the developing adrenal medulla express a 

predominantly chromaffin phenotype at embryonic day > 14.5 in the rat, they are able 

to change into other SA-derived cell types by exposure to the appropriate growth 

factors , indicating maintenance of pleuripotency. For example, GC (e.g. 

dexamethasone, a synthetic analogue of hydrocortisone) is required to maintain the 

chromaffin phenotype, and withdrawal of GC and concomitant addition of NGF to 

cultured rat neonatal chromaffin cells produces a switch from the chromaffin 

phenotype to a neuronal one without associated cell death (Doupe et al. , 1985). 

Dexamethasone is frequently used to replace hydrocortisone in culture media because 

it is more stable than the natural GC. Interestingly, the transition from AMC to SN 
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passes through an intermediate stage where the cells appear SIF-like, illustrating the 

importance of growth factors in determining the final developmental fate of SA 

progenitors during ontogeny (Doupe et al., 1995). However, AMC from the adult rat 

are much more resistant to the effects of GC withdrawal and NGF administration, 

suggesting that at some point during development AMC become committed to their 

chromaffin phenotype (Doupe et al., 1985). 

3. 2 Innervation ofchromaffin cells 

Two main types of nerve fibres, cholinergic sympathetic fibres (efferent 

innervation) from the splanchnic nerve, and peptidergic fibres (afferent innervation) 

innervate the chromaffin cells of the adrenal medulla. Functional innervation of AMC 

by these two types of fibres develops along quite different time courses; efferent 

innervation is not mature in the rat until - 10 days postnatally, while functional 

afferent innervation can be detected as early as postnatal day 2 (Holgertet al., 1994). 

The neuronal cells that give rise to the splanchnic nerve have complex origins 

throughout the cen :ral and peripheral nervous systems, and have been extensively 

mapped using the retrograde tracer, fast blue (Kesse et al., 1988; Mohamed et al. , 

1988; Coupland et al. , 1989; Parker et al. , 1993). By far the most abundant innervation 

of AMC originates from pre-ganglionic sympathetic neurons, whose cell bodies are 

found in the spinal cord within thoracic (T) segments 8 and 9, but range from Tl to 

lumbar segment (L) 1 (Keese et al. , 1988). There is also an innervation from a 

population of postganglionic sympathetic fibres that arise from the paravertebral 
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sympathetic chain between T4 and T12, with the maximal contribution from T9 and 

T1 0 (Keese et al., 1988). A few postganglionic neurons are found in the suprarenal 

ganglion, but none in the coeliac ganglion have been identified (see Figure 1A). 

Parasympathetic ir1.1ervation to the medulla is also present and likely functions to 

oppose the effects of sympathetic stimulation that has activated the fight-or-flight 

response (Parker et al., 1993). 

In addition to the pre- and post-ganglionic sympathetic efferent fibres that 

innervate the adrenal medulla there is also an afferent component. Cell bodies of 

afferent fibres were traced with fast blue and arise primarily from the dorsal root 

ganglia between T:, and L2, with the largest component from T1 0 (Mohamed et al. , 

1988). Interestingly , there is also a small component of afferent fibres ( -14% of the 

total afferents label led) arising from the vagal sensory nodose ganglion (Coupland et 

al. , 1989). Characterization of the afferent innervation of the medulla by 

immunocytochemistry has revealed at least three types of peptidergic sensory neurons. 

These contain substance P (SP; Khalil et al. , 1986), vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP; 

Malhotra and Wa ade, 1987) or pituitary adenylate cyclase activating peptide 

(P ACAP; Dun et al , 1996), all of which are proposed modulators of adrenal medullary 

CA secretion. 

SP has been proposed to prevent desensitization of the nAChR by binding to a 

site different from the ACh binding domain or by regulating phosphorylation of the 

protein, thus allowing the nAChR to continue responding to prolonged stimulation 

(Khalil et al. , 19B7). VIP and P ACAP are hypothesised to act as peptidergic 
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transmitters within the medulla. P ACAP has been shown to cause greater CA release 

from AMC than both ACh and VIP, and is activated by low frequency stimulation (0.5 

to 3 Hz) of the splanchnic nerve. In contrast, high frequency (1 0 to 50 Hz) stimulation 

appears to evoke ACh release (Malhotra and Wakade, 1987). VIP release is also · 

induced by low frequency stimulation of the splanchnic nerve, but appears only to 

activate secretion from epinephrine containing AMC (Guo and Wakade, 1994). 

Development of the efferent and afferent components of adrenal innervation 

follows distinct time courses. Peptidergic (CGRP-containing) sensory fibres are 

detectable by immunocytochemistry 2 days after birth, but decline in number by the 6th 

postnatal day (Hol.1ert et al. , 1994). These fibres are degraded by treatment of the 

animal with capsa icin, which selectively destroys C-type or nociceptive sensory 

neurons (Pelto-Huikko et al. , 1984) but are not affected by monoclonal antibodies 

against ACh estera!;e, suggesting that these fibres are non-cholinergic (Holgert et al. , 

1994). Further, peptidergic transmitters are potent modulators of CA secretion from 

AMC during the perinatal period (Slotkin and Seidler, 1988), suggesting that the 

sensory (afferent) c :>mponent of adrenal innervation is functional at birth. 

In contrast, the preganglionic sympathetic innervation to the adrenal medulla 

does not mature um il approximately 10 days after birth in the rat. This is supported by 

the observation tl::.at GAP-43 and neurofilament-1 0, markers of axonal growth, 

decrease with postnatal age (Holgert et al. , 1994). Additionally, AChE positive fibres 

are observed to project into the medulla on the second postnatal day, but AChE 

staining is relative! y weak and increases dramatically by postnatal day 16 (Holgert et 
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al., 1994). Interestingly, the increase in AChE staining is accompanied by a decrease 

in the number of se 1sory fibres and an increase in the expression of CA synthesising 

enzymes (dopamine-~-hydroxylase and tyrosine hydroxylase) in AMC, suggesting 

that chromaffin cell maturation and sensory innervation are under the control of 

sympathetic innerva tion (Holgert et al. , 1994). 

The existence of sympathetic fibres in the neonatal medulla (though fewer in 

number compared to the adult) raises the question whether these are functional. 

Several lines of evidence suggest that sympathetic innervation to the adrenal medulla 

is indeed immature or non-functional at birth. First, reflex stimulation of AMC 

normally occurs when stress (e.g. hypoglycemia) is detected by the central nervous 

system, followed by activation of the hypothalamus, stimulation of pre-ganglionic 

sympathetic fibres c:.nd CA secretion from AMC. In adult but not neonatal rats, this 

reflex is blocked by the nAChR antagonist, chlorisondamine, suggesting that 

functional nerve c01mections are absent in the neonate (Seidler and Slatkin, 1985). 

Second, hypoxia-induced CA release from AMC, can be blocked by chlorisondamine 

in the adult but not neonate (Seidler and Slotkin, 1985). Third, maternal stress, such as 

alkaline shock, which accelerates development of sympathetic innervation results in 

premature loss of the ' direct ' hypoxia-induced CA secretory response in rat AMC, 

while splanchnic denervation of the adult results in its return (Slatkin and Seidler, 

1986). Finally, markers of sympathetic innervation, ornithine decarboxylase activity 

and acetylcholine transferase levels are low or absent in neonatal animals, but increase 

- 4 fold by the 1oth postnatal day (Slotkin and Seidler, 1988). Since, nicotine and high 
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extracellular K+ evo e Ca2+-dependent CA secretion from neonatal AMC the secretory 

machinery is intact (Slatkin and Seidler, 1988). Taken together, these studies suggest 

that sympathetic innervation of the adrenal medulla is immature or non-functional 

during early postnatal life . 

3. 3 Development oj.1timulus-secretion coupling 

Both the cholinergic and peptidergic neurons that innervate adult AMC can 

evoke robust CA secretion. Pre-ganglionic sympathetic fibres release ACh, which 

activates both the nicotinic and muscarinic acetylcholine receptors on AMC. The 

nicotinic receptors found in adult AMC are of the neuronal type (nAChR), with a 

single channel conductance of - 45 pS and show rapid(- 2ms) activation. Muscarinic 

receptors on the other hand, are classical G-protein coupled receptors, that can either 

modulate ion channels directly or mobilize release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores. 

Using specific inhibitors and activators of these two classes of receptors, several 

differences in receptor coupling to secretion in AMC have been observed. 

In AMC, ni cotine activates a rapid inward current via a cation channel 

permeable to Ca2+, l\a2+ and to a lesser extent, K+ (Fenwick et al. , 1982). The resulting 

inward current causes membrane depolarization, activation of voltage-dependent Na+ 

and Ca2+ channels and cell firing. During the action potential, Ca2+ influx causes CA 

secretion by promoting vesicle fusion with the plasma membrane (Aunis and Langley, 

1999). The rise in intracellular Ca2+ and CA secretion evoked by nicotine is rapid ( < 2 

ms) and terminates within -10 sec (Chowdhury et al., 1994). 
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In addition, AMC express either the M3 or M4 muscarinic receptors, as assayed 

by measurements of changes in intracellular Ca2 
+ upon binding of the M3/M4 

antagonist, 4-diphenylacetoxy-4-methyl-piperidine ( 4-DAMP). Muscarine evokes 

secretion with a delay (0.5-2 sec), but its effects last up to 30 sec following stimulation 

(Chowdhury et al., 1 994). Muscarinic stimulation of CA secretion may involve a dual 

mechanism where the rise in intracellular Ca2+ is mediated via K+ channel inhibition 

and membrane depolarization or release from intracellular stores. The mAChR's can 

stimulate secretion through inhibition of large conductance Ca2+ dependent K+ 

channels, which are thought to prolong action potential duration and enhance Ca2 
+ 

influx (Herrington et al., 1995). Alternatively, it has been proposed that mAChR 

stimulation inhibits dn inward rectifier K+ channel, which depolarizes the membrane 

and activates Ca2 
+ influx through voltage-dependent Ca2 

+ channels (Akaikeet al., 

1990). In addition tc> modulation of ion channels, mAChR stimulation has also been 

shown to cause relea;e of intracellular Ca2 
+ from inositol trisphosphate-sensitive stores 

in bovine AMC (Eberhard and Holz, 1987). 

Catecholamir e release by ACh stimulation of AMC, mediated through the two 

classes of ACh rec,~ptors, shows a developmental profile that likely reflects the 

maturation of innervation. AMC from embryonic rats aged E14-16 days were 

unresponsive to ACh stimulation and the nerve fibres projecting to the adrenal medulla 

contained few detectable synaptic vesicles viewed by electron microscopy (Oomori et 

al., 1998). By embr~'onic day E18-20, synaptic vesicles in neurons and AMC were 

more numerous, but AMC responded only to nAChR stimulation and not mAChR 
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stimulation (Seidler and Slatkin, 1986; Oomori et al. , 1998). Immediately after birth 

(postnatal days, P 1-2), adult levels of CA secretion could be evoked by both types of 

ACh receptor agoni:;ts (Oomori et al. , 1998). Interestingly, these changes in AChR

coupled secretion a lso parallel changes in the expression of the CA synthesizing 

enzymes, as assayed by immunocytochemistry. Dopamine-~-hydroxylase activity, 

which is required for NE synthesis, is seen as early as embryonic day E14. However, 

PNMT expression, .m indicator of E synthesis, is absent until E 18 and continues to 

increase until - 16 days after birth (Verhofstad et al. , 1985; Oomori et al. , 1998). 

Although it is generally thought that the signal for CA release during the stress 

response in mammals arises from ACh release from sympathetic fibres , several 

peptidergic neurotransmitters are potent stimulators of CA secretion. Secretion evoked 

by VIP, PACAP and ACh has been observed in a single rat AMC, but some cells are 

responsive only to ACh (Chowdhury et al. , 1994). Thus, CA secretion is under strict 

developmental cont rol and is regulated by a number of different neurotransmitters. 

Opiate peptides have also been found in rat AMC, and are released during nervous 

stimulation or during direct stimulation of neonatal cells by hypoxia. They are 

proposed to play a modulatory role inCA secretion (Chantry et al. , 1982). It is thought 

that different brain ·~entres stimulate specific populations of spinal neurons, leading to 

preferential release of CA from sub-populations of AMC. This ensures the proper 

amount and type of CA enters the blood in response to different stressors (Anuis and 

Langley, 1999). 
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4. Catecholamine~;, adrenergic receptors and their physiological roles 

The first st~~p in the synthesis of CA in the adrenal medulla (and other 

adrenergic tissues) is the hydroxylation of tyrosine to Dopa, by the rate-limiting 

enzyme tyrosine hy :iroxylase (TH). Dopa is then converted by dopa-decarboxylase to · 

dopamine, which is subsequently hydroxylated by dopamine-~-hydroxylase to 

norepinephrine (NE). NE is then N-methylated by phenylethanolamine-N

methyltransferase t produce epinephrine. 

CA are functionally coupled to adrenergic receptors, which consist of two 

general classes, ()(- adrenergic receptors and ~-adrenergic receptors. To date, nine 

subunits of these receptors (()(I a, ()(Ib , ()(Ic, ()(2a, ()(2b, ()(2c, ~'' ~2 ~3) have been classified 

based on rank order of potency for adrenergic drugs and genetic sequence (reviewed 

by Strosberg, 1993). These receptor subtypes have both tissue specific and overlapping 

distributions, in addition to a specific developmental profile (see below). Generally, 

both E and NE function as ligands for ()( and ~ receptors, but NE has a higher affinity 

for the ()( subtypes, while E can activate both classes equally well (Guyton, 1991 ). The 

overall tissue response to adrenergic receptor stimulation is a combination of the 

relative proportion of receptor subtypes and the degree to which they are coupled to 

their effector systems. 

The adrenergic receptors are considered to be the prototypical G-protein 

coupled receptors, and since the first proposal of two receptor subtypes in 1948 by 

Ahlquist, much information on their function has appeared in the literature. The ()( 1 

receptors are positi 1ely coupled to phospholipase C by the G-protein, Gq, and increase 
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phosphatidyl-inositc l turnover, which in tum mediates changes in intracellular Ca2
+ 

levels (Summers a d McMartin, 1993). The cx2 receptors are negatively coupled to 

adenylate cyclase (AC) activity via Gi or directly to ion channels, and activation 

causes a decrease in cellular cyclic AMP (cAMP) or ion channel inhibition. On the 

other hand, all three classes of ~ receptors are positively coupled to AC through Gs 

and therefore, increase cAMP levels (Summers and McMartin, 1993). The 

physiological role o adrenoreceptor stimulation varies from tissue to tissue. However, 

adrenergic-receptor stimulation is generally accepted to be the main receptor type that 

mediates the stress, )r ' fight-or-flight ' response in mammals. 

4.1 Adrenergic receptors and the stress response in the mature mammal 

During stress, whether physiological (e.g. hypoxia) or environmental (e.g. 

predation), the hypothalamus signals the descending fibres of the reticular formation to 

activate the sympathetic nervous system. The pre-ganglionic sympathetic fibres of the 

splanchnic nerve th en release ACh onto AMC, evoking CA secretion into the blood. 

Circulating CA then acts on adrenergic receptors in target tissues to activate the stress 

response . Generally, the stress response consists of a series of physiological responses 

that prepare the animal to either combat or flee the stress. 

These respo nses include: 1) increased strength of heart contraction and heart 

rate, mediated through ~ 1 and ~2 receptors ; 2) shunting of blood flow from the 

periphery and less vital organs (e .g. digestive track and kidneys) to more vital ones 

(e.g. heart and brain), which is mediated by both ex and ~receptors; 3) glycogenolysis 
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and heat generation, mediated through ~ receptors; and 5) bronchiodilation and 

increased respiration, which is also mediated through ~ receptors in the lung. The 

initial response is mediated by sympathetic neurons that synapse directly with target 

tissues, but prolonged responses are mediated by CA release from the adrenal medulla 

(Guyton, I99I). 

The basal rate of CA release from the adrenal medulla is approximately 0.2 

j.Jg/kg/min of E anj 0.05 j.Jg/kg/min of NE (Guyton, I99I ), which yields typical 

plasma concentrations in the human between I and 2 ng/litre (Lagercrantz and Slotkin, 

1986). These levels of circulating CA help maintain blood pressure at almost normal 

levels, and likely function in concert with the sympathetic nervous system to provide 

physiological redundancy in the production of sympathetic tone. During stress, plasma 

CA concentration c<m reach between 5 and I 0 ng/litre in the adult and -50 ng/litre in 

the newborn (Lagercratz and Slotkin, 1986). Sustained basal release of CA into the 

blood likely allows for both increases and decreases in sympathetic tone, giving the 

animal a broad dynamic range of responses to varying stress situations. 

4. 2 Adrenergic rec?ptors and the stress response in neonates and the fetus 

It had been . .mown before the pioneering study of Comline and Silver (196I) 

on adrenal response' of fetal sheep to hypoxia that administration of exogenous NE to 

early term animals can shunt blood flow from the periphery to the heart and brain. 

This suggests that the stress response is intact at early developmental stages. Work in 

the 1980's by Slotkin and colleagues demonstrated that the fetus and neonatal rat 
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express specific adaptations to the stress response, which allow the animal to cope 

with a lack of fu nctional sympathetic innervation. The most dramatic was the 

observation that the fetal rat heart expresses predominantly ex receptors, as opposed to 

~ receptors found in the adult heart (Slotkin and Seidler, 1986). This allows the fetus 

to avoid life threatening (due to energy depletion) increases in heart rate and strength 

of contraction that normally occur during the adult stress response. Administration of 

ex antagonists during exposure of the neonatal rat to hypoxia results in a rapid increase 

in heart rate, followed by a loss of normal heart rhythm and eventual death (Seidler et 

al. , 1987). In contrast, during hypoxia in the absence of adrenergic inhibitors, the fetal 

heart rate is maintained at a constant level, which provides a protective effect against 

the oxidative stress. 

The role of ~ receptors in the stress response, especially that elicited by 

hypoxia, is similar to, but more diverse than that seen in adult rats. During hypoxia CA 

released from the adrenal medulla act on ~ receptors in the lung to induce 

bronchiodilation and increased respiration (as in the adult). Most importantly, in 

preparation for air breathing, CA change the lung from a net fluid secreting epithelium 

to one of net fluid absorption. In addition, CA induce surfactant secretion, which 

facilitates breathin~; by decreasing surface tension forces in the lung (Seidler and 

Slotkin, 1986). This is especially important during birth and in the immediate postnatal 

period, since blockade of ~ receptors results in respiratory failure and death in 

neonatal rats exposed to hypoxia. Additionally, human infants born by Caesarean 

section before the o:1set of labour have reduced plasma CA levels and this is correlated 
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with decreased lung compliance and cyanosis (Lagercrantz and Bistoletti , 1973). Thus, 

the specific profile 1.n receptor expression allows the neonatal rat to display a modified 

stress response that is tailored to promoting survival, as opposed to inducing the adult 

fight-or-flight response. 

4. 3 Regulation ofndrenergic receptor expression and function 

As illustrated in the sections above ( 4. I and 4. 2), the response of a specific 

tissue to adrenergic receptor stimulation during the stress response is determined by 

the expression of specific ex and ~ receptors. Additionally, the specific effects of the 

stress response reflect a combination of several factors including, relative levels of 

receptor expression and density, extent of receptor desensitization, and efficiency of 

coupling to effector systems. 

The transcri:Jtion of adrenergic genes is regulated in a biphasic manner by the 

presence of agonis1. Acute increases in agonist concentration (1-2 hours) increases · 

expression of ~2 receptor mRNA, however, prolonged exposure to agonist results in a 

dramatic decrease in mRNA and protein levels. These effects are thought to be 

mediated through changes in intracellular cAMP levels, which act on the cAMP

response element located in the 5' flanking region ofthe gene to transiently increase of 

decrease mRNA stability (Hadcock and Malbon, 1993). Similar effects of agonist 

concentration on expression of cx 1 mRNA have been observed, but the opposite effect 

is seen for the cx2 receptor (Strosberg, 1993). Interestingly, activation of different 

receptor subtypes by agonist can also influence coupling of adrenergic receptors to G
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proteins and the effector molecules, (e.g. adenylate cyclase). For example, activation 

of the <X 1 receptor can lead to increased coupling of the ~2 receptor to Gs in 

cardiomyocytes (Castellano and Bohn, 1997). 

In addition t::> the 'direct' regulation of adrenergic receptor expression by their · 

agonists, cross-talk between other G-protein coupled receptors may also regulate their 

expression and fun ction. For example, stimulation of the glucocorticoid-1 (GC-1) 

receptor by dexamethasone can upregulate ~2 mRNA in the heart through activation of 

the cAMP response element (Strosberg, 1993). Interestingly, GC levels are quite low 

in the fetus because the adrenal cortex is relatively immature (see section 2.1) and the 

heart seems to lack ~ receptors at this time (Seidler et al., 1987). Thus, it is difficult to 

predict the effects of basal levels of CA on receptor function during development, 

because the adrenergic receptors are regulated by a number of independent and 

overlapping mechanisms. Studies of physiological responses to CA have provided the 

best information on the types and functions of adrenergic receptors during 

development (see above). However, the factors that regulate development and 

expression of adrenergic receptors in the fetus are complex and presently are not fully 

understood. 

5. Electrophysiolo>gy of adrenal chromaffin cells 

The patch c.,amp technique is an experimental protocol that was invented in 

1976 by Erwin Neher and Bert Sackman, for which they received the Nobel Prize in 

Physiology and Medicine in 1991 (see Sackman and Neher, 1995). This powerful 
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experimental technique uses a small glass electrode(- 1 !Jm diameter) to form a tight 

electrical seal (Gn; gigaseal) with the plasma membrane of the cell. The patch clamp 

technique is advant 1geous over traditional sharp electrode voltage clamp recordings 

because it allows fo r accurate measurements of ionic currents from small cells, which 

are often damaged during impalement. After gigaseal formation, application of a small 

amount of suction (conventional whole cell configuration) allows the researcher to 

precisely control membrane potential using a low-noise high-bandwidth feedback 

amplifier (Figure 2A). The amplifier uses a single electrode to control the membrane 

potential by injection of an equal and opposite current to the normal ionic current 

fluctuations in the cell. Thus, the experimenter can measure ionic currents at 

controlled voltages as the voltage drop across a high resistance ( 500 Mn to 10 Gn) 

feedback resistor (Rr; see figure 2). 

In addition t1) whole-cell recording, several other configurations of the patch

clamp technique have been utilized (Figure 2B). Before application of suction to 

establish the whole··cell configuration, ionic currents can be recorded in the ' cell

attached ' mode, or withdrawing the electrode can remove a 'patch' of membrane and 

allow recording of the current through channels in the 'inside-out ' configuration 

(Hamill et al. , 1981 ). Alternatively, after establishment of the whole-cell 

configuration, the elt!Ctrode can be withdrawn to form an outside-out patch (see Figure 

2B). In this way, the solution bathing the cytoplamic or extracellular sides of the 

membrane can be manipulated, allowing precise descriptions of ion channel 

selectivity, conductance, open probability, and gating properties m a variety of 
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excitable and non-excitable cell types. AMC have been one of the most extensively 

characterised cell types using this technique, and they are generally thought to be a 

prototypical model for studying excitable membranes and neurosecretion (e.g. 

Fenwick et al. , 1984 ). 

In classical whole-cell recording (used for - \t2 of the recordings in Chapter 1 

of this thesis), the intracellular milieu is replaced with the solution in the electrode, 

allowing for precise control of the fluid environment in the cell. Unfortunately, cell 

dialysis leads to loss of the normal cytoplasmic constituents, so that many second 

messenger systems are no longer intact. To overcome this experimental limitation, 

Horn and Marty ( 1988) invented a new whole-cell recording technique, the perforated

patch configuration, which utilized the pore-forming antibiotic, nystatin, to achieve 

electrical access to the cell. In the perforated-patch technique (used for the majority of 

recordings in this thesis), nystatin is placed into the patch pipette, and after seal 

formation, the antibiotic inserts into the plasma membrane to form ' perforations ' that 

are permeable to monovalent, but not divalent cations and, to a lesser extent, anions 

(Kleinberg and Finklestein, 1984). Thus, this technique allows the monovalent ions 

inside the cell to be precisely controlled with minimal washout of second messengers, 

metabolites and buffers. The main disadvantage of the perforated-patch technique is 

that the series resistance (Rs), which is a sum of the pipette and membrane patch 

resistances, is - 3 fold higher than traditional whole cell recordings and can introduce 

substantial voltage errors (Jones, 1990). However, if care is taken to cancel the 

majority of series resi ;tance, and if input resistance (Rin) of the cell is high (> 1 Gn), as 
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Figure 2. Electromlc design of the patch clamp amplifier and configurations for 

patch clamp recordings. 

A, simplified schematic of the electronic design of a patch clamp amplifier. The 

command voltage ( V c) is used to precisely control the potential across the cell 

membrane resistance (r) and capacitance (c). The electrode alternates between current 

injection and curren ~ measurements so that the cell's potential is held constant at Vc. 

Fluctuations in V c t the cell, due to ionic currents, is measured across the feedback 

resistance (Rf) as a voltage drop. Rs represents the series combination of the pipette 

and patch resistance~ : . B, typical configurations of the patch clamp technique. After the 

initial seal formation, the cell-attached configuration is achieved. Progression to the 

three other possible states are shown in the figure. Both and A and B are modified 

from Jones (1990). 
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is the case for AMC , these voltage errors are minimal (Jones, 1990). 

5.1 Amperometric determination ofamine release 

An interesting and powerful extension of voltage clamp utilises the low-noise 

amplifier and singl~ carbon fibre microelectrodes (5-30 IJm diameter) to monitor 

exocytosis of amines from single cells. In this technique, carbon fibre electrodes are 

placed adjacent to cdls and polarized to ~ 600 m V to detect CA release (Leszczyszyn 

et al. , 1990). This p1)tential is well above the oxidation potential for CA ( ~ 300 m V), 

and amines released from the cell are rapidly oxidized following cont_act with the 

electrode surface. Oxidized amines release two electrons per molecule, which are 

measured as a current by the electrode. Carbon fibre electrochemistry has two main 

recording configurations. In the first, amperometry, the electrode is held at a constant 

potential and secreted amines can be monitored in real time as their oxidation current. 

Unfortunately, amperometry does not allow identification of individual amine species. 

The second configu ation, cyclic voltammetry, utilizes a rapid ( ~ 10 ms) triangular 

waveform to repeatedly oxidize and reduce amines. In this way, individual species of 

amines can be ident:fied by their characteristic oxidation-reduction curve (Chow and 

von Ruden, 1995). However, since most amine secreting cells release more than one 

species during a seeretory event, the oxidation-reduction curve is a hybrid of the 

individual profiles o each oxidizable chemical released and quantification of specific 

amines is impossible . Despite these limitations, carbon fibre electrochemistry has been 
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a powerful additiorc to electrophysiology because it allows correlation of secretion 

with changes in other cell properties, such as ionic conductances or intracellular Ca2+. 

5. 2 Inward currents in chromaffin cells 

As summarized below, the majority of electrophysiological studies on AMC 

have been performt!d on cells isolated from adult animals. The inward current is 

carried predominan tly by classical voltage-dependent, tetrodotoxin (TTX)-sensitive 

Na+ channels (Fenwick et al., 1982). These channels are similar to those underlying 

the original N a+ conductance described by Hodgkin and Huxley ( 1952) for the squid 

giant axon, and play an important role in action potential generation in AMC (Hollins 

and Ikeda, 1996). 

In addition, rat AMC possess at least three types of Ca2+ channels, which 

control CA secretion to different extents: The long-lasting (L-type) channel is 

activated by depolarization and sensitive to dihydropyridines (e.g. nifedipine). The 

rapidly inactivating (N-type) Ca2+ channel is open at depolarized membrane potentials 

and is sensitive to w-conotoxin-GIVA. Persistent (P-type) Ca2+ channels are non

inactivating and blo cked by w-agatoxin-IV A (Hess, 1990; Artalejo et al., 1994). 

The ability to monitor membrane capacitance as an index of secretion 

concomitantly with voltage clamping has allowed Artalejo and colleagues (1994) to 

determine that L-type Ca2+ channels are most efficiently coupled to CA secretion in rat 

AMC. The L-type channel likely contributes to CA release during action potentials 

evoked by sympathetic stimulation of AMC during stress because it is non
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inactivating, opened by membrane depolarization, and may be closely linked to the 

exocytotic machinery (Artalejo et al. , 1994). The N-and P- type channels appear to 

play important roles in CA secretion in the absence of action potentials and are 

thought to be more diffusely distributed in the cell (Artelejo et al. , 1994; Kim et al. , 

1995). Similar Ca2+ channel subtypes have been described in cat (Lopez et al. , 1995), 

dog (Gaspo et al. , 1993), mouse and bovine (Hemandez-Guijo et al. , 1998) AMC. 

Interestingly, in the rat, mouse and cat, L-type channels predominate, comprising 

-50% of the total c}+current. In bovine and porcine AMC, L-type channels comprise 

only about 15% of the total Ca2+ current (Hemandez-Guijo et al. , 1998). These 

differences may refl ect the extent to which Ca2+ currents are modulated by peptide co

transmitters (e.g. opiates) released from AMC during stimulation, but further work is 

required to validate this point. 

5. 3 Outward currenl s in chromaffin cells 

The outward currents of AMC consist primarily of large-conductance Ca2+

dependent K+ channels (BK) that are blocked by the scorpion toxins, charybdotoxin 

(ChTX) and iberiotoxin (IbTX; Solaro et al. , 1992). Two subtypes of BK current have 

been described in ad ult rat AMC, one inactivating (BKi) in about 75% of cells, and the 

other non-inactivating or sustained (BK5) in - 10% of AMC. The remaining -15% 

express mixed BK currents (Solaro et al. , 1992). The proportion of BK channels is 

somewhat different in neonatal AMC, where - 70% express BKs and the remaining 

30% have either BKi or both currents (Thompson and Nurse, 1997; Chapter 2 in this 
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thesis). Thus, expression of these BK current subtypes may be modified postnatally 

(see also Appendix l in this thesis). 

Regardless of the subtype, BK channels are activated by a combination of 

membrane depolarization and an increase in intracellular Ca2 
+. This makes them 

ideally suited to function in a negative feedback role during CA secretion, since Ca2 
+ 

influx through L-type Ca2 
+ channels during an action potential can activate the BK 

channels, aiding rerolarization and curtailing secretion. Thus, subtle changes in the 

activation or inacti\ation of BK channels can dramatically change the shape of an 

action potential and modulate CA secretion. Pancrazio et al. ( 1994) have described the 

importance of BK channels for membrane repolarization during the action potential in 

rat AMC. They sho .ved that inhibition of BK channels with ChTX caused a marked 

broadening of the action potential, and that increasing intracellular Ca2 
+ levels 

shortened action potentials in a ChTX-sensitive manner. Additionally, expression of 

BKi channels appean crucial for the ability of AMC to fire repetitive action potentials, 

whereas cells expressing predominantly BK5 fire only single action potentials in 

response to depolarizing stimuli (Solaro et al. , 1995). 

Similar types of BK currents have been described in bovine AMC, with some 

interesting differences. A much smaller proportion of bovine AMC express 

inactivating BK curr<:!nts with markedly different gating properties. They acitvate and 

inactivate more slowly, and have an activation potential that is more positive (Lovell 

et al. , 2000). These properties likely reflect different combinations of the subunits that 

form the tetrameric s·:ructure of a functional K+ channel. 
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In addition to BK channels, rat AMC also possess a number of other K+ 

channel subtypes. These include a small-conductance Ca2+ dependent K+ channel that 

is sensitive to apamin (Neeley and Lingle, 1992) and a delayed rectifier K+ channel 

that is slowly inactJvating and similar to the Kz channel described in the chromaffin 

derived pheochromocytoma (PC 12) cell line (Hoshi and Aldrich, 1988; Solaro et al. , 

1992). 

6. Orchemotransduction in carotid body chromaffin cells 

This thesis is concerned with investigating the mechanisms of 0 2

chemotransduction in adrenal chromaffin cells . Thus, it is pertinent to contrast the 

properties of 0 2-chemosensitivity in a related, well-studied neural crest derived 0 2

chemoreceptor, the type 1 or glomus cell of the carotid body. Glomus cells are 

prototypical 0 2, C02, and acid chemoreceptors that are located in the carotid body, a 

small organ found at. the bifurcation ofthe common carotid artery. The carotid body is 

a densely vascularized organ that is ideally located to sample changes in the chemical 

composition of arterial blood. A fall in arterial Po2, Pco2 or acidity is ' sensed ' by the 

glomus cell and thought to evoke neurotransmitter secretion onto afferent terminals of 

the petrosal neurom. that innervate them. Neurotransmitters then excite the petrosal 

neurons and alter action potential frequency, which is relayed to the central pattern 

generator of the brain stem (see Gonzalez et al. , 1994 for a review of carotid body 

function). The output from the central pattern generator ultimately controls firing of 
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other neurons that innervate the diaphragm. Thus, in response to a hypoxic stimulus, 

ventilation is increased leading to a restoration of blood Po2. 

6.1 Effects ofhypoxia on ion channels and membrane potential in glomus cells 

The first characterization of 0 2-sensitive K+ channels in rabbit glomus cells 

demonstrated hypoxic inhibition of a slowly inactivating, 4-aminopyridine-sensitive 

delayed rectifier K+ channel (Lopez-Bameoet al. , 1988). Subsequently, it was shown 

that rat glomus cells also express 0 2-sensitive K+ channels that are reversi~ly inhibited 

by hypoxia (Peers, 1990; Stea and Nurse, 1991 ). Interestingly, these are Ca2+

dependent K+ or BK channels, evidenced by their sensitivity to extracellular Cd2+ and 

ChTX (Peers, 1990) . Other 0 2-sensitive ion channels have been described in glomus 

cells from the rat and rabbit. These include a voltage-insensitive ' leak ' K+ channel that 

is TEA, 4-AP, ChTX, and Ca2+-insensitive, which may belong to the acid-sensitive 

TASK or TRAK fa 1ily of K+ channels (Buckler, 1997; Kim et al. , 1999; Buckler et 

al. , 2000). These channels have not yet been described in the rabbit, but an 0 2

sensitive, inward rectified K+ conductance that belongs to the human ether-a-go-go 

related gene (HERO ) family, and may be 0 2-sensitive, has recently been identified in 

this species (Overholt et al. , 2000). In addition, glomus cells of the rabbit carotid body 

express an 0 2-sensitive L-type Ca2+ channel that is inhibited by hypoxia at low 

voltages, but augmented at higher voltages (Montoro et al. , 1996); this channel is not 

present in the rat glomus cell (Lopez-Lopez et al. , 1997). 
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The exact mechanism of ion channel inhibition/activation by hypoxia that leads 

to neurotransmitter release from glomus cells, as well as the specific neurotransmitters 

involved remain controversial (see however, Zhang et al. , 2000). Generally, if glomus 

cells are quiescent (not firing action potentials), as rat glomus cells seem to be when · 

singly isolated, inh~bition of the ' leak' K+ channel is thought to depolarize the 

membrane and increase Ca2+ influx through voltage-sensitive Ca2+ channels, evoking 

neurosecretion (Buckler, 1997). However, if glomus cells are spontaneously active, as 

may occur in some large clusters in the rat (Zhang and Nurse, 2000), then inhibition of 

BK currents by hypoxia may broaden action potentials or increase firing frequency 

and thereby enhance neurosecretion (see Peers, 1990; Zhang and Nurse, 2000). 

Interestingly, in a recent study on thin slices of adult rat carotid body, inhibition of BK 

channels by iberiotoxin (lbTX) evoked CA secretion, suggesting these channels are 

open during normoxia in more intact preparations (Pardal et al., 2000) 

7. Theories on the identity of the 02-sensor 

For a cell to be sensitive to changes in Po2, it is reasonable to assume that there 

is a mechanism for detecting 0 2. The nature of this 0 2-sensor has been the focus of 

much research, yet remains controversial, as attempts to identify a ubiquitous sensor 

protein remain elusive. Several hypotheses have been raised and are described below. 

However, it appears that all cells do not sense 0 2 by the same mechanism, so it is 

imperative that the 02-sensor be investigated for each type of 0 2-chemosensitive cell. 
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7. 1 The plasma membrane hypothesis ofOrchemotransduction 

It was first suggested by Acker et al. (1989) that the 0 2-sensor in the rat 

glomus cell is a complex of proteins similar to the NAD(P)H oxidase responsible for 

the oxidative burst used in pathogenic defence by neutrophils. In this model of 0 2

chemoreception, the reduced availability of 0 2 results in reduced H20 2 generation by 

the gp9lphox subunit of the oxidase. A reduction in cellular H20 2 is then proposed to 

cause inhibition of K+ channels, depolarization of glomus cells, and neurosecretion 

(Acker et al., 198 ). Expression of subunits of the NAD(P)H oxidase has been 

detected, by immw1ocytochemisty, in glomus cells (Kummer and Acker, 1995; 

Youngson et al., 19~>7) , and diphenylene iodonium (DPI), an inhibitor of the oxidase 

has been shown to mimic the effects of hypoxia in these cells (Acker et al. , 1989; see 

however Obeso et al., 1999). Additionally, the NAD(P)H oxidase has been implicated 

as the 0 2-sensor in pulmonary myocytes (Grimminger et al. , 1995) and neuroepithelial 

bodies (NEBs) of the lung (Wang et al. , 1996). 

Perhaps the best evidence for NAD(P)H oxidase functioning as the 0 2-sensor 

is from studies on pulmonary NEBs. First, low concentrations of DPI ( - 1 1-JM), which 

are thought to be specific for the oxidase (see however, Li and Trush, 1998), mimicked 

and ablated the effects of hypoxia on K+ currents (Wang et al., 1996). Second, it was 

recently shown that :'IJEBs obtained from a knockout mouse model deficient in the 02

binding gp9l phox subunit of the oxidase, failed to show hypoxic suppression of K+ 

currents, even though the corresponding K+ channels appeared to be expressed (Fu et 
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al., 2000). In contrast, Archer et al. (1999) demonstrated that pulmonary myocytes 

derived from the same oxidase deficient mice have normal 0 2-sensitivity, suggesting 

that different tissues have distinct 0 2-sensing mechanisms. 

An alternative membrane delimited mechanism for 0 2-sensing has been 

proposed. It suggest; that the K+ channels themselves, or closely associated subunits 

may function directl.r as 0 2-sensors (Lopez-Bameo, 1996). This theory is based on the 

observation K+ chaJmels in isolated membrane patches from rabbit glomus cells 

showed reduced open probability during hypoxia (Ganfornia and Lopez-Barneo, 

1992). In contrast, 0 :!-sensitive BK channels from rat glomus cells showed modulation 

by hypoxia, only w en perforated vesicles, but not isolated membrane patches were 

used (Wyatt and Pe ;:rs, 1995). The perforated vesicle is thought to retain a small 

component of the cytoplasm, so these authors concluded that a soluble second 

messenger is required for 0 2-sensing in rat glomus cells. Interestingly, sequence 

analysis of the shake!' K+ channel secondary subunit, ~ 1, suggests that it belongs to the 

oxido-reductase fami ly of enzymes. Thus, secondary subunits could function as 0 2

sensors, directly linked to K+ channels (McCormack and McCormack, 1994) 

7. 2 The mitochondria/ hypothesis of0 2-chemotransduction 

An alternative hypothesis for sensing hypoxia involves inhibition of 

mitochondrial respira1ion, leading to either a change in reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

generation or alteration of intracellular A TP. This was first proposed for the glomus 

cells of the rabbit by Duchen and colleagues ( 1989), who suggested that the 
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cytochrome oxidase in the glomus cell has a lower affinity for 0 2 than that normally 

seen in cells or isolated mitochondria. A similar role for mitochondria in 0 2-sensing 

has been suggested in neonatal rat AMC (Mojet et al., 1997), cardiomyocytes 

(Duranteau et al. , I ~98) , human kidney 3B cell lines (Hep3B; Chandel et al. , 1998) 

and rat pulmonary rnyocytes (Archeret al. , 1993). 

In Hep3B cells and cardiomyocytes, it is proposed that inhibition of the 

proximal (upstream of complex IV in figure 3) and not the distal electron transport 

chain (ETC) increases reactive oxygen species (Chandel et al., 1998). This is because 

antimycin A (an inhibitor of complex III) but not cyanide (CN; an inhibitor of 

complex IV) mimics the effects of hypoxia. Furthermore, cobalt, which disrupts heme 

formation in the cell , mimicked hypoxia in activating the transcription factor, Hypoxia 

Inducible Factor (HIF-1) in Hep3B cells. These effects appear to be mediated through 

an increase in RO S generation by the mitochondria as assayed by fluorometric 

measurements usinf; 2,7-dichlorofluorescein (Chandel et al. , 1998). In contrast, an 

alternative mechanism of 0 2-chemotransduction has been proposed for isolated 

cardiomyocytes. HyJoxia, antimycin A, H20 2, and azide (an inhibitor of complex IV) 

produced contractions in the isolated cardiomyocyte through increases in ROS 

generation, suggesti g that inhibition of the distal ETC at complex IV (cytochrome 

oxidase) is the 0 2-sensor in these cells (Duranteau et al., 1998). 

The complexity of the ETC functioning as the 0 2-sensor is further illustrated by the 

fact that pulmonary myocytes show a decrease in ROS generation by hypoxia and 

antimycin A, but an increase in ROS with CN (Archer et al. , 1993). This suggests that 
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Figure 3. Composition of the electron transport chain. 

Inhibition of the electron transport chain has been implicated as an 0 2-sensor in many 

cell types (see section 7. 2 in the introduction). The well characterised components, 

complexes I, II, III, lV, and V are surrounded by square parenthesis and individual 

subunits are contained within. Sites of action of specific inhibitors are indicated by the 

waved arrow and the top scale represents the voltage scale for driving protons (H+) 

across the inner mit chondrial membrane, which is coupled to the synthesi~ of A TP 

from ADP and inorgmic phosphate (modified from Hatefi, 1985). 
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inhibition of the ETC during hypoxia or treatment with proximal inhibitors (e.g. 

antimycin A or rote-none) decreases ROS generation, which shifts redox status to the 

more reduced form and results in closure of delayed rectifier type K+ channels that are 

open at the resting membrane potential. The ensuing depolarization induces Ca2 
+ · 

influx and constriction of the blood vessels, resulting in shunting of blood to more 

oxygenated areas of the lung (Archeret al. , 1993). 

Alternative second messengers in 02-chemotransduction generated by the 

mitochondria include a change in A TP production. During hypoxia or metabolic 

inhibition with CN a decrease in A TP has been suggested to play this role (Mojet et 

al. , 1997; Duchen, 1999). It is proposed that rabbit glomus cells express a novel 

cytochrome oxidase that has lower affinity for oxygen (Km- 20-30 torr, compared to 

-5 torr in most cells; Hatefi, 1985; Duchen, 1999). Thus, during hypoxia the ETC is 

inhibited leading to depolarization of the mitochondrial membrane potential , reduced 

A TP production by the F JF 1 A TPase, and Ca2 
+ release from both mitochondrial and 

intracellular stores (Duchen and Biscoe, 1992a,b ). These results are supported by the 

observations that C N may mimic hypoxia in rabbit glomus cells and by measurements 

of changes in cytochrome absorption spectra during hypoxia and metabolic inhibition 

(Lahiri et al. , 1999). Biscoe and Duchen (1989) also demonstrated that CN activates 

K+ channels in rabbit glomus cells. These results are controversial, especially when 

compared to work from other laboratories, demonstrating that Ca2 
+ influx is required 

for neurotransmitter release from glomus cells during hypoxia (Lopez-Bameo, 1996; 

Jackson and Nurse , 1997), and that K+ currents are inhibited by hypoxia in rabbit 
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(Lopez-Bameo et a"., 1989) and rat (Peers, 1990; Stea and Nurse, 1991) glomus cells. 

It is possible that C\1 has non-specific effects and may not completely mimic hypoxia. 

For example, CN could act as a general inhibitor of heme-containing proteins (e.g. 

NAD(P)H oxidase :md hemoglobin) and may not be specific for cytochrome oxidase 

alone (Hatefi, 1985 ~ . 

The metabolic hypothesis of 02-chemoreception is interesting because the 02

sensor appears to vary among cell types. It appears that ETC inhibition can be 

functionally coupled to different cellular responses during hypoxia through a variety of 

potential second messengers. Alternatively, some cell types (e.g. NEBs) appear to 

utilize a different 0 2-sensor, the NADPH oxidase. Thus, it is important to investigate 

each 0 2-sensitive cell type individually in order to determine whether the ETC 

functions as an 0 2-sensor, and the specific signalling pathway involved in 

chemoreception. 

8. Goals and organization of thesis 

The primary goal of this thesis was to elucidate the development of the 

electrophysiological and molecular mechanisms of 0 2-chemosensitivity m 

adrenomedullary c romaffin cells (AMC). Dissociated cell cultures of embryonic, 

neonatal and juveni le (2-3 week old) rat and mouse AMC were exposed to hypoxia 

while measuring ionic currents and membrane potential responses with the patch 

clamp technique. In addition, amine secretion was monitored by carbon fibre 

electrochemistry, and ROS by fluorometric imaging using DCF fluorescence. This 
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experimental appronch offers distinct advantages over an in vivo approach, because it 

avoids complications that could arise from circulating systemic or humoral factors. 

The thesis also has particular relevance to the fields of Orchemoreception, 

developmental neu obiology, and biochemistry of K+ channel function. Three 

developmentally regulated K+ currents that are differentially sensitive to hypoxia have 

been identified, and a biochemical mechanism for the modulation of these channels by 

hypoxia and metabo lie inhibition is proposed. 

The main body of this thesis is written in a ' sandwich' style, compnsmg a 

series of five papers that are either published in peer-reviewed journals, or are in 

preparation for submission. Some of the papers are multi-authored, so a short preface 

appears at the beginning of each chapter that describes my contributions. Work from 

the other collaborators involved is included because it provides a more complete 

analysis and serves to emphasize the importance of this work. 

Chapter I addresses the development of 0 2-chemosensitivity in rat chromaffin 

cells and emphasises the difference in 02-sensing properties between neonatal and 

juvenile AMC. Chapter 2 is an electrophysiological characterization of the types of K+ 

currents involved in hypoxia-sensing by neonatal rat AMC. The last two Chapters, 3 

and 4, are concerned with identifying the 0 2-sensor in neonatal AMC. A knockout 

mouse model, defici~nt in the putative 0 2-sensor, NAD(P)H oxidase gp91 phox subunit, 

is utilized in Chapt~r 3 to investigate the potential role of this membrane protein 

complex in 0 2-sens [ng. Chapter 4 contrasts the electrophysiological properties and 

changes in ROS levels in AMC during metabolic inhibition and/or hypoxia, and tests 
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the hypothesis that the mitochondrial electron transport chain functions as the Oz

sensor in AMC. Th e contents of Appendix I describe the development of the Oz

sensitive K+ current~ in perinatal rat AMC and indicate that hypoxic sensitivity is not 

fully developed in embryonic E 16-18 cells. Finally, there is a general discussion of 

these results and a model is proposed to explain 0 2-chemosensitivity in adrenal 

chromaffin cells. 



CHAPTER! 


Developmental Loss of Hypoxic Chemosensitivity in Rat Adrenomedullary 

Chromaffin Cells 


The majority of work in this chapter has been previously published as: 

Roger J. Thompson, Adele Jackson, and Colin A. Nurse (1997). Journal of Physiology 
498 .2: 503-510. 

I was responsible for preparation of the text and all electrophysiology and carbon fibre 
electrochemistry exper[ments, which comprise Figures 1, 2 and 4. Adele Jackson performed 
the HPLC experiment~; (Figure 3). 
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SUMMARY 

1. We investigated whether adrenomedullary chromaffin cells (AMCs) derived from 

neonatal (postnatal day (P)1-P2) and juvenile (P13-P20) rats, and maintained in short-term 

culture (1-3 days), express 0 2-chemoreceptive properties. 

2. In whole-cell recordmgs, the majority (-70%; n=47) of neonatal AMCs were sensitive to 

hypoxia. Under voltage clamp, acute hypoxia (Po2= - 40 mmHg) suppressed voltage

dependent K+ current by 25.1 ± 3.4% (mean± s.e.m.; n=22); under current clamp, acute 

hypoxia caused a membrane depolarization of 14.1 ± 1.3 mV (n=13) from a resting 

membrane potential of--54.8 ± 2.8 mV (n=13), and this was often sufficient to trigger action 

potentials. 

3. Exposure of neonata l AMC cultures to a moderate (Po2= -75 mmHg) or severe (Po2=

35 mmHg) hypoxia for 1 hr caused a dose-dependent stimulation(- 3x or 6x normoxia, 

respectively) of catecholamine (CA) release, mainly adrenaline, determined by HPLC. This 

induced CA release wz.s abolished by the L-type calcium channel blocker, nifedipine (1 0 

!JM). 

4. In contrast to the above results in neonates, hypoxia had no significant effects on voltage

dependent K+ current, membrane potential, orCA release in juvenile AMCs. 

5. We conclude that rat adrenal chromaffin cells possess a developmentally regulated 0 2

sensing mechanism, similar to carotid body type I cells. 
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Introduction 

In the perinatal period, catecholamine (CA) release from adrenomedullary 

chromaffin cells (AMCs) is critical for the animal's ability to survive stresses associated with 

delivery and the trans ition to extrauterine life. This release plays a vital role in the 

modulation of cardiovascular, respiratory and metabolic responses to stressors such as 

hypoxia (Lagercrantz & Slatkin, 1986; Slatkin & Seidler, 1988). In some species such as rat 

and man, sympathetic mnervation of the adrenal medulla is immature or absent in the 

neonate, yet the animal can still elicit the vital catecholamine surge in response to hypoxic 

challenge (Seidler & Slotkin, 1985). Seidler & Slatkin (1985) showed that in the newborn 

rat, acute hypoxia reduces adrenal catecholamines through a ' non-neurogenic' mechanism, 

which disappears postnz.tally with a rough correlation to the maturation of the sympathetic 

innervation to the adre nal medulla. Furthermore, they demonstrated that sympathetic 

denervation of the adrenal medulla in mature animals causes a gradual re-appearance of this 

non-neurogenic mechan:sm (Seidler & Slatkin, 1986). 

The mechanisms underlying the non-neurogenic response of the adrenal medulla to 

hypoxia are unknown. ne possibility is that it is mediated indirectly, via humoral factors 

released into the circulati :m during hypoxia. Alternatively, adrenomedullary chromaffin cells 

might themselves posses ; 0 2-sensing mechanisms, similar to their neural crest counterparts 

in the carotid body, i.e. glomus or type 1 cells, which are the prototype for 0 2 
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chemoreceptors in mammals (Gonzalez, Almaraz, Obeso & Rigual, 1994). These cells 

respond to hypoxia by mppression of an outward K+ current (Lopez-Bameo, Lopez-Lopez, 

Urena & Gonzalez, 19, 8; Del piano & Hescheler, 1989; Peers, 1990; Stea & Nurse, 1991 ), 

membrane depolarizati on and/or increased action potential frequency (Lopez-Bameo eta!. , 

1988; Buckler & Vaughan-Jones, 1994), leading to entry of extracellular calcium and 

enhanced CA release (Buckler & Vaughan-Jones, 1994; Montoro, Urena, Fernandez-Chacon, 

Alvarez DE Toledo & Lopez-Barneo, 1996). In this study, using whole-cell recording 

techniques and HPLC :letermination of CA release, we tested the hypothesis that newborn 

rat AMC share similar 0 2-sensing properties to carotid body type 1 cells, and that these 

properties are lost with postnatal maturation. 
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METHODS AND l\tiATERIALS 

Pregnant or lactating Wistar rats (Charles River, Quebec) and pups were housed in 

our animal facility under constant light-dark cycle, according to the guidelines of the 

Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC). All procedures for animal handling and tissue 

removal were carried according to CCAC guidelines. Prior to removal of adrenal glands, 

animals were killed by decapitation or cervical dislocation, immediately after being rendered 

unconscious by a blow to the head ( 1-14 day-old pups) or by inhalation of the anaesthetic, 

Somnothane (15-20 day-old pups). The pups were then killed by decapitation or cervical 

dislocation and the adrenal glands removed. 

Cultures 

Primary cultures enriched in dissociated rat AMCs were prepared by a modification 

of methods previously described (Doupe, Landis & Patterson, 1985). Briefly, adrenal glands 

were dissected from ra t pups of two age-groups, i.e. neonatal (postnatal day (P) 1-P2) or 

juvenile (P 13-P20). Most of the surrounding cortical tissue was trimmed and discarded, 

whereas the remaining :::entral medulla was incubated in an enzymatic solution, containing 

0.1% trypsin (Sigma), 0.1% collagenase (GIBCO), and .01% deoxyribonuclease (Millipore) 

for 1 hr at 37 °C. Following incubation, most of the enzyme was removed with a pipette and 

the remainder was inactivated with growth medium consisting of F-12 nutrient medium 
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(GIBCO) supplemente with 10% fetal calf serum (GIBCO), 80 U/1 insulin (Sigma Chemical 

Co., St. Louis, Mo), 0. ()% glucose, 2mM glutamine, 1% penicillin/streptomycin (GIBCO), 

and 0.01 % dexamethasone (Sigma). In most experiments, after mechanical dissociation of 

the tissue with forceps and trituration with a Pasteur pipette, the resulting cell suspension 

was pre-plated for 24 h on collagen to remove most of the cortical cells. The non-adherent 

chromaffin cells were 1en re-plated on the central wells of modified culture dishes (Nurse, 

1990), coated with Matrigel (Collaborative Research, Bedford, MA, USA). The cells were 

grown at 3 7 °C in a hu:nidified atmosphere of 95% air: 5% C02 for 1-3 days before they 

were used in the patch d amp experiments, or for determination of CA release. 

Electrophysiology 

Voltage clamp c.ata were obtained using either conventional whole-cell or Nystatin 

perforated-patch techniques as previously described (see Stea & Nurse, 1991 ). Membrane 

potential measurements under current clamp were obtained with the latter method. The seal 

resistance was in the range 2-10 Gn and most (~75%) ofthe series resistance (range 10-25 

Mn) was compensated in voltage clamp experiments. Junction potentials (2-1 0 m V) were 

nulled at the beginning of each experiment. Voltage and current clamp records were obtained 

using an extracellular fluid with the following composition (mM): NaCl, 135 ; KCl, 5; CaCh, 

2; MgCh, 2; glucose, 10; HEPES, 10; adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH. The pipette solution 

for conventional whole-cell recording contained (mM): KCl , 135; NaCl, 5; CaCh, 0.1; 

EGTA, 11 ; HEPES, 10: Mg-ATP, 2 at pH 7.2. For perforated-patch recording the pipette 
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solution contained (rmlf): KGluconate, 105; KCl, 30; NaC15; CaCh, 0.1 ; HEPES, 10 at pH 

7.2, plus nystatin (300 ~g/ml). All recordings were obtained at room temperature (20-23 °C) 

with an Axopatch-1 D patch clamp amplifier equipped with a 500 MO headstage feedback 

resistor, digitized with a Digidata 1200 computer interface (Axon Instruments), and stored 

on disk in an IBM-compatible computer using pCLAMP software version 6.0 (Axon 

Instruments). Solutions were exchanged by perfusion under gravity and simultaneous 

removal by suction. Hypoxia was generated by bubbling 100% N2 into the perfusion 

chamber, occasionally with the 0 2 scavenger, 1 mM Na dithionite, present (Peers, 1990). 

During stimulus appLcation the Po2 at the recording site was within 4 mmHg of that 

measured with an ox ygen electrode placed in the perfusion chamber. Dtlring stimulus 

application, the Po2 a': the recording site was within 4 mmHg of that measured with an 

oxygen electrode placed in the perfusion chamber. The effects of hypoxia on voltage-

activated outward cun ents were determined by comparing peak currents from four records 

taken at each step potential, before (control), during, and after (wash) stimulus application. 

Currents or current dr~nsities were compared using the Student's t test and the level of 

significance was set a P<0.05. Membrane capacitance was obtained by integration of the 

capacitative transient during a hyperpolarizing voltage step from -60 to -1 00 m V. Voltage 

clamp traces shown in text are leak subtracted. 

Catecholamine determination by HPLC 

Catecholamim:s (CA) released from living cultures, were separated by HPLC 
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(Waters, model 51 0) with a Spherisorb-ODS2 column (1 Ox 0.46 em, 3 ~-tm particle size; 

Chromatography Sciences Co., Montreal, Quebec, Canada), coupled with an electrochemical 

detector (Coulochem II detector, model 5200; ESA, Inc., Bedford, MA, USA). The first 

detector in the analytical cell was set at 0.05 V to reduce interference by contaminating 

electroactive compounds at the second detector which was set at -0.3 V, the potential 

required for electro-reduction of (-)-arterenol (noradrenaline), (-)-adrenaline, 3

hydroxytyramine (dopamine) and the internal standard, di-3,4-hydroxybenzylamine 

hydrobromide (DHBA). The mobile phase consisted of NaH2P04 (6.9 g/L; Sigma), 

Na2EDTA (80 mg/L; BDH Chemicals), and heptanesulfonic acid (250 mg/L; Sigma) in water 

and 5% methanol; pH vas adjusted to 3.5 with concentrated H3P04. Chromatograms were 

analysed with the aid of a Waters 740 Data Module (Millipore, Milford, MA) and quantified 

by the peak area ratio method, using known external standards (25 nM) and the internal 

standard, DHBA. 

In studies of CA release, cultures, grown on a circular area of ~8 mm diameter, were 

first rinsed in 1: l Dulbe ;;co 's modified Eagle' s medium/Fl2 medium before a lhr incubation 

at 37 °C in 100 !Jl bicarbonate-buffered salt solution (BBSS), under an atmosphere of 5% 

C02 plus either normox1a (Po2= 160 mmHg), moderate hypoxia (Po2= -75 mmHg), or severe 

hypoxia (Po2= - 35 mmHg) , using a Forma Scientific 0 2/C02 incubator. The BBSS 

contained in mM: NaCJ 116, KCl 5, NaHC03 24, CaCl2 2, MgCh 1.1 , HEPES 10, glucose 

5.5 at pH 7.4; for high K+ experiments 25 mM NaCl was replaced by equimolar KCl. In a 

few experiments the cal cium channel blocker, nifedipine (1 0 !JM; Sigma), was added to the 
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BBSS. Each release sample was mixed with an equal volume of 0.1 M HC104 containing 2. 7 

mM Na2EDT A and then stored at -80°C prior to HPLC analysis. CA release was compared 

between different treatments using Student's t test with the level of significance set at P< 

0.05. Results are presented as mean± s.e.m. 

Immunofluorescence 

At the end of re lease experiments cultures were processed for tyrosine hydroxylase 

(TH) immunofluoresce.1ce , to obtain an absolute count of the number of chromaffin cells 

present. Procedures for TH-immunostaining were similar to those described previously 

(Nurse, 1990); the primary TH-antibody (rabbit; Chemicon, El Segundo, CA, USA) was 

visualized with a fluorescein-conjugated goat anti-rabbit lgG secondary antibody (Cappel, 

Malvern, P A, USA). 

Carbon fibre amperometry 

Catecholamine ~ .ecretion was monitored using single carbon-fibre microelectrodes, 

prepared according to a modification of the procedure of Zhou and Misler (1995) . Briefly, 

a single carbon-fibre (diameter 10 IJm) was inserted into a glass capillary tube (type 7052, 

Coming) and pulled on a horizontal microelectrode puller. The fibre was trimmed, sealed 

with epoxy lite resin and heat cured overnight at I 00 °C. Electrical connection between the 

fibre and silver wire in the electrode holder was obtained with the aid of conductive silver 

paint. The electrode w~. connected to a standard patch-clamp headstage and polarized to a 
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potential of 600 m V, i.e, above the oxidation potential for catecholamines. After 

stabilization of the baseline ( ~15 min), the electrode was positioned near a small cluster of 

AMC. Extracellular solutions were the same as those described above, except that Na 

dithionite was always omitted from the hypoxic solution since it interfered with the 

electrochemical signal. The Po2 of the hypoxic solution (in the absence of dithionite) ranged 

from 0-5 torr in the recording chamber as measured with a Clark-style 0 2-electrode. 
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RESULTS 

Conventional whole-cell or nystatin perforated-patch techniques were used to study 

the effects of hypoxia on ionic currents or membrane potential of rat AM Cs, after 1-3 days 

in culture. In the major ity (-70%) of AMC (33/47) derived from neonatal (P1-P2) rat pups, 

acute hypoxia caused either a suppression of voltage-dependent K+ current (voltage clamp) 

or membrane depolarization (current clamp). In contrast, most AMC (29/30) from juvenile 

(P13-P20) pups were unresponsive to hypoxia during similar measurements. 

Age-dependent effects of acute hypoxia on voltage-activated K! currents in AMC 

In voltage clam? studies using conventional whole-cell recording, reducing Po2 from 

160 mmHg (normoxia) to -40 mmHg (hypoxia) caused a suppression of the outward K+ 

current in neonatal AMC by 24.4 ± 3.1% (n=11), measured during voltage steps from -60 

to +20 mV. With perforated-patch recording, a similar K+ current suppression occurred 

during hypoxia (26.0 ==3.4 %; n= 11 ). In many cases (e .g. Figure 1 A), recovery of control 

responses after hypoxia was complete, and generally was within 90 - 100% of control values. 

A plot of the outward current, normalized to cell size or input capacitance (pA/pF), versus 

membrane potential be{ore (open circles), and during (filled circles) acute hypoxia (Po2 - 40 

mmHg) is illustrated in Figure lB for a group of 4 cells with similar current densities, 

investigated with conventional whole-cell recording. For each of these cells recovery of 

control current was 95-100% complete following wash with normoxic solution, but is 

omitted from Fig. I B for clarity. Statistical analysis revealed that during hypoxia K+ current 
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Figure 1. Contrastin•,. effects of acute hypoxia on outward K+ currents of neonatal 

versus juvenile rat ad renal chromaffin cells (AMC). 

A and B, effect of reducing Po2 from 160 mmHg (control; normoxia) to -40 mrnHg 

(hypoxia) in neonatal (Pl-P2) AMC. In A, the outward K+ current, recorded with the 

conventional whole-ce ll technique, is reversibly suppressed by hypoxia; voltage step is 

shown below traces. Each current trace is an average of 4 recordings to the same step 

potential, and is leak s btracted. The small downward deflection at the beginning of the 

control current record is due to incomplete subtraction of the capacitative transience. In B, 

the I-V relation for the peak outward current, recorded with conventional whole-cell methods 

and plotted as current density (pA/pF) vs membrane potential (voltage), is shown for a group 

(n=4) of neonatal AMC before (open circles) and during (filled circles) hypoxia. After 

hypoxia, outward currents recovered to >95% of control values in B, but are omitted for 

clarity. C and D, effect of reducing Po2 from 160 mmHg (control) to -40 mmHg (hypoxia) 

in juvenile (P13-P20) AMCs. Hypoxia had no effect on outward current (C), in contrast to 

neonatal cells in A and B. In D, the I-V relation is similar before and during hypoxia, and is 

shown for a group (n=S) of juvenile cells . Recording conditions in C and D are similar to 

those described above for A and B.* P<0.05and ** P<O.Ol , current density is significantly 

different from control (Student's t test). 
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density (e.g. Fig. 1B) was significantly (P< 0.05) reduced at all voltage steps between -10 

and +60 mV. 

During conven :ional whole-cell recordings from rat AMC, there was usually a 

characteristic 'hump' or shoulder in the 1-V relation between +20 and +50 mV (see Neely & 

Lingle, 1992), suggesting the presence of a prominent Ca2+-dependent K + current. . 

Interestingly, for neonatal AMC, K + current suppression was largest in this region (Figure 

1B), as previously observed in the hypoxic response of rat carotid body type 1 cells (Peers, 

1990). However, with ;Jerforated-patch recording the shoulder in the 1-V relation was less 

prominent, and usually absent (not shown); this may be related to differences in intracellular 

calcium buffering during the two recording conditions. 

In contrast to th e above results on neonates, the same level of hypoxia failed to elicit 

significant K + current mppression at any test potential in twenty-six out of twenty-seven 

AMC derived from juvenile rats of ages P 13- P20 (Figure 1 C, D). As expected (Neely & 

Lingle, 1992), these juvenile cells displayed a prominent hump in the I-V relation during 

conventional whole cell recording (see Fig. 1D), suggesting that they too expressed a Ca2 
+

dependent K+ current. ::-Iowever, there was no significant effect of hypoxia even in the hump 

region of the I-V relati<Jn in these juvenile cells (Fig. 1 D). 

Over 1-3 days in culture, the mean input capacitance(± s.e.m.) of neonatal AMC was 

8.5 ± 0.7 pF (n=20), a value significantly (P<0.01) larger than that for juvenile AMC, i.e. 

5.9 ± 0.2 pF (n=20). It is not clear whether this difference is attributable to differences in 

shape changes as the c ~lis flatten out over time in culture, since there was no significant 
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difference between the two (7.5 ± 0.8 pF; n=5 for neonatal, versus 6.0 ± 0.6 pF; n=5 for 

juvenile) after only on ~ day in culture. The mean outward current density, calculated at 

voltage steps to +50 m r, was significantly (P<0.05) higher in juvenile (126.0 ± 15 .1 pN pF; 

n=20) compared to neonatal (78 .9 ± 11.8 pN pF; n=20) AMC. 

Age-dependent effects of hypoxia on membrane potential 

In order to test whether acute hypoxia can alter the membrane potential and /or 

excitability of AMC, n..rstatin perforated-patch recordings were carried out in current clamp 

mode. The mean restin g potential(± s.e.m.) in neonatal AMC was -54.8 ± 2.8 mV (n=13), 

a value not significantl y different from that in juvenile AMC, i.e. -54.1 ± 3.0 mV (n=12). 

Exposure to hypoxia, however, had quantitatively different effects on cells from the two age 

groups. Whereas hypoxia (Po2= - 40 mmHg) depolarized neonatal AM C by 14.1 ± 1. 3 m V 

(n=11 ; e.g. Figure 2 A, B), it produced no detectable change in membrane potential of 

juvenile AMC (Figure 2C, D). In eight out of thirteen neonatal AMC, the hypoxia-induced 

depolarization was sufficient to elicit action potentials at room temperature (e.g. Figure 2A). 

Application of brief, co_1stant hyperpolarizing current pulses indicated that the depolarization 

during hypoxia in neonatal AMC was accompanied by a significant (P<0.05) increase in 

input resistance (e.g. Figure 2B), consistent with the closure of ion channels that were open 

under resting normoxic conditions. The mean (± s.e.m.) input resistance in four neonatal 

AMC was 2.0 ± 0.6 n, 2.9 ± 0.7 GO and 1.9 ± 0.5 Gn, before, during and after acute 

hypoxia, respectively. -n contrast, the input resistance ofjuvenile AMC was unaffected 
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Figure 2. Contrasting effects of acute hypoxia on resting membrane potential and 

input resistance of nf·onatal versus juvenile rat adrenal chromaffin cells (AMC). 

Membrane potential was recorded in current clamp mode, using the perforated-patch, whole

cell technique. A and B. Perfusion of a hypoxic solution (Po2=- 40 mmHg), during the time 

indicated by lower horizontal bar, causes -10 mV depolarization of neonatal (Pl-P2) AMCs, 

from a resting potenti :tl of -63 (A) and -53 m V (B), respectively. In A, hypoxia elicited 

active responses which are superimposed on the depolarization. In B, injection of constant 

hyperpolarizing current pulses (downward vertical deflections) indicates that the membrane 

resistance is increased during hypoxia. C and D, in contrast to its effects on neonatal cells, 

a similar hypoxic stimulus failed to affect either the resting membrane potential (C and D), 

or input resistance (D: in juvenile (Pl3-P20) AMC. Details are as for A and B. 
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by hypoxia (Figure 2D); in 5 juvenile cells the mean input resistance was 2.9 ± 0.7 GO, 2.9 

± 0. 7 GO, and 2.8 ± 0.'7 GO, before, during and after acute hypoxia, respectively. 

Age-dependent effects of hypoxia on catecholamine release from AMC cultures 

Do the contrasting membrane responses of neonatal versus juvenile AMC correlate 

with their secretory activities during acute hypoxia? To test this we used High Performance 

Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) with electrochemical detection and compared 

catecholamine (CA) secretion (Figure 3A) in neonatal and juvenile AMC cultures, following 

1 hr exposure to moderate (Po2= ~ 75 mmHg) or severe (Po2=- 35 mmHg) hypoxia. We 

avoided the use of anoxia (0 mmHg) since this stimulus is known to deplete CA from adult 

bovine chromaffin ce lls (e.g., Dry, Phillips & Dart, 1991 ), conceivably by a different 

mechanism involving calcium release from intracellular compartments, e.g. mitochondria 

(see Duchen & Biscoe , 1992). As shown in Figure 3C, in neonatal cultures CA release per 

hour, normalized to 10,000 AMC, was stimulated ~3 and 6 times above normoxic ( Po2 = 

160 mmHg) basal release when cultures were exposed to a Po2 of ~75 and ~35 mmHg 

respectively. Counts of AMC were obtained at the end of each release experiment following 

immunofluorescence s.taining for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), a cytoplasmic marker (Figure 

3B). Though adrenaline (A) was the majorCA released (Figure 3C), hypoxia also stimulated 

noradrenaline (NA) and dopamine (DA) release (Figure 3C). However, the ratio of released 

A: NA was similar fo normoxia and moderate hypoxia. TheCA release induced by both 

hypoxic stimuli was abolished by the L-type calcium channel blocker, nifedipine (1 0 IJM; 
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Figure 3. Comparison of normalized catecholamine release in neonatal and juvenile 

chromaffin cell cultur·es. 

A, HPLC record of a release sample (Po2=160 mmHg) from a neonatal AMC culture 

indicating peaks corresponding to the catecholamines: noradrenaline (NA), adrenaline (A), 

dopamine (DA), as well as to the internal standard DHBA (vertical scale readings in 

minutes). B, an example of rat chromaffin cells (diameter- 10 !Jm each) in a 2-day-old 

culture that was stained for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)-immunoreactivity, and visualized with 

a fluorescein-conjugated secondary antibody; cultures prepared in this way. were used to 

obtain absolute chromaffin cell counts at the end of the release experiments, and for 

normalizing release to 10,000 TH+ cells inC and D. C, histogram illustrating the stimulatory 

effects of moderate ( -7.5 mmHg) and severe ( - 35 mmHg) hypoxia, and high extracellular K+ 

(30 mM) on catecholamine (NA, A, DA) release in neonatal AMC cultures after 1 hr 

exposure; basal release is represented by 160 mmHg (normoxia). Hypoxia-induced 

catecholamine release is abolished by the L-type calcium channel blocker, nifedipine (Nif; 

10 !JM). D, histogram illustrating the lack of effect of moderate and severe hypoxia on 

catecholamine release in juvenile AMC cultures; in these cultures, however, high 

extracellular K+ (30 mM) significantly stimulated catecholamine release. Bars in C and D 

represent mean± s.e.m. for number of cultures indicated;** P < 0.01 and* P < 0.05, release 

is significantly different from basal (Student's t test) . 
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Figure 3C), suggesting a requirement for the entry of extracellular calcium through voltage-

gated Ca2 
+ channels. 

In contrast, exposure ofjuvenile AMC cultures to either hypoxic stimulus ( Po2= 

35 or 75 mmHg) had no effect on the normalized CA release relative to basal (Figure 3D). 

In addition, CA release m juvenile AMC cultures was.unaffected by nifedipine at the oxygen 

tensions tested (Figure .3D). These results indicate that the ability of AMC to secrete CAin 

response to an acute hypoxic stimulus is lost by 2 weeks of postnatal life. This is likely due 

to a developmental loss of hypoxic chemosensitivity in AMC, rather than a failure of the 

secretory machinery, since in juvenile (and neonatal) AMC cultures CA release could be 

stimulated more than 2 t1mes basal by a different stimulus, i.e. high extracellular K+ (30 mM; 

Figure 3C, D). 

Amperometric Determination ofCatecholamine Release from Neonatal AMC 

It was shown above that catecholamine (CA) release, as monitored by HPLC, was 

enhanced by hypoxia in a dose-dependent manner in neonatal but not juvenile AMC. 

This hypoxia-induced CA release from chromaffin cells can also be monitored in real 

time using carbon fibre rnicroelectrodes. Fig 4A shows an amperometric recording of CA 

release from a small cluster of neonatal AMC under basal (normoxic) conditions (Po2

150 torr; top trace), during exposure to hypoxia (Po2 - 5 torr; middle trace), and after 

recovery in normoxia (lower trace). Note that theCA spike frequency and amplitude, as 

well as the baseline currmt, are reversibly increased following exposure to severe 
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hypoxia (Po2 - 5 torr). Similar results were obtained in 5 of 8 cell clusters treated in this 

way. 

Though it is evident from Fig 4A that CA spike frequency was augmented during 

hypoxia, an independent estimate of secretion can be obtained from the integrated area (QcA) 

under the amperometri:: spike records (see Lopez-Bameo, 1996). Fig 4B illustrates that 

hypoxia dramatically increases QcA over a 60 second interval, and that the effects are 

reversible (data obtaind from the cell in Fig 4A). 
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Fig. 4. Catecholamine (CA) release from adrenal chromaffin cells monitored by carbon 

fibre microelectrodes. 

A, representative 15 second amperometric recordings of CA current spikes from a cluster of 

8-10 chromaffin cells after 24 hrs in culture. Traces from top to bottom represent 

respectively, basal CA release during normoxia (Po2 - 140 torr), evoked release during 

severe hypoxia (Po2 = 0-5 torr), and basal release after return to normoxia. Numbers 

indicated at right of each trace represent Po2 in torr. B, total catecholamine charge (QcA), 

determined by integratin ~ the area under the amperometric traces over a 60 second recording 

period. Note that hypoxia reversibly increases the amplitude and frequency of CA spikes in 

A, and this is correlated with an increase in QcA· Similar results were obtained from 5 of 8 

cell clusters treated this way. Vertical scale bar represents 10 pA, and horizontal scale 1.5 

sec. 
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DISCUSSION 

Orchemoreceptive properties is present in neonatal but not juvenile AMC 

In this study we demonstrate that acute hypoxia causes suppression of a voltage

dependent K+ -current, membrane depolarization, and stimulation of CA release in neonatal 

(P1-P2) AMCs. Significantly however, these properties were virtually absent in juvenile 

AMCs, suggesting tha t the mechanisms for sensing oxygen in these cells are transiently 

expressed in the perinrtal period. In this respect, they differ from chromaffin-like (type 1) 

cells of the carotid bod y, a major 0 2- chemosensory organ which, throughout postnatal life, 

continues to sense oxy,sen and regulate arterial Po2 via reflex input to the respiratory centre 

(Gonzalez eta/., 1994). The fact that the hypoxia-evoked CA release in neonatal AMC was 

abolished by the L-type calcium channel blocker, nifedipine, and that the depolarization was 

often sufficient to trigger action potentials, suggests that the hypoxia-sensing mechanism in 

these cells is similar to that described in other cell types including, carotid body type 1 cells 

(Lopez-Bameo eta/., 1988 ; Delpiano & Hescheler, 1989; Peers, 1990; Stea & Nurse, 1991 ; 

Buckler & Vaughan-Jones, 1994; Gonzalez et a/., 1994; Montoro et a/. , 1996), and 

neuroepithelial bodies (Y oungson, Nurse, Y eger & Cutz, 1993 ). 

The depolarization of neonatal AMC by hypoxia was accompanied by a decrease in 

membrane conductance, consistent with the closing of ion channels that were open at the 

resting potential. Though closing of K+ channels is a likely explanation, these may well be 

different from the ones that were sensitive to hypoxia in our voltage clamp studies. In the 
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latter case, the voltage -dependent hypoxia-sensitive K+ current was activated at potentials 

positive to -30 mV, well above the observed resting potentials of- -55 mV for chromaffin 

cells. Thus, the possibility that the hypoxia-induced depolarization in neonatal AMC was due 

to closure of a different K+ channel subtype cannot be excluded, and indeed, there is evidence 

in the carotid body that different types of K+ channels can be regulated by hypoxia (Lopez-

Bameo et al. , 1988; Peers, 1990; Ganfornina & Lopez-Bameo, 1992; Wyatt, Wright, Bee & 

Peers, 1995). Whatever the origin of the initial depolarization, the hypoxic suppression of 

a voltage-dependent K' current in this study is still likely to be physiologically important, 

perhaps in regulating catecholamine secretion via control of action potential frequency 

and/or duration. In neonatal AMC this current was activated at potentials positive to -30 

m V, as occurs in other neuroendocrine cell types that sense oxygen (Lopez-Bameo et al. , 

1988; Peers, 1990; Stea & Nurse, 1991 ; Youngson et al., 1993). The fact that with 

conventional whole-cell recording, hypoxic suppression was greatest in the region of the I-V 

relation where there was a characteristic 'hump', suggests the possible involvement of a Ca2 
+

activated K+ current as occurs in rat type 1 cells (Peers, 1990); however, further studies are 

required for validation f this point. 

Importance ofhypoxic chemosensitivity in neonatal animals 

In the context of neonatal physiology, our results suggest a plausible 'non-neurogenic' 

mechanism for adrenal catecholamine release during hypoxic stress in the newborn rat, where 

sympathetic innervation of the adrenal medulla is immature or absent ( Slotkin and Seidler, 
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1988; Lagercrantz and ,"' lotkin, 1986; see also Cheung, 1990). This catecholamine release is 

crucial for survival of the neonate, producing multiple systemic effects that facilitate the 

transition from fetal to · ~xtrauterine life. Among these are absorption of lung fluid, secretion 

of surfactant (a process mediated by ~2-receptors) , and regulation of cardiac function via 

stimulation of ex- adrenergic receptors (Slatkin and S.eidler, 1988). Thus, our data indicate 

that the increase in plasma catecholamine associated with birth could arise from the hypoxic

sensing mechanism we have uncovered in neonatal chromaffin cells, leading to membrane 

depolarization and incr·~ased action potential frequency, entry of extracellular calcium, and 

catecholamine release. Interestingly, our results also account for the observation that this 

'non-neurogenic' mechanism disappears in the rat during the first few weeks of postnatal life 

(Slatkin and Seidler, 1 988). At this time adrenal catecholamine release in response to 

hypoxic stress is abolished by blockers of cholinergic transmission or by short-term 

denervation of the adrenal medulla (Slatkin and Seidler, 1988). Thus our finding that the 

hypoxic-sensing mechanism, present in the neonate, disappears in juvenile (P 13-P20) 

chromaffin cells is consistent with a model where 0 2-sensing in these cells is a 

developmentally regulated process. It remains to be determined whether preganglionic 

sympathetic innervation can directly modulate 0 2-chemosensitivity in adrenal chromaffin 

cells . 



Chapter 2 

Anoxia differentially modulates multiple K+ currents and depolarizes 
neonatal rat adrenal chromaffin cells 

The majority of the work presented in this chapter has been previously published as : 

Roger J. Thompson and Colin A. Nurse (1998). Journal ofPhysiology, 512.2, 421-434. 

In this chapter, additi ns to the published paper include Fig. 8 plus related results and 
discussion. 

73 
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Summary 

1. Using perforated-patch, whole cell recording, we investigated the membrane mechanisms 

underlying 02-chemosensitivity in neonatal rat adrenomedullary chromaffin cells (AMC), 

bathed in extracellular solution containing tetrodotoxin (TTX; 0.5-1 !JM), with or without 

blockers of calcium entry. 

2. Under voltage clamp, low Po2(0-15 mmHg) caused a graded and reversible suppression 

in macroscopic outward K+ current. The suppression during anoxia (Po2 = 0) was - 35% 

(voltage step from -6 to +30m V) and was due to a combination of several factors: (i) 

suppression of a cadmium-sensitive, Ca2+-dependent K+ current, IKCao2; (ii) suppression of 

a Ca2+ -insensitive, delayed rectifier type K+ current, IKVo2; (iii) activation of a 

glibenclamide (and Ca:!+)-sensitive current, IKATP· 

3. During normoxia (Poz=150 mmMg), application ofpinacidil (100 !JM), a KATP activator, 

increased outward current density by 45.0 ± 7.0 pA pF1 (step from -60 to+ 30 mV), whereas 

the KATP blocker, glibenclamide (50 !JM), caused only a small suppression by 6.3 ± 4.0 pA 

pF1
• In contrast, during anoxia, the presence of glibenclamide resulted in a substantial 

reduction in outward current density by 24.9 ± 7.9 pA pF1
, which far exceeded that seen in 
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its absence. Thus, act:vation of IKATP by anoxia appears to reduce the overall K+ current 

suppression attributable to the combined effects of IKCao2 and IKVo2. 

4. Pharmacological tes ts revealed that IKCao2was carried predominantly by maxi K+ or BK 

channels, sensitive to 50-100 nM iberiotoxin; this current also accounted for the major 

portion (-60%) ofthe ;:moxie suppression of outward current. Tetraethylammonium (TEA; 

10-20 mM) blocked al l of the anoxia-sensitive K+ currents recorded under voltage clamp, 

i.e., IKCao2, IKVo2 and IKATP· 

5. Under current clamp, anoxia depolarized neonatal AMC by 10-15 mV from a resting 

potential of - -55 m V. At least part of this depolarization persisted in the presence of TEA, 

Cd2+, 4-aminopyridine, or charybdotoxin, suggesting the presence of anoxia-sensitive 

mechanisms additional to those revealed under voltage clamp. In Na+/Ca2+-free solutions, 

the membrane hyperpolarized, though at least a portion of the anoxia-induced depolarization 

persisted. 

6. In the presence of glibenclamide, the anoxia-induced depolarization increased 

significantly to -25 mV, suggesting that activation of KATP channels may function to 

attenuate the anoxia- induced depolarization or receptor potential. 
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Introduction 

Adrenomedullary chromaffin cells (AMC) mediate the elevation in plasma 

catecholamine (CA) that occurs when animals are exposed to stressors, eg. acute hypoxia. 

In the neonatal rat, thi. CA surge is vital for the animal's ability to survive hypoxic stress 

associated with the transition to extrauterine life, but occurs through a 'non-neurogenic' 

mechanism that is present prior to the onset of mature sympathetic innervation (Seidler & 

Slotkin, 1985). We recently reported that rat AMC possess a developmentally-regulated 

oxygen sensing mecha~1ism, since in the majority of cells derived from neonatal (postnatal 

(P) day 1- P3), but not Juvenile (P13-P21) animals, acute hypoxia caused suppression ofthe 

outward K+ current, m~mbrane depolarization, and CA secretion (Thompson et al., 1997). 

These responses appear qualitatively similar to those of prototypic 0 2 chemoreceptors, i.e. 

type 1 cells of the carotid body (Buckler & Vaughan-Jones, 1994; Gonzalez et al. , 1994; 

Peers & Buckler, 1995; Lopez-Barneo, 1996; Jackson & Nurse, 1997), and interestingly, both 

cell types derive from a similar lineage, the sympathoadrenal branch of the neural crest. 

However, hypoxia is known to modulate differentially, several types of K+ channels and 

cause either membrane depolarization or hyperpolarization in a number of other cell types 

(Haddad & Jiang, 1997), including arterial myocytes (Post et al., 1992), pulmonary 

neuroepithelial bodies (Youngson et al., 1993), PC 12 cells (Zhu et al., 1996), and central 

neurons (Jiang et al., 1994). 

The K+ channel subtypes that are inhibited by hypoxia in carotid body type 1 cells 
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include large conductance Ca2+-dependent K+, or maxi-K+, channels (Wyatt & Peers, 1995), 

and voltage-independen t, small conductance K+ 'leak' channels (Buckler, 1997) in the rat, and 

Ca2+-independent, slow-inactivating, delayed rectifier type K+ channels in the rabbit (Lopez

Lopez et al. , 1989). In PC 12 cells, a cell line derived from adrenal chromaffin cells, hypoxia 

inhibits a slow-inactiv ting, delayed rectifier type K+ channel, which mediates membrane 

depolarization (Zhu et al. , 1996). However, in these cells, hypoxia also appears to activate 

a large conductance c.?+-dependent K+ channel (Conforti & Millhorn, 1997). In central 

neurons, hypoxia activates a glibenclamide-sensitive KArP current, which is thought to play 

a protective role in lo\\ oxygen conditions, by inducing hyperpolarization and preventing 

action potential generation (Jiang eta/. , 1994). These results suggest that hypoxia can 

modulate multiple K+ channels in different tissues, and that the effect on a particular channel 

(i.e. closure vs opening) may be both species and cell-type dependent. 

In our initial study (Thompson eta/. , 1997), it was unclear which K+ channel types 

mediate hypoxic chemosensitivity in neonatal rat AMC. This is of additional interest, since, 

as discussed above, hypoxia inhibits K+ channels with different calcium sensitivities in two 

cell types, i.e. carotid body type 1 cells and PC 12 cells, that are related developmentally to 

AMC. Furthermore, in H recent study, KArP channels were presumed to play a crucial role in 

hypoxia-induced responses in adult rat chromaffin cells (Mochizuki-Oda eta!., 1997). In the 

present study, we used :Jerforated-patch I whole-cell recording and pharmacological tools, 

to characterize the type~. of 0 2-sensitive K+ currents in neonatal rat AMC and to investigate 

whether these currents can account for the hypoxia-induced membrane depolarization or 
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receptor potential (Thompson et al., 1997). Preliminary results of some of these findings 

were reported in a rece1t abstract (Thompson & Nurse, 1997). 
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Materials and Methods 

Cell culture 

Pregnant or lactating Wistar rats and pups (Charles River, Quebec, Canada) were 

housed in our animal facility under a 12 hr light, 12 hr dark cycle. All animal handling and 

tissue removal conformed to guidelines established by the Canadian Council on Animal 

Care. Primary culture:; enriched in dissociated adrenomedullary chromaffin cells (AMC) 

were prepared as pre riously described (Thompson et al. , 1997). Adrenal glands were 

dissected from neonatd rats [i .e. postnatal (P) day P1-P2] that were rendered unconscious 

by a blow to the head and killed by decapitation. Most of the surrounding cortex was 

trimmed and discarded . The remaining (medullary) tissue was dissociated by incubation (at 

3 7 °C) in an enzymatic solution containing 0.1 % v/v trypsin, 0.1% v/v collagenase (Gibco ), 

and 0.01 % v/v deoxyribonuclease (Millipore ). After 1 hr incubation, most of the enzyme 

was removed, and tht~ remainder was inactivated by addition of the growth medium 

consisting ofF-1 2 nut rient medium (Gibco) supplemented with 10% v/v fetal calf serum 

(Gibco), 80 Ur1 insulin (Sigma), 0.6% v/v glucose, 2mM glutamine, 1% v/v penicillin and 

streptomycin (Gibco), and 0.01 % v/v dexamethasone (Sigma). Tissue was then triturated 

using a Pasteur pipette, and the final cell suspension was pre-plated for 1-24 hr on a collagen

coated culture dish to remove most ofthe cortical cells . The non-adherent AMC were then 

plated onto the cent ral region of "Nunclon" culture dishes, that was previously 
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coated with a thin layer ofmatrigel (Collaborative Research, Bedford, MA, USA). The cells 

were grown at 3 7 °C in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air : 5% C02 for 3-72 hr before they 

were used in patch clamp experiments. 

Electrophysiology 

All voltage and current clamp data were obtained usmg the perforated-patch 

configuration of whole -cell technique as previously described (Thompson et a!. , 1997). The 

seal resistance was typically 2-10 Gn, and most (~75%) ofthe series resistance (range 12-50 

MO) was compensated in voltage-clamp experiments; voltage errors due to series resistance 

were minimal due to the high input resistance (~ 2GO) of the cells. Junction potentials were 

typically 2-5 m V in the standard bathing solution, and were cancelled prior to seal formation. 

The pipette solution for perforated-patch recording contained (in mM): potassium gluconate, 

105 ; KCl, 30; NaCl, 5, CaCh, 0.1 ; Hepes, 10; at pH 7.2, plus nystatin (450 IJg ml" 1
). The 

standard bathing solution for both voltage clamp and current clamp experiments consisted 

of (in mM): NaCl, 135; KCl, 5; CaCh, 2; MgCh, 2; glucose, I 0; Hepes, 1 0; tetrodotoxin 

(TTX), 0.0005-0.001 ; the pH was adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH. In experiments where a Ca2+

free bathing solution was required, CaCh (2 mM) was replaced with equimolar MgCh and 

1 mM EGTA. In some experiments, 200 IJM CdCh was added to block ci+currents, and 

indirectly, Ca2+-dependent K+ currents. In experiments requiring a Na+-free solution, Na+ 

was replaced with equimolar N-methyl-D-glucamine (NMDG), and the pH was adjusted with 

HCI. 
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All recordings vere obtained at room temperature (20-23 °C) with an Axopatch-1 D 

amplifier equipped with a 500 Mn head stage feedback resistor (Axon Instruments). Records 

were digitized with a Digidata 1200 computer interface (Axon Instruments) and stored on 

hard disk in an IBM-compatible computer using pCLAMP software version 6.0.3 (Axon 

Instruments). In the majority of experiments anoxia was used the low Po2 stimulus. Anoxia 

was generated by bubl::ling 100% N2 into the perfusion reservoir in the presence of the 0 2 

scavenger sodium dithionite; the pH was adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH. For hypoxic solutions, 

100% Nz was bubbled [n the absence of dithionite. Measurements of Po2 were obtained with 

an 0 2 microelectrode (Diamond Electro-Tech Inc., MI, USA) placed near the recording site. 

During calibration, 0 mmHg (anoxia) was the designated Po2 of a solution equilibrated with 

100% N2 in the presence of 1 mM sodium dithionite. The solution in the recording chamber 

(volume= 750~1- 1 ml) was exchanged by perfusion under gravity and simultaneous removal 

by suction at a rate of 5-6 ml min-1
• 

The effects of moxia and/or hypoxia on voltage-activated qments were examined 

by comparing peak cwTents from the average of four records at each step potential, over the 

range of -50 to +50 m v(10mV increments), from a holding potential of -60 m V. Records 

were taken before (control), during, and after (recovery) application of the stimulus, and the 

averages were obtained either during data collection (on-line), or during subsequent analysis 

(off-line). All measurements of membrane potential were obtained under current clamp in 

zero current (I =0) mode. Membrane capacitance (pF) was obtained by first integrating the 

capacitative transient elicited by a hyperpolarizing voltage step from -60 to -100 m V, and 
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then dividing by the magnitude of the step. Currents (pA) or current densities (pA pF1
) were 

compared using either paired or independent Students t tests, with the level of significance 

set at P<0.05 . Voltage clamp current traces are shown in the text with 'leak currents' 

unsubtracted; current or current density vs voltage (1-V) plots are leak subtracted. All data · 

are presented as mean ±: S.E.M. 

Drugs 

In order to bloc , various types ofK+ currents (as indicated in the text) the following 

drugs were added directly to the perfusion fluid: tetraethylammonium (TEA), glibenclamide, 

and 4-aminopyridine ( 4-AP) were obtained from Sigma; iberiotoxin (IbTx) and 

charybdotoxin (ChTx) were obtained from Alomone Laboratories (Jerusalem, Israel) . In 

some experiments the KArPchannel activator, pinacidil, a gift of Dr. Jan Huizinga, was used. 

Additionally, in some experiments cadmium 200 !JM (CdCh) was used to block Ca2+ entry 

and indirectly Ca2+ -de:?endent K+ currents . To block voltage-dependent Na+ currents, 

tetrodotoxin (TTX; Sigma) was added to the bathing solution. 
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Results 

Neonatal rat aclrenomedullary chromaffin cells (AMC) were first tested for hypoxic 

sensitivity after 3 hr - .3 days in culture, using the perforated-patch technique for whole-cell 

recording. Similar to our previous report (Thompson et al., 1997), low Po2 caused a 

reversible suppression of outward current (Figs. 1 and 2) and/or membrane depolarization 

(e.g. Fig. 7) in >80% cf cells tested (n = 68/78). As shown in Fig. 1 A and B, the magnitude 

of the effect was graded, with the maximum current suppression occurring in anoxia (Po2= 

0 mmHg). During a voltage step from -60 mV to +30 mV, the mean(± S.E.M.) percent 

suppression was 12.2 :!:: 0.02% during hypoxia (Po2 -15 mmHg), compared to 43 .6 ± 0.08 

% in anoxia, for the same group of 5 cells examined at both Po2 levels. Thus, in the 

experiments reported 1Jelow an anoxic stimulus was routinely used iri order to optimize the 

cell response. 0 2-sens itive AMC were observed after acute cell isolation (i.e. 3 hr in vitro), 

and in short term cultures (1-3 days), suggesting that the hypoxia-sensing mechanism was 

expressed in vivo, bebre the cells were brought into culture. 

To allow comparisons among cells of different sizes, current density (pA pF1
) was 

determined by dividing the steady-state outward current (at 45 msec; step from -60 mV) by 

the whole-cell capacitance (range: 4-10 pF; see Materials and Methods). Under voltage 

clamp, the mean(± S.E.M.) outward current density during normoxia (Po2 = 150 mmHg) 
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Figure 1. Pordepend ent suppression of outward current in neonatal rat adrenal 

chromaffin cells (AMC). 

A, leak-unsubtracted outward currents recorded from a cell exposed sequentially to normoxia 

(Po2= 150 mmHg), hypoxia (Po2-15 mmHg), normoxia again (not shown), anoxia (Po2= 0 

mrnHg), and finally normoxia (wash). All traces were obtained during voltage steps from -60 

mV to +30mV, and each trace is the average of 4 records; the two top traces are 

superimposed initial (control) and final (wash) recordings in normoxia. Horizontal scale 

represents 10 ms, and rertical scale 200 pA. B, current vs. voltage plots for the cell in A. 

Records were taken at 10 mV voltage increments from a holding potential of -60 mV. 

Symbols are as follows: control, 0: hypoxia, e; anoxia, •; wash, /1. The anoxic stimulus 

was applied after the cell had recovered from the hypoxic stimulus (not shown). Wash 

represents recovery after anoxia. Note the magnitude of outward current suppression is Po2 

dependent. Similar results were obtained in 4 other cells exposed to normoxia, hypoxia and 

anoxia. 
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was 115 ± 8.24 pA pF (n = 48) for a voltage step from -60 to +30 m V. Exposure to anoxia 

caused a significant reduction in outward current density to 74.25 ± 5.96 pA pF1 (n = 48 ; 

P<0.01); after reperfus"on with control (normoxic) solution, the current density returned to 

100.8 ± 8.8 pA pF1 (n =48), a value not significantly different from control (P>0.2). The 

anoxia-sensitive component of outward current (1Ko2) comprised an average of 34.5 ± 0.03 

% (n = 48) of the total outward K+ current recorded in normoxia, for the voltage step from 

-60 to +30 m V. By first testing for the presence of this anoxia- sensitive K+ current, 0 2

sensitive AMC were identified, thereby allowing the K+ current subtype(s) that mediate 0 2

chemosensitivity to be investigated in greater detail. In the voltage clamp experiments 

reported below, cells that failed to show >90% recovery of the control current, after exposure 

to anoxia or pharmacological agents (with the exception of the poorly reversible, Ca2+

dependent K+ channel blocker, iberiotoxin), were excluded. 

Anoxia suppresses both ccJ+-dependent and Ca2+-independent K currents in neonatal AMC 

Closure of a variety of K+ channels, including both Ca2+ -dependent and Ca2+

independent subtypes, mediates hypoxic chemosensitivity in carotid body type 1 cells 

(Lopez-Lopez et al., 1989; Peers, 1990; Gonzalez et al. 1994; Buckler, 1997), and in PC 12 

cells (Conforti & Millhorn, 1997). To test whether both subtypes participate in the anoxic 

suppression ofK+ current in neonatal AMC, cells were studied in either Ca2+-free or Cd2+

containing (200 ~M) bathing solutions. These conditions have been shown to inhibit Ca2+

dependent K+ currents in adult rat AMC (Neely & Lingle, 1992) and neonatal rat type 1 cells 
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(Peers, 1990). Blocka e of Ca2+ entry by addition of 200 !JM Cd2+to the bathing solution. 

resulted in a reduction .n outward current by 64.3 ± 0.06% relative to control (n =10; step 

from -60 to +30 mV); m example is shown in Figs. 2A and B (compare left traces). This 

reduction was not significantly different from that seen in Ca2+-free medium, where the 

corresponding suppression was 60.1 ± 0.08% (n =12). Thus, as in adult rat AMC (Neely & 

Lingle, 1992), the majority (-62%) ofthe outward current in neonatal, 0 2-sensitive AMC is 

Ca2+ -dependent. 

Since anoxia suppressed the outward current by -35% when Ca2+ currents were 

present (see above and, Fig. 2A), it was of interest to determine whether the same stimulus 

had any effect on the residual K+ current recorded in Ca2+-free or Cd2+-containing solutions. 

As shown in Figs. 2B and D, anoxia caused a small, but significant suppression in outward 

current in the presence of 200 IJM Cd2+ and the effect was reversible. Also, cells exposed to 

Ca2+-free solutions were still capable of responding normally to another anoxic stimulus, 

after return to normal Ca2+ (n= 3; Fig. 2E). Experiments similar to Figs. 2B,D and E, allowed 

a quantitative estimate ofiKVo2, i.e. the magnitude of the Ca2+-independent component of 

the total anoxia-sensitive current, IKo2. This current, IKVo2, is shown as difference current 

traces for the cell in Fig. 3A (lower traces), and compared to IK02 for the same cell in Fig. 

3A (upper traces). Comparisons of current densities (pA pF1
) for groups of cells exposed 

to anoxia in Ca2+-free or Cd2+-containing solutions are shown in Fig. 3B and C. The 

difference current traces shown in Fig. 3A, where currents recorded in anoxia are subtracted 
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Figure 2. Effect on anoxia on Ca2 
+-dependent and Ca2 

+-independent outward currents 

in neonatal rat AMC. 

A, leak-unsubtracted utward current traces recorded from a cell in normal (2 mM) Ca2+, 

before (left; control), during (middle), and after (right; recovery) exposure to anoxia. Traces 

shown are for voltage steps from a holding potential of -60 to +50 m V in 10 m V increments; 

top trace in each record represents the step to +50m V. Note anoxia reversibly suppresses 

outward current. B, Same cell (as in A) was exposed to a similar protocol, except that Ca2+

dependent currents were blocked by inclusion of200 IJM Cd2+ in the bathing solution. Note 

anoxia still had a suppressive effect on the residual Ca2+ -independent outward current. C and 

D, current density vs. voltage plots for 10 representative cells, including the one in A. Mean 

current density(± SEM) is shown for cells recorded in 2 mM Ca2+ (C) and 200 IJM Cd2+ 

(D). The current density measured during anoxia was significantly different from control 

(P<0.05) at all voltage ~.teps between -10 and+ 50 m V inC, or -10 and+30mV in D, and 

recovery was complete at each step. Symbols are as follows: control, 0; anoxia, •; and 

recovery, !::J. . E, time course of anoxic inhibition of outward currents (step to +40 m V) in the 

presence and absence (Ca2+-free) of extracellular Ca2+. Note that the cell responded to a third 

anoxic stimulus after return to normal Ca2+- containing medium. Outward current is 

expressed as a percentage of the maximum recorded in normal Ca2+. c, a, and r refer to 

control, anoxia and recovery respectively. Vertical scale represents 500 pA and horizontal 

scale represents 1 0 ms. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of anoxia-sensitive difference currents in neonatal chromaffin 

cells. 

A, anoxia-sensitive cmTents, obtained by subtracting current traces recorded during anoxia 

from corresponding ones in normoxia, are shown in normal Ca2+-containing (upper traces) 

and Ca2+-free (lower t:~aces) solutions. Subtracted traces are for 10 m V incremental steps 

between -50 and +30 mV; holding potential was -60 mV. Note the larger component of the 

anoxia-sensitive difference current is Ca2+ -sensitive; lower traces represent the Ca2+

independent 0 2-sensiti 1e current, IKVo2. Vertical scale bar represents 1 00 pA, and horizontal 

scale bar represents 10 ms. B, current density vs. voltage plots for 6 representative cells, 

showing the total (mem ± SEM) anoxia-sensitive component, 1Ko2 (0), and IKVo2 (•; 

recorded in 200 J.JM Ccf). C, comparison of mean(± SEM) outward current density at+ 30 

m V, for all cells investigated in normal Ca2+ (2 mM), Ca2+-free, and . Cd2+ -containing (200 

J.JM) bathing solutiom. * significantly different from control group (P<O.OS). The mean 

current density (at+30mV) during anoxia in the presence of Cd2+, or in Ca2+-free solutions, 

was significantly diffe ent from that in the presence of2 mM Ca2+(P<O.Ol). 
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from control (normox ic) currents, allow the anoxia-sensitive component to be isolated in 

both normal Ca2+ (upper traces), and Ca2+-free (lower traces) solutions. It is evident from 

these traces, as well as the current density vs. voltage plot in Fig. 3B, that the Ca2+

independent compone nt, IKVo2, represents only a small fraction of the total 1Ko2. For a 

voltage step from -60 to +30 mV, IKVo2 represents 39.1 ± 0.1% (n =10) ofiK02 in Ca2+

free, and 26.1 ± 0.05 % (n =12) in Cd2+-containing solutions. This implies that the remaining 

- 65% of1Ko2 must be Ca2+-dependent, i.e. IKCao2. Both ofthese 0 2-sensitive K+ currents 

were observed in the majority of cells tested (n =21 /22). A comparison of the absolute K+ 

current densities in nonnoxia and anoxia, as well as the difference K+ current density, is 

shown in Fig. 3C for cells recorded in normal Ca2+, Ca2+-free, and Cd2+-containing solutions. 

Note that the anoxia-sensitive, or difference K+ current density, is similar in Ca2+ -free and 

Cd2+ -containing solutions (i.e. IKVo2). 

Neonatal AMCposses~ anoxia-sensitive KArP currents 

KATP channels have been implicated in hypoxic chemosensitivity of adult rat AMC, 

based on the observaticn that openers of these channels prevented the hypoxia-induced rise 

in intracellular Ca2+ (Mochizuki-Oda et al. , 1997). In addition, activation ofKATP channels 

during hypoxia is hypothesized to play a protective role in some central neurons (Jiang et al. , 

1994). If similar channels were present in neonatal rat AMC, then their activation by anoxia 

would tend to oppose or reduce the inhibition of outward current resulting from closure of 

the ci+-dependent ancl Ca2+-independent channels described above. To determine if 0 2
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sensitive AMC possess KATP channels we used both pinacidil (a KATP activator) and 

glibenclamide (a KATP :>locker; Ashcroft and Ashcroft, 1990). In Figs. 4Aa and Ab, exposure 

of AMC to I 00 !JM pinacidil resulted in a reversible augmentation of outward current and 

current density. For a voltage step from -60 to +30 mV, the outward current density was 

increased from the control value of 128.3 ± 19.5 pA pF1 to 173 .3 ± 16.6 pA pF1 in the 

presence of 100 !JM pi.:1acidil (n =5; P<0.05); after washout ofpinacidil the current density 

recovered to 132.7 ± 25.8 pA pF1
. These results suggest that 0 2-sensitive AMC possess 

KATP channels. 

We then tested whether activity of these KATP channels was regulated by 0 2 tension, 

using the specific KATP channel blocker, glibenclamide (50 !JM). Figures 4Ba and Bb show 

the effect of glibenclamide on outward K+ currents recorded during normoxia (Po2 = 150 

mmHg). In most cells (6/9) cells there was no detectable effect of glibenclamide (Fig. 4Ba), 

though in the remaining (3/9) cells, a small, reversible suppression in K+ current was 

observed (not shown). ooled data from the 9 cells revealed that for a voltage step to + 30 

m V, the mean current density for the glibenclamide-sensitive component was 6.3 ± 4.0 

pA/pF (range: 0 to 25.2 pA/pF), corresponding to 4.9 ± 0.8% of the total outward current 

density. Plots of current density vs. voltage under normoxic conditions are shown in Fig. 4Bb 

for these 9 cells, before , during and after glibenclamide; overall, the latter had negligible 

effect over the voltage range -30 to +50 mY. 

In contrast, exposure to anoxia had a profound effect on glibenclamide sensitivity. 

For example, in Fig. 4C'a, anoxia alone produced the usual suppression in K+ current, but 
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when combined with glibenclamide the suppression was much more dramatic (compare same 

cell in Fig. 4Ba), and the effect was completely reversible. Pooled data from 9 cells revealed 

that for a voltage step :rom -60 to +30 mV, the outward current density was reduced from 

80.7 ± 17.8 pA pF1 in normoxia, to 57.0 ± 11.6 pA pF1 in anoxia alone, and this was further 

reduced to 32.0 ± 6.1 pA pF1 in anoxia plus glibenclamide (significantly different from 

anoxia alone; P< 0.01 \ The mean outward current density after reperfusion with control 

(normoxic) solution was 75.5 ± 16.7 pA pF1
, a value not significantly different from the 

initial control response. Current density vs. voltage plots are shown in Fig. 4Cb for these 

cells, which were exposed sequentially to normoxia, anoxia, anoxia plus glibenclamide, and 

then returned to normoxia. These data indicate that for a step from -60 to + 30 m V, the 

anoxia-sensitive component of outward current IKo2 comprised 29.4 ± 0.1 % (n =9) of the 

control (normoxic) K+ current in the absence of glibenclamide, compared to 60.3 ± 0.1 % (n 

=9) in its presence (difference significant; P< 0.05). Measurements of difference current 

density allowed a direct comparison of the magnitude of the glibenclamide-sensitive 

component in normoxia and anoxia. For a step to + 30 m V, the glibenclamide-sensitive 

component during anoxia was 24.9 ± 7.9 pA pF1 (n =9), a value significantly different (P < 

0.05) from that seen in normoxia (6.3 ± 4.0 pA pF1
; n =9). 

Are anoxia-sensitive K,1rp channels in neonatal AMC also Ca2
+ sensitive? 

In central neur ns, the 0 2-sensitive KATP channels are Ca2+ -sensitive (Jiang et al., 

1994). To investigate w.:1ether the same is true for KATP channels in neonatal AMC, the effect 
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of glibenclamide on 0 :! sensitivity was tested in Cd2+-containing solutions which block Ca2+ 

entry. As shown in Fig. 4Da and Db, the presence of glibenclamide (50 ~M) had no 

additional effect on th:: outward current recorded during anoxia over the voltage range -30 

to + 30 m V, when Cd2+ was present. Under these conditions, the glibenclamide sensitive 

component was 6.6 ± t .. 9 pA pF1 (n =7) in normoxia vs 10.0 ± 3.3 pA pF1 (n =7) in anoxia 

for a voltage step from -60 to +30 mV (difference not significant; P> 0.1). This contrasts 

with the results reported above in normal Ca2+ (Cd2+ -free) solutions (Fig. 4Ca and Cb), 

where glibenclamide significantly reduced the K+ current recorded in anoxia. Current density 

vs. voltage plots are compared in Fig. 4Db, for these 7 cells in the continuous presence of 

Cd2+ -containing solutions, during exposure to normoxia (open circles), anoxia alone (closed 

circles), anoxia plus glibenclamide (closed triangles), and finally normoxia again (open 

triangles). However, at the voltage steps > +40 there is an apparent activation ofiKATP by 

anoxia (Fig. 4 Db), even in the presence of Cd2+. The underlying mechanism is unclear, but 

may involve interactions of divalent cations (eg. Cd2+ or Mg2+) with the KATP channel 

(Ashcroft & Ashcroft, 1990). 

Pharmacology ofIKCao2 and IKVo2 

Since the pred minant Ca2+-dependent outward current in adult AMC is carried by 

large conductance maxi-K+ or BK potassium channels (Neely & Lingle, 1992), which are 

known to be inhibited by hypoxia in carotid body type 1 cells (Wyatt & Peers, 1995), it was 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the effects of KATP channel modulators on K+ current and K+ current density 

recorded during normoxia or anoxia in neonatal AMC. 

All current records are sho~ n for cells studied under voltage clamp, and representative traces are shown for the 

voltage step from -60 to + 3) mV. A1 and A2, in normoxia, effects ofpinacidil (I 00 !JM) an activator of !KArP, 

on outward currents and cu ·ent density. Note that sequential application ofpinacidil (+ pinacidil, e ), increases 

outward current above control (c, 0), and the effect was reversible after washout (w, ~) . Mean(± SEM) K+ 

current density is shown fo r a group of 5 cells, indicating that pinacidil significantly increased K+ current 

density relative to control at all voltage steps between 0 and +50 mV (p <0.05). 8 1 and 8 2, current records in 

normoxia, for cells (n=9) treated with control saline (c, 0 ), 50 IJM glibenclamide (+glib, e ), a blocker of 

IKArP, and after washout (w, t:J.) of this drug. Mean(± SEM) K+ current density vs voltage plot for 9 cells shows 

that glibenclamide did not ~ ; ignificantly effect outward current density. C1 and C2, effect of simultaneous 

exposure to anoxia and glibenclamide on outward current for the same 9 cells as in B. Cells were sequentially 

exposed to normoxia/contro l (c, 0), anoxia (a, e ), anoxia plus glibenclamide (a+glib, .&), and recovery (r, 

~). Note that the inhibitory effect of anoxia on the outward current (a) was greatly exaggerated in the presence 

of glibenclamide. Current density in anoxia was significantly less than normoxic control at all voltage steps 

between 0 and+ 50 mV (p <0.01); also, current density in anoxia plus glibenclamide was significantly less than 

anoxia alone, between -20 ard + 30 mV (P<0.05). 0 1 and 0 2, outward current and current density recorded in 

the presence of Cd2+ (200 !JM), to block Ca2+ -dependent K+ currents. Note that anoxia (a) reversibly suppressed 

the outward current, but addi :ion of 50 !JM glibenclamide (a+glib) had no additional suppressive effect during 

anoxia (compare Fig. 4C 1) , suggesting that !KArP is Ca2+-dependent. Mean (± SEM) K+ current density vs. 

voltage plot is for a group of7 cells and shows that anoxia significantly (P<O.O I) suppressed outward currents 

in the presence of Cd2+ at all potentials between -I 0 and + 50 m V. In the presence of glibenclamide, the 

additional suppression of outward current by anoxia was absent at all test potentials below +40 m V (P>0.05). 

Symbols are the same as in C. . This suggests !KArPis Ca2+ -sensitive. Vertical scale represents in 400 pA in 

A, 8 and C, and 100 pAin D. Horizontal scale represents 30 ms. 
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of interest to determine ifiKCao2 was also carried by BK channels. To test this we used the 

specific blocker, iberiotoxin (IbTx), to inhibit the large conductance BK channels (Galvez 

et al., 1990). Exposure of neonatal AMC to IbTx (50 - 100 nM), resulted in a suppression 

of the outward current, suggesting the presence ofBK channels (Fig. 5A). The IbTx-sensitive 

component consisted of 47.6 ± 0.04% (n = 4) of the overall outward current, for a voltage 

step from -60 to + 30 mV. This is slightly less than the values ( -62%) reported above for the 

magnitude of the Ca2~ ·-dependent K+ currents recorded in ci+-free or Cd2+- containing 

solutions, and is prob bly due to the persistence of small conductance Ca2+-dependent K+ 

channels, which are insensitive to IbTx (Park, 1994). Exposure of neonatal AMC to anoxia, 

in the presence IbTx (Fig. SA, middle trace), caused a further suppression in outward current. 

Plots of current density vs voltage indicate that the suppression in IbTx-containing medium 

occurred at all voltage steps between -10 and +50 mV, and the effect of anoxia was 

reversible (Fig. 5B). Generally, washout of the effects oflbTx on the total K+ current was 

incomplete, even after reperfusion for 10-15 min with control solution. The contribution of 

both the IbTx.:.sensitive and IbTx-insensitive K+ currents to the total anoxia-sensitive IKo2 

was determined from the difference current measurements for the voltage step to+30mV. 

The IbTx-insensitive portion ofiKo2 represented 42.2 ± 0.2% (n =4) of the total IKo2, and 

the remaining 57.8 ± 0.2 % was IbTx-sensitive. Since the IbTx-insensitive component of 

IKo2 is similar to that obtained above for the Ci+-independent portion of IKo2, i.e. IKVo2, 

obtained in Ca2+-free (- -39%) and Cd2+-containing (-28%) solutions, it appears that IKCao2 

is carried almost excllsively by IbTx-sensitive BK channels. To investigate further the 
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pharmacology of anoxia-sensitive K+ currents, the non-specific K+ channel blocker, TEA. 

was used. 

Figure 5C (left traces) shows that 20 mM TEA reduced substantially the outward 

current in a cell that was previously identified as anoxia-sensitive. In 9 such cells, 10-20 mM 

TEA caused a mean suppression of outward current by 95.7 ± 1.4% of control, as measured 

during a voltage step f rom -60 to +30 m V. However, in the presence of 10-20 mM TEA, 

anoxia had no additional effect on the residual K+ currents in 8 out of9 cells tested (e.g. Fig. 

5C, middle traces; Fig. 5D). Since the cell shown in Fig. 5C contained both IKCao2 and 

IKVo2 components of outward current (not shown), it appears that both components are 

sensitive to 10-20 mM TEA. Figure 5D also indicates that the remaining outward current 

seen at more depolariz~d potentials (>20 m V) is anoxia-insensitive. Since anoxia activates 

IKArP in these cells, th~ data also suggest that IKATP is TEA sensitive. 

Or sensitivity in AMC with different types ofBK currents 

In adult rat adnmal chromaffin cells two types of BK currents have been described. 

One is a non-inactivaling current (BKs; in - 9% of adult AMC) and the other is a slowly 

inactivating current (BKi; in - 75% ofadult AMC); the remaining -15 %of cells express both 

currents (Solaro et al., 1995). Since hypoxic suppression of outward currents was not 

observed in all neo atal AMC (- 80% respond), the question arises whether 0 2

chemosensitivity was restricted to a specific population ofBK-expressing cells (i .e. BKi or 

BKs). To identify BKi and BKs expressing cells, a voltage-clamp protocol reported to 
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Figure 5. Effects of iberiotoxin (lbTx) and tetraethylammonium (TEA) on anoxia

sensitive currents in neonatal AMC. 

A, in normoxic conditions, IbTx (100 nM) suppressed outward current at +30 mV (left 

traces) ; upper trace is control record before lbTx. In the presence of lbTx, anoxia still 

suppressed outward cmrent reversibly, though washout of the effects oflbTx was incomplete 

(not shown). B, mean current density(± SEM) vs . voltage plots for 4 cells, in the presence 

oflbTx. Symbols are same as in Fig. I. Anoxia significantly suppressed outward current at 

all voltage steps between 0 and +50 m V (P<0.05). C, effects of TEA on outward currents. 

Addition of TEA (20 rnM) suppressed -96% of outward current (left traces; upper dotted 

trace is control current for step to +30 m V). Anoxia had no additional effect on outward 

current in the presence of TEA (middle traces; only steps to +30 and +50 m V shown). D, 

mean current density vs voltage plots for a group of 6 cells with similar initial densities; TEA 

was present throughout. Vertical and horizontal scale bars represent 200 pA and 20 ms, 

respectively, for both A and C. 
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enhance BK currents in these cells, was applied (Solaro et al., 1995). Cells were heJd at -70 

m V and stepped to 0 rn V for 50 ms to load them with Ca2+, and then were immediately 

stepped to +80 mV for :500 ms to identify the type of BK current (see Fig. 6). Out of 17 cells 

examined, 12 containd predominantly BKs currents, i.e. they showed no inactivation of 

outward current during the 500 ms step to +80 mV (e.g. Fig. 6A 1, upper trace). The 

remaining 5 cells contained a slowly inactivating component of outward current, presumably 

due to the presence of BKi (e.g. Fig. 6Ba, upper trace). It was found that both BKs (1 0112 

cells) and BKi ( 4/5 cells) containing cells responded to hypoxia with a suppression of 

outward current (Fig. 6Ab and Bb respectively). These data suggest that 0 2-sensitivity can 

occur in neonatal rat AMC which express either BKs or BKi currents . 

Do IKCao2 or IKVo2 mediate receptor potential in AMC during anoxia? 

We previously n!ported that neonatal AMC depolarize during hypoxia, and that this 

depolarization was associated with a conductance decrease (Thompson et al. , 1997). These 

observations are consistent with the closure of, e.g. K+, channels as a general mechanism for 

hypoxia-induced depol :1rization in 0 2-chemoreceptive cells (Gonzalez et a!. , 1994). 

However, given a resting potential in neonatal AMC of - -60 mV, it is unclear whether 

inhibition of the 0 2-semitive currents described above, i.e. IKCao2 and IKVo2, forms the 

basis of the initial mem rane depolarization or receptor potential during hypoxia. To test 

whether inhibition of IKCao2 and/or IKVo2 may contribute to the initial depolarization, 

neonatal AMC were exposed to solutions containing Cd2+ (200 ~M) and/or TEA (20 mM), 
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Figure 6. Chromaffin cells expressing either sustained or inactivating BK currents are 

anoxia-sensitive. 

A1 and B1, protocol used to identify AMC that expressed a sustained BK (A) or inactivating 

BK (B) current. Cells were initially held at -70 m V and briefly stepped to 0 m V for 50 ms 

(lower traces), before a final step to +80 m V for 500 ms. Both cells contained outward 

current that was reversibly suppressed by anoxia as shown in Fig. A2 (for cell in A1), and 

Fig. B2 (for cell in B1). Traces shown for voltage step from -60 to +30 mV. 
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while the membrane potential was monitored using perforated-patch recording in current 

clamp mode. 

As illustrated in Fig. 7 A and B (left portion of trace), exposure of neonatal AMC to 

anoxia caused a significant (and reversible) depolarization from a mean resting potential of 

-57.6 ± 1.9 mV to -46.3 ± 1.8 mV (n =11 ; P<0.01). However, subsequent exposure to 200 

JJM Cd2 
+ had no effect on membrane potential (-58 .3 ± 2.6 mV after Cd2+, n =6; see Fig. 

7 A, right portion of trace), nor did it prevent the anoxia-induced depolarization (mean 

membrane potential during anoxia in the presence of Cd2 
+ = -49.0 ± 2.5 mV, n =6; 

difference significant from Cd2+ control , P<0.01 ). Since voltage-dependent Na+ channels 

were blocked in these experiments with 0.5 J.!M TTX, the recorded spike activity in Fig. 7 

was likely due to Ca2+ entry, and this was abolished in the presence of Cd2+ (see Fig. 7 A; 

note spike activity in left but not right portions of the trace). These results suggest that 

IKCao2 does not contribute significantly to the initial depolarization (or receptor potential) 

in neonatal AMC during anoxia, nor to the resting membrane potential. Confirmation of this 

point was obtained using 50 nM charybdotoxin (ChTx), to block the large conductance BK 

channels that mediate IKCao2. For these experiments ChTx was used (instead oflbTx) since 

it is a much faster blocker of BK channels (Galvez eta!. , 1990), and therefore the effects of 

direct BK channel inhibition could be more easily assessed. In Fig. 7B, 50 nM ChTx failed 

to depolarize neonatal AMC, and also failed to prevent the anoxia-induced depolarization, 

even in this cell which had a relatively low initial resting potential ( -40 m V). This result was 

seen in all cells tested ( =3). 
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In contrast to the above results, the more general K+ channel blocker, TEA (1 0-20 

mM), depolarized neonatal AMC from -57.6 ± 1.9 mV to -48.1 ± 5.2 mV (n =5 ; difference 

significant, P<O.Ol; se~ Fig. 7C). However, even in the presence of20 mM TEA, exposure 

to anoxia caused a fur ther significant depolarization to -40.8 ± 4.5 mV (P<O.Ol), and the 

effect was reversible (Fig. 7C; right portion of trace). Additionally, when TEA and Cd2 
+ were 

applied together, the membrane depolarized, but the depolarizing effects of anoxia still 

persisted in the presence of these drugs (n =3; not shown). These data suggest that though 

some TEA-sensitive K+ channels are open at rest, they are not responsible for the anoxia

induced depolarization 

Blockade of other K+ channel subtypes with 2 mM 4-AP did not alter resting 

membrane potential of neonatal AMC (n =4; mean membrane potential was -59.7 ± 6.4 

before, and -57.7 ± 5.6 mV after 4-AP). Further, in the presence of2 mM 4-AP, anoxia still 

depolarized AMC from -59.7 ± 6.4 to -46.0 ± 5.4 mV (n =4), an effect similar to that seen 

in the absence of 4-AP, where the membrane potential depolarized to -47.7 ± 6.1 m V (n =4; 

see Fig. 70). These ooservations suggest there is a distinct 0 2-sensing mechanism in 

neonatal AMC that controls at least part of the initial depolarization or receptor potential 

during anoxia, and that is insensitive to conventional blockers of voltage-dependent K+ 

channels. 

Does a cationic current or Na!K-ATPase contribute to Orsensitivity in rat AMC? 

In guinea-pig AMC, concomitant activation of a cationic current and inhibition of a 
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Na/K-ATPase by hypoxia was recently described and is thought to generate the receptor 

potential (Inoue et al., 1998). Since during voltage-clamp studies in Cd2+ -containing (or 

Ca2+-free) solutions \\-e often observed a slight enhancement of inward current during 

hypoxia (e.g. Fig. 2D and 4Db), we wondered whether a similar cationic current, or 

electrogenic pump may contribute to the receptor potential in rat AMC. To test this 

possibility we examined the effects of anoxia on AMC under current clamp, while perfusing 

a Na+/Ca2+-free bathing solution. Interestingly, under these conditions anoxia-sensitive 

AMC hyperpolarized to -63 .1 ± 9.2 mV (n=4) from the control membrane potential of -52.6 

± 6.5 mV (P<0.05; Fig 6E). Since this hyperpolarization was also observed in Na+-free 

solutions that contained Ca2+ (not shown), it appears that a substantial Na+ leak current 

contributes to the resting membrane potential of AMC. Application of an anoxic stimulus 

in the presence of a Na../Ca2+-free bathing solution revealed that AMC depolarized from

63.1 ± 9.2 to -51.6 ± 9.L. m V (n = 4; Fig. 7E). Thus, the anoxia-induced depolarization was 

reduced, but not aboli:;hed, in the absence of extracellular Na+ and Ca2+. The mean 

depolarization in the control solution was 24.2 ± 2.6 m V (n=4), compared to 11.5 ± 2.5 m V 

for the same cells studied in the absence of external Na+ and Ca2+ (e.g. Fig. 7E; P<0.01). 

To investigate the possibility that inhibition of an electrogenic Na/K-ATPase 

contributes to generation of the receptor potential we used 1 00 IJM strophanthidin, an 

inhibitor of p-type A TPases. In three cells that were identified as 0 2-sensitive (Fig 8A), 

strophanthidin did not affect resting membrane potential (Fig. 8B); mean resting potential 

was -49.5 ± 4.3 mV before, and -47.7 ± 3.8 mV after strophanthidin. Anoxia reversibly 
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depolarized these cells by 21.8 ± 1.4 mV (n=3 ; P<0.05 from control) and the magnitude was 

unchanged in the presence of strophanthidin (Fig. 8C), where the receptor potential was I9.3 

± 2.0 mV (n=3 ; P>0.2). This suggests that hypoxic inhibition of an electrogenic Na!K

A TPase does not contribute significantly to generation of the receptor potential in neonatal 

AMC. 

Activation ofKArP attenuates the anoxia-induced depolarization 

We also investigated whether KArP channels were active at the resting potential of 

0 2-sensitive AMC, and could therefore influence the magnitude of the receptor potential. 

Perfusion with extracell ular solution containing the KArP channel blocker, glibenclamide (50 

J..IM), had no significant effect (P> 0.2) on membrane potential (Fig. 7F); the mean resting 

potential was -52.6 ± 3 2 mV before, and -54.0 ± 3.5 mV after glibenclamide for a group of 

II cells that were 0 2-sensitive. Thus, KArP channels do not appear to contribute significantly 

to the resting potential of neonatal AMC during normoxia. 

To determine if acti vation of IKATP by anoxia (see above) functions to attenuate the 

receptor potential, the anoxia-induced depolarization was compared in the presence and 

absence of glibenclamide (50 J..IM). In the absence of glibenclamide, AMC depolarized by 

an average of I6.6 ± 2.5 m V (n= II) during anoxia. However, this depolarization was 

significantly (P<O.OI) enhanced when anoxia was applied in the presence of glibenclamide 

(mean= 23 .3 ± 3.I mV; n=II ; e.g. Fig. 7F). Since IKATP also appears to be TEA-sensitive 

(see above), it was surprising that the anoxia-induced depolarization was not similarly 
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enhanced in the presence of TEA. Although the reasons for this are unclear, the two drugs 

block IKATP via differ~nt mechanisms, and unlike TEA, glibenclamide had no effect on 

resting membrane potential (compare Fig 7C to 7F). These data suggest that although IKATP 

does not appear to cont ibute to the resting potential of AMC during normoxia, its activation 

by anoxia may serve to reduce the magnitude of the receptor potential. 
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Figure 7. Effects of anoxia and manipulation of the extracellular fluid on membrane 

potential of neonatal AMC. 

Recordings under current clamp were obtained in the continuous presence of TTX (0.5-1 

~M). A, anoxia depolarized AMC, though addition of Cd2+ alone did not; further, Cd2+ did 

not prevent the anoxia-induced depolarization, but abolished spike activity (compare right 

with left portions of trc;.ce ). B, direct blockade of BK currents with 50 nM Ch Tx did not 

significantly alter membrane potential, nor prevent the anoxia-induced depolarization 

(compare left and right portions of trace). C, addition of TEA (20 mM) caused a slight 

membrane depolarization (right portion of trace), but did not block the anoxia-induced 

depolarization. D, addition of 4-AP did not depolarize nor prevent anoxia-induced 

depolarization ofneona·:al AMC. E, effects of perfusion with a Na+/Ca2+-free (NMDG was 

substituted for Na+; Ca2 
+- was replaced with 2 mM Mg2+ and 1 mM EGTA). Exposure to a 

Na+/Ca2+-free bathing s lution hyperpolarized AMC and reduced, but did not block, the 

anoxia-induced depolarization. F, blockade ofKATP channels with 50 ~M glibenclarnide did 

not affect resting memb1 ane potential, nor did it prevent the anoxia-induced depolarization. 

However, in the presence of glibenclarnide the anoxia-induced depolarization was 

significantly (P<0.05) enhanced. Vertical scale bars represent 20 mV in A-E and 15 mV in 

F; horizontal bar represents 25 s. 
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Figure 8. Effects of strophanthidin on membrane potential and hypoxia-induced 

depolarization in neoHiatal rat AMC. 

All current clamp records were collected in zero current (I=O) mode. In A, anoxia reversibly 

depolarized this neonatal AM C. B, effects of 100 !JM strophanthidin (an inhibitor of the 

Na!K-ATPase) on the resting membrane potential of the cell in A. Note that this did not 

affect the resting mem xane potential, suggesting that p-type electrogenic pumps make a 

minimal contribution to the resting membrane potential in neonatal AMC. C, the anoxia

induced depolarization persists in the presence of strophanthidin, indicating that inhibition 

of electrogenic pumps does not significantly contribute to the generation of the receptor 

potential. 
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Discussion 

The goal of the present study was to investigate the type(s) of voltage- activated K+ 

currents that mediate 0 2-chemosensitivity in neonatal rat adrenal chromaffin cells (AMC), 

and to determine whether these currents also contribute to the genesis of the hypoxia-induced 

depolarization or receptor potential (see Thompson et a!. , 1997). These hypoxia-sensing 

mechanisms appear to mediate the vital catecholamine surge that enables the neonate to 

survive hypoxic stress, associated with the transition to extrauterine life (Seidler & Slatkin, 

1985; Slatkin & Seidler, 1988; Thompson et a!. , 1997). Our results from voltage-clamp 

studies indicated that the suppression of voltage-dependent outward K+ current by anoxia is 

the net result of the dif::erential modulation of several K+ currents and comprises: i) anoxic 

suppression of the large conductance Ca2+-dependent K+ current, IKCao2; ii) anoxic 

suppression of a Ca2+ -independent K+ current, IKVo2; and iii) anoxic activation of a 

glibenclamide-sensitive K+ current, IKATP· Additionally, results from current clamp 

recordings indicated t at alternative mechanisms to these voltage-dependent and anoxia

sensitive K+ currents must be invoked to account for the genesis of the receptor potential, 

seen during exposure f neonatal rat AMC to anoxia. 

Anoxic suppression of the outward current in neonatal AMC results primarily from 

the inhibition of large conductance, Ca2+-dependent K+ channels, i.e. BK or maxi-K 
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channels, and referred to as IKCao2 in this study. Though we cannot formally rule out an 

indirect effect due to :moxie suppression of Ca2+ currents (see Lopez-Bameo, 1996), in 

preliminary studies the re was no consistent effect of anoxia on Ca2+ currents (Thompson & 

Nurse, unpublished observations), and we previously showed that entry of extracellular 

calcium and catecholarnine secretion was enhanced in these cells by hypoxia (Thompson et 

al., 1997). When BK currents were eliminated, by using Ca2+-free solutions, or by the 

addition of either Cd2+ or iberiotoxin (lbTx), a smaller Ca2+-independent component ( IKVo2) 

amounting to -35% of the total anoxia-sensitive outward current ( 1Ko2), persisted. Since 

TEA (1 0-20 mM) abolished almost all of the outward current, and anoxia had negligible 

effect on the residual currents when TEA was present, it appears that both IKCao2 and IKVo2 

are TEA sensitive. It is noteworthy that in PC 12 cells, a cell line with an adrenomedullary 

chromaffin cell origin, hypoxia suppresses a Ca2+-independent and TEA-sensitive outward 

current (Zhu et al., 1997), raising the possibility that it is similar to IKVo2 investigated in the 

present study. In contrast, however, hypoxia was reported to stimulate large conductance, 

Ca2+ dependent K+ charmels in PC 12 cells, though the pharmacology of this current was not 

reported (Conforti & Millhom, 1997). It is possible that this anoxia-activated current is 

similar to IKAr P described here (see below), and in central neurons (Haddad & Jiang, 1997). 

Anoxic activation ofK1 TP currents 

In addition to IKCao2 and IKVo2 , we observed a third voltage dependent, Ca2+

sensitive K+ current, IKArP, which was regulated by Po2. The presence of this current was 
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inferred from experiments where the total outward current was enhanced by pinacidil ( I 00 

OM), a KATP activator, and where the anoxic suppression of outward current was augmented 

by glibenclamide (50 J M), a KATP blocker (see Ashcroft & Ashcroft, 1990). Unlike the 

suppressive effects of anoxia on the other two currents, IKATP was activated by anoxia in 

these cells, suggesting more KATP channels became available or were opened at low Po2. 

Since this augmentation ofKATP by anoxia was absent in a Cd2+- or TEA-containing bathing 

solutions (but persisted in the presence of the BK channel blocker, ChTx; not shown), it 

appears that IKATP is both Ca2+ and TEA sensitive. Similar results have been reported for 0 2

regulated KATP channe..s described in central neurons (Jiang eta!., 1994; Haddad & Jiang, 

1997). Taken together, these results support the conclusion that anoxia augments KATP 

channels, but attenuates both Ca2+ -dependent (IKCao2) and delayed rectifier type (IKVo2) 

K+ currents in neonatal AMC. 

Interestingly, th! augmentation ofKATP by anoxia observed in this study is in contrast 

with a recent suggestion that hypoxia inhibits KATP currents in adult rat chromaffin cells 

(Mochizuki-Oda eta!., 1997). This interpretation was based on the finding that cromakalim, 

an activator of KATP currents, prevented the hypoxia-induced rise in intracellular Ca2+; 

however, a direct inhibitory effect of hypoxia on KATP currents was not demonstrated. It is 

also noteworthy that Mochizuki-Oda et a!. (1997) observed hypoxic chemosensitivity in 

adult rat chromaffin cells, whereas we did not (Thompson eta!. , 1997; see also, Mojet eta!., 

1997). It is possible that use of longer term cultures (up to 7 days) by Mochizuki-Oda eta!. 

(1997), and resulting longer period of denervation in vitro, resulted in recovery of hypoxic 
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sensing in these cells (see Slatkin & Seidler, 1988). 

Possible functional ro .!e ofanoxic modulation ofK currents in neonatal AMC 

In the present, tudy, inhibition of Ca2+ -dependent K+ (BK) channels was the major 

cause of the anoxic suppression of outward current in neonatal AMC. Similar BK channels 

are thought to participate in hypoxic chemosensitivity in rat carotid body type 1 cells (Wyatt 

& Peers, 1995; Jackson & Nurse, 1997), and are generally accepted to play important roles 

in action potential rep larization (Pancrazio eta!., 1994), and in the ability of adult rat AMC 

to fire repetitive actio potentials (Solaro et al. , 1995). Thus, hypoxic inhibition of IKCao2 

may result in broadening of the action potential, leading to the observed rise in intracellular 

Ca2+ and catecholamine release (Thompson et a!. , 1997; see also Mojet et a!. , 1997). 

Additionaly, hypoxic inhibition of the delayed rectifier-type K+ current, IKVo2, may also 

contribute to action p tential broadening. 

On the other hand, anoxia was found to activate a Ca2+- and glibenclamide-sensitive, 

KATP current in neonatal AMC? This activation tended to counteract or blunt the depolarizing 

effects of anoxia. Interestingly, in catecholaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra, 

hypoxic-activation of '"'a2+- and glibenclamide-sensitive KATP channels leads to membrane 

hyperpolarization, wh ich is presumed to serve a protective role during metabolic stress 

associated with hypoxia and ischaemia (Jiang et a!., 1994, Haddad & Jiang, 1997). 

Conceivably, hypoxia-sensitive KATP channels in AMC may play a similar role during 

periods of prolonged neonatal hypoxia, e.g. during birth or repetitive apnoeic events. 
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Activation of KArP chmnels by the concomitant fall in Po2, and ATP, and the increase in 

intracellular Ca2 
+ could limit membrane depolarization and prevent CA depletion from 

AMC, allowing them to maintain an influence on respiratory and cardiovascular physiology 

during subsequent hypoxic events (see Seidler & Slotkin, 1985, Slotkin & Seidler, 1988) . 

Origin ofthe receptor ootential 

In this study blockers of voltage-dependent, 0 2-sensitive currents did not prevent the 

anoxia-induced depolarization in neonatal AMC. For example, direct inhibition of BK 

currents by charybdotoxin (50 nM) did not induce depolarization of neonatal AMC, 

suggesting that most o!~ these channels are closed at the cell's resting potential (--58 mV). 

Further, the presence of the relatively non-specific K+ channel blocker, TEA, which blocked 

all anoxia-sensitive K+ channels in voltage clamp studies, also failed to prevent the anoxia

induced depolarization. However, TEA itself caused a slight depolarization, possibly due to 

closure of K+ channels that were open at rest. 

During exposure of AMC to anoxia, an apparent activation of a small inward current 

was frequently observed in voltage clamp studies when most of the outward current was 

blocked (e.g. Fig. 2D). 'his current was not studied in detail and its origin remains uncertain. 

On the one hand, it may result simply from inhibition of the residual outward current; 

alternatively, it may be due to activation of a cationic current, perhaps similar to the one 

recently described in hypoxia-sensitive guinea-pig AMC (Inoue eta!. , 1998). In the present 
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study, the anoxia-induced depolarization of rat AMC persisted in the absence of extracellular 

Na+ and Ca2+, though t h.e magnitude of the depolarization was decreased. Thus, activation 

of an inward cationic current by anoxia does not appear to be the major mechanism 

underlying the receptor potential. Furthermore, these experiments suggest that the genesis 

of the receptor potential does not arise from the inhibition of a Na/K-A TPase, since under 

Na+-free conditions this electrogenic pump is likely to be inactive. Indeed, this was 

confirmed using stroph<mthidin, (an inhibitor of p-type A TPases ), which did not depolarize 

AMC nor affect the ma5nitude of the receptor potential. 

In summary, it appears that chromaffin cells have evolved complex m~chanisms for 

sensing 0 2 and regulating catecholamine secretion in the perinatal period. These mechanisms 

involve the differential modulation of several K+ channel subtypes. Additional work, aided 

by single charmel analys.s, is required to elucidate the molecular mechanisms by which these 

channels are regulated t y low Po2, and the basis of the hypoxia-induced depolarization or 

receptor potential. 



Chapter 3 


Oxygen-chemosensitivity in developing adrenal chromaffin cells: 

Comparison between wild type and NADPH oxidase deficient mice. 


The work in this chapter is in preparation for submission to the American Journal of 
Physiology. 

I was responsible for all electrophysiology, which comprises figures 1-4 in the text. 
Suzanne Farragher was responsible for the HPLC experiments. 
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Summary 

Catecholamine (CA) release from adrenal chromaffin cells (AMC) in mammals 

plays a vital role in the adaptability of the neonate to extrauterine life by mediating 

appropriate cardiovascular and respiratory adjustments during periods of hypoxia or low 

Po2. The identity of the primary p02 detector in AMC is however, unknown. We 

compared AMC from wild type and transgenic mice lacking the gp9I phox subunit of 

NADPH oxidase. To determine whether the putative 0 2-sensor protein (NADPH oxidase) 

is the 0 2 sensor hypoxia-induced suppression of outward K+ current, membrane 

depolarization, and stimulation of CA secretion (determined by HPLC) were taken as 

indicators of 0 2-chemosensitivity. Hypoxia (p02 -5mmHg) caused reversible inhibition 

of outward K+ current. by -27% (n=6) in wild type (WT) and -29% (n=9) in oxidase 

deficient (OD) AMC from newborn (PI-PS) mice. Pharmacological tests revealed two 

0 2-sensitive K+ currents in both WT and OD cells, i.e., large conductance Ca2+ 

dependent K+ current ClsK) and delayed rectifier-like K+ current CIKv). Additionally, 

hypoxia depolarized WT and OD cells to a similar degree and reversibly broadened the 

action potential. Exposure of neonatal AMC cultures to hypoxia (5%02) for I hr 

stimulated CA release (- 3 to 4 x normoxia) in both WT and OD cultures as determined 

by HPLC. Interestingly, roughly equal proportions of norepinephrine (NE) and 

epinephrine (EPI) we e released under all conditions. In contrast, hypoxia had no effect 

on voltage dependent K+ currents, membrane potential or CA release in AMC derived 

from juvenile (PI4-PI5) mice. However, hypoxic sensitivity was re-established after 

juvenile AMC were cultured for> 3 days. We conclude that NADPH oxidase is not the 
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oxygen sensor in newborn AMC and that in mice these cells possess a developmentally 

regulated Orsensing mechanism, similar to that previously described in rat. 
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Introduction 

During the perinatal period, adrenal medulla chromaffin cells (AMC) possess an 

0 2-sensing mechanism which occurs in the absence of mature sympathetic innervation 

(Slotkin and Seidler. 1986). During postnatal maturation, this 'non-neurogenic' 

mechanism 1s lost along a time course similar to the development of sympathetic 

innervation to the ad.renal gland (Seidler and Slotkin, 1985, 1988). Physiological 

responses to hypoxia in neonatal rat AMC result in increased catecholamine (CA) 

secretion, primarily epinephrine, into the circulation. This CA release is vital for the 

animal's transition to extrauterine life since it promotes lung maturation and protects the 

fetal heart rate (Seidler and Slotkin, 1985; Slotkin and Seidler, 1988). 

The mechanisms underlying the non-neurogenic response of AMC to hypoxia are 

not completely underst.::,od. Presently it is thought that hypoxia-induced inhibition of K+ 

channels and membr 1e depolarization lead to CA secretion (Thompson and Nurse, 

1998; see however, Mojet et al., 1997). The "membrane model" of 02-chemoreception 

predicts that regulation of K+ channels by hypoxia is indirect and is mediated through a 

membrane bound 0 2-sensor protein (Lopez-Bameo, 1996). One candidate for the 02

sensor is the NADPH oxidase enzyme complex similar to the burst oxidase found in 

phagocytic cells (Cros5 et al, 1990). This NADPH oxidase is a five-subunit enzyme 

complex that transfers electrons from NADPH to molecular oxygen, producing 

superoxides (02-), which are thought to be a key source of microbicidal oxidants in the 

immune response (De Leo and Quinn, 1996). There is strong evidence indicating that the 
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gp91phox subunit of the NADPH oxidase complex is the heme-containing subunit (Yu et 

al , 1998). According to the membrane model of 0 2-chemoreception, decreased 0 2 

availability to the gp91phox subunit during hypoxia results in reduced production of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS; e.g. H20 2), which signal modulation of 0 2-sensitive K+ 

channels (Wang et al.. 1998; Fu et al, 2000). Hypoxia-induced K+ channel closure and 

membrane depolarization, possibly mediated through the fall in ROS, is then thought to 

activate voltage-dependent Ca2 
+ channels, Ca2 

+ entry and CA secretion. 

In this study W f." tested the possibility NADPH oxidase is the primary 0 2-sensor in 

neonatal chromaffin cells using a transgenic approach. Excellent evidence exists 

indicating a role for the oxidase in 02-chemosensitivy of airway neuroepithelial bodies 

(NEBs), since the NEBs of transgenic mice (deficient in gp91 phox) are unresponsive to 

hypoxia, in contrast to their wild type (WT) counterparts (Fu et al , 2000). Other studies 

on endothelial cells (Zulueta et al , 1997) and pulmonary artery myocytes (Archer, 1999) 

of the gp91 phox knockout mouse suggest that the NADPH oxidase is not the primary 02"' 

sensor in all 0 2-chernosensitive cells . In addition, diphenylene iodonium (DPI), a 

flavoprotein inhibitor that blocks the NADPH oxidase, was ineffective in stimulating rat 

carotid body glomus cells, suggesting that the oxidase was not the primary 0 2-sensor in 

these well-studied arterial chemoreceptors (Obesso et al , 1999). Taken together, these 

data suggest that the NADPH oxidase may function as the primary 0 2-sensor in specific 

cell types. Thus, it was of interest to determine whether 0 2-chemosensitivity was present 

in developing WT mou:;e chromaffin cells and if so, whether it was retained in gp91phox 

deficient mice. 
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We therefore used cultures of AMC from neonatal and juvenile WT and oxidase 

deficient (OD) mice to test for the development of 0 2-chemoreceptor function. AMC 

were assayed for 0 2-chemosensitivity using perforated patch clamp whole cell recordings 

of K+ current and membrane potential. Additionally, HPLC was used to quantify 

catecholamine (CA) release from wild type and transgenic AMC. Here we report that 

neonatal cells from both WT and OD mice are 0 2-chemosensitive, indicating that the 

NADPH oxidase is not the primary 02-sensor in adrenal chromaffin cells. Further, we 

show that this propert y is lost with postnatal maturation, as previously reported for rat 

chromaffin cells (Thompson et al. , 1997; Mojet et al. , 1997). 
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Materials and Methods 

Cell culture 

Primary cultures of mouse AMC were prepared as previously described for the rat 

(Thompson et al , 1997). Briefly, adrenal glands were dissected from postnatal day (P) 1

5 (neonatal) and P14-19 Guvenile) day old mice, and trimmed ofmost ofthe outer cortex. 

The tissue was incubated in an enzymatic solution containing 0.1% trypsin, 0.1% 

collagenase, and 0.01 ~lo deoxyribonuclease for 60 to 80 minutes at 37°C. Most of the 

enzyme was removed, and the remainder was inactivated by addition of growth medium 

consisting of F-12 nut rient medium (GIBCO) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 

80 U 1-1 insulin (Sigma), 0.6% glucose, I% penicillin and streptomycin, 2mM glutamine 

and 0.01% dexamethc:.sone. The tissue was then mechanically teased and triturated, 

producing a cell suspension that was preplated for 24hr on collagen-coated 35 mm 

culture dishes to remove most of the cortical cells. The supernatant, enriched in 

chromaffin cells, was 1hen plated on the centre well of Matrigel-coated Nunclon dishes. 

Cells were grown at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air-5% C02 for 1-6 days 

before they were used in patch-clamp experiments, or for determination of CA release 

using HPLC. 

Electrophysiology 

All voltage clamp data were obtained at room temperature (21-23 °C) using the 

Nystatin perforated-pa:ch configuration of the patch clamp technique. Seal resistance 

ranged from 2-10 Gr.! and most (-75%) of the series resistance was compensated. 
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Junction potentials, ty pically 2-5 m V, were cancelled prior to seal formation. The pipette 

solution consisted of(nM) potassium gluconate, 95 ; KCl, 35; NaCl, 5; CaCh, 2; HEPES, 

10; and Nystatin (300-450 J.lglml) adjusted to pH 7.2 with KOH. The standard bathing 

solution consisted of (mM) NaCl, 135; KCl, 5; CaCh, 2; MgCh, 2; HEPES, 1 0; glucose, 

10; adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH and 0.5 J.lM tetrodotoxin (TTX; Sigma). TTX was 

omitted during some current clamp experiments in order to investigate the effects of 

hypoxia on action potential duration. 

All recordings were obtained with an Axopatch 1-D patch clamp amplifier 

equipped with a 500 MQ head stage feedback resistor (Axon Instruments). Records were 

lowpass filtered at 2k z and digitized at 10kHz using a Digidata 1200 A-D converter and 

pClamp software versi cms 6.0.3 or 8.0 (Axon). The holding potential was set at -60 mV 

and current responses 10 four consecutive 80 msec depolarizations (1 0 m V steps; range

100 to +50 m V) we re averaged on-line and stored on a personal computer. The 

magnitude of outward currents was measured at 40 msec for comparison between control 

(normoxia; 2mM bath [ng Ca2+) and stimulus-evoked (hypoxia and/or 200 J.lM CdCh) 

responses. Whole cel l capacitance was determined by integrating the capacitative 

transient elicited by a \ 'Oltage-step to -100 m V, then dividing the resulting charge by the 

magnitude of the step. Current density (pA/pF) was calculated for each cell by dividing 

the steady-state current (at 40 msec) by the cell capacitance. Data were compared using 

the paired Student' s t test, with the significance level set at P < 0.05. All data are 

presented as mean ± standard error of the mean. 
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Hypoxia was generated by bubbling 100% N2 into 150 ml of standard bathing 

solution for 1-1 .5 hours. Measurement of Po2 in the recording chamber was periodically 

carried out with a 25 11m Clark-style 0 2 microelectrode (Diamond General Electro-Tech 

Inc. , Ann Arbor, MI) and yielded a bath Po2 of- 150 mmHg during normoxia and - 5 

mmHg during hypox1a. Solutions were exchanged by perfusion under gravity and 

removal by suction at a. rate of- 4 ml/min. 

Catecholamine determmation by HP LC 

Norepinephrine (NE), epinephrine (EPI) and dopamine (DA) release from living 

cells were analyzed by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a Waters 

model 510 pump with a 5 J.lm Spherisorb analytical column (Waters) and an 

electrochemical detector (Coulochem II detector, model 5200; ESA Inc. , Bedford, MA). 

Detection of CA was made at a potential of -350 mV versus the Ag/AgCl reference 

electrode. Flow rate was set at 1.0 mllmin at approximately 1800 psi . Using NE, EPI, 

and DA standards and using the peak area ratio method, the amount of CA was 

quantitatively determin,:::d by integration of the area under the peaks. In addition, an 

internal standard 3,4-di ydroxybenzylamine hydrobromide (DHBA, Sigma), was added 

to each sample to correct for variation in injection volume. The mobile phase consisted 

of Na2H2P04 (6.9 g/L; Sigma), Na2EDTA (80 g/L; BDH Chemicals, Toronto, Can.), 

distilled H20 and 5% MeOH; adjusted to a pH of3.5 with concentrated H2P04 . 

The release experiments began with a quick rinse of the cultures with Dulbecco ' s 

modified Eagle ' s mediurn/Fl2 or DMEM/F12 (50:50; Gibco), supplemented with 5% 
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glucose. A basal release sample (20% 0 2) or a hypoxia-induced release sample (5% 0 2) 

was collected after one hour incubation in 105 ~-tl bicarbonate-buffered salt solution 

(BBSS) in a 5% C02 atmosphere. The BBSS consisted of (in mM): 116 NaCl; 5 KCl; 24 

NaHC03; 2 CaCb; 1.1 MgCb; 10 HEPES; 5.5 glucose; at pH 7.4. BBSS containing high 

extracellular K+ (30 m.\1 K+) was prepared by equimolar replacement of NaCl with KCI. 

Release samples were mixed 1:1 with 1M HC104 containing 2.7 mM Na2EDTA and 

stored at -80°C until HPLC analysis (typically performed within 1 week). 

Immunofluorescence 

After collection of the release sample, chromaffin cells were identified and the 

number of cells in each culture dish were determined by immunocytochemistry for an 

antibody against tyrosine hydroxylase (TH). The procedure has been previously reported 

(Thompson et al., 1997). 
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RESULTS 


Hypoxia suppresses Ca2
+-dependent and independent components ofoutward current in 

neonatal wild type and NADP H oxidase deficient AMC 

In order to determine whether wild type (WT) AMC from the neonatal mouse are 

0 2-chemosensitive, we first carried out voltage clamp studies. This provided the basis for 

comparison of NADPH oxidase deficient (OD) cells from transgenic mice lacking the 

gp91phox subunit. Fig re 1 shows the effects of hypoxia on outward currents and current 

density-voltage (I-V) relationships in WT (Fig. I A and C) and OD (Fig. I B and D) cells 

in culture for 1-5 days. Exposure to hypoxia (Po2 - 5 mmHg) reduced outward current 

density in wild type AMC from the normoxic (Po2- I50 mmHg) value of I07.83 ± 22.5 

pA/pF to 81.0 ± 21.4L. pA/pF (n=6; p<0.05); the control response recovered to 106.0 ± 

18.5 pA/pF followin reperfusion with a normoxic solution. Similarly, hypoxia suppressed 

outward current densi ty in AMC from OD neonatal mice from the normoxic value of 

90.4 ± 17.4 pA/pF (not significantly different from WT mice during normoxia) to 66.0 ± 

14.5 pA/pF (n=9; p<O 01) and the effect was reversible (89.9 ± 21.2 pA/pF) after return 

to normoxia. Thus, hypoxia inhibited outward currents to a similar extent in WT (27.2 ± 

0.09 %) and OD (29.6 ± 0.04 %) mice, suggesting that a mechanism for 02-sensing is 

present in the mouse AMC and NADPH oxidase is not the 0 2-sensor. 

We previously showed that neonatal rat AMC express two K+ currents that are 

inhibited by hypoxia, i.e., a large-conductance Ca2+-dependent K+ current (IsK) and a 
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Fig. 1. Hypoxia suppresses outward current in neonatal wild type and oxidase 

deficient mouse AMC. 

All current traces are ~ hown for the voltage step to + 30 m V from the holding potential of 

-60 m V. A, effects of hypoxia on outward current (top panel) and current density vs. 

voltage plots (lower p;mel) recorded from wild type mouse AMC in culture for 1-5 days. 

Note that hypoxia (h) suppresses outward current from the control (c) value, and the 

effects are reversible (r). Lower panel in A is a current-density vs. voltage plot for a 

group of 7 cells expo3ed to normoxia (open triangles), hypoxia (open circles) and then 

normoxia again (closed squares). B, effects of hypoxia on outward current (top panel) 

and current density vs. voltage relationship recorded from neonatal transgenic mouse 

AMC. Symbols are as in A. Hypoxia reversibly inhibits outward currents at voltages 

where currents are activated (step to+30mVis shown in the top panel) . 
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delayed rectifier-like K+ current (IKv; Thompson and Nurse, 1998). To determine 

whether these K+ currents played a similar role in hypoxic sensitivity of mouse AMC, the 

non-specific Ca2+ channel blocker, cadmium (Cd2+; 200 ~-tM) was used to block Ca2+ 

entry and indirectly, I13K. Figure 2 shows the effects of Cd2+, and hypoxia plus Cd2+, on 

outward currents (step to +30 mV) and I-V plots from WT and OD chromaffin cells. 

Outward currents wer,:! suppressed in WT cells from 116.5 ± 25.4 pA/pF to 62.0 ± 7.5 

pA/pF (n=5 ; p<0.05) in the presence of Cd2+. However, hypoxia caused a further 

inhibition of the cum~nt in presence of Cd2+ to 49.1 ± 4.3 pA/pF (Fig. 2A C; n=5 ; 

p<0.05). Thus, the t tal 02-sensitive outward current density (1Ko2), estimated from 

different current meas rements, was reduced from 25 .9 ± 9.0 pA/pF (n=6) without Cd2+ 

to 10.7 ± 4.2 pA/pF (n=5) in the presence of Cd2+, indicating that both IsK and IKv are 

present in WT cells and are 0 2-sensitive. 

The effects of Cd2+, and hypoxia plus Cd2+, on outward current of OD cells is 

shown in Figs. 2B and D. The outward current (at +30 mV) was reduced from 106.8 ± 

26.5 pA/pF to 40.4 ± 8.2 pA/pF (n=5; p<0.05) by 200 ~-tM Cd2+. Hypoxia caused a 

further significant suppression of this Ca2+-independent outward current to 32.2 ± 6.5 

pA/pF (n=5 ; p<0.05). Thus, similar to neonatal WT cells, 200 ~-tM Cd2+ reduced IKo2 in 

the OD cells from 26.9 ± 8.2 pA/pF to 7.6 ± 2.4 pA/pF (n=5 ; p<0.05). Taken together, 

these data suggest tha1 both lsK and IKv are present and inhibited by hypoxia in both the 

WT and OD chromaffm cells from neonatal mice. 
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Fig. 2. Neonatal wi ld type and oxidase deficient chromaffin cells express Ca2 
+

independent, hypoxia-sensitive outward currents. 

A, extracellular Cd2
" (200 j..iM) suppresses outward current ( +Cd/c ), indicating the 

presence of Ca2+ -dependent K+ currents in mouse AMC. Exposure to hypoxia in the 

presence of Cd2+ ( +Cd/h) causes a further suppression of outward current, and the effects 

of hypoxia are reversible (+Cd/r) . Lower panel in A is a current density vs. voltage plot 

for a group of 7 cells, note that a portion of the 0 2-sensitive outward current persists in 

the absence of Ca2+ -dependent K+ current at all voltages where currents are activated. B, 

effects of Cd2+ ( +Cd/c) and hypoxia in the presence of Cd2+ ( +Cd/h) on outward currents 

recorded from a neonatal transgenic AM C. Note that the effects of hypoxia are reversible 

(+Cd/r). Lower panel in B is a current density vs. voltage plot for a group of 7 transgenic 

AMC in the presence of Cd2+. Hypoxia reversibly inhibits outward current at all test 

potentials, indicating the presence of 0 2-sensitive Ca2+-independent K+ current in 

transgenic AMC. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 1. and all voltage steps in the top 

panels are to + 30 m V from a -60 m V holding potential. 
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Juvenile mouse AMC are not hypoxia-sensitive. 

A further goal of this study was to determine if the expressiOn of Or 

chemosensitivity in mouse AMC was developmentally regulated, as previously reported 

for rat (Thompson e : al , 1997; Mojet et al., 1997) and sheep (Rhykov et al , 1998) 

chromaffin cells . Figure 3 shows the effects of hypoxia on outward currents (step to + 30 

m V) in juvenile WT cells in culture for 1-3 days (Figs. 3A and C) and 4-6 days (Figs. 3B 

and D). The majority (5/6 cells tested) of juvenile AMC in culture for 1-3 days did not 

respond to hypoxia; outward current density was 97.0 ± 19.0 pA/pF in control 

(normoxia), and 94.8 :l:: 19.0 pA/pF (n=6; p=0.8) during hypoxia, and 98.0 ± 24.4 pA/pF 

after return to normox ia. Interestingly however, hypoxic sensitivity was detectable when 

juvenile cells were maintained in culture for more than 3 days (Figs 3B and D). For a 

group of 4 juvenile WT cells, cultured for 4-6 days, the outward current density (step to 

+30 mV) was 137.5 ± 49.7 pA/pF in normoxia, 114.7 ± 46.5 pA/pF (n=4; p<0.05) during 

hypoxia and 141.1 ± 51.7 pA/pF after return to normoxia. Thus, the hypoxia-sensitive. 

difference current (1Ko2) was 2.2 ± 2.5 pA/pF and 22.8 ± 5.3 pA/pF for juvenile AMC in 

culture for 1-3 days and 4-6 days, respectively. These data correspond to a non

significant hypoxia-induced suppression of outward current by 1.3 ± 0.03 % for cells in 

culture for 1-3 days, but a significant one of 20.0 ± 0.03 % for cells in culture for 4-6 

days. It therefore appears that the 0 2-sensing mechanism is absent soon after isolation of 

juvenile WT cells, bu t gradually re-appears following isolation in vitro, probably as a 

result of denervation. 
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Fig. 3. Juvenile wild type AMC are not 0 2-sensitive when first brought into culture, 

but hypoxic sensitivity returns after four days of isolation. 

A, hypoxia does not affect outward current (top panel; step to +30 m V) in juvenile wild 

type AMC in culture for 1-3 days. Lower panel is a current density vs. voltage plot for a 

group of 5 juvenile AMC in culture for 1-3 days. Note that hypoxia does not affect 

outward currents in these cells. Symbols are as in Fig. 1. B, hypoxia-induced suppression 

is present in juvenile AMC in culture for 4-6 days. On day 3, - half of AMC are 0 2

sensitive (n=2/4 cells tested). Lower panel in B is a current density vs. voltage plot for a 

group of 6 cells, in culture for 4-6 days, that were hypoxia-sensitive. Although the effects 

of hypoxia on outward current were variable (not the large S.E.M. in the lower panel), 

hypoxia significantly suppressed outward current in these cells at all test potentials where 

current is activated. Symbols are the same as Fig. 1. 
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Effects ofhypoxia on r.1embrane potential and action potential duration in neonatal AMC 

A component of the hypoxia-sensing mechanism in rat AMC involves membrane 

depolarization, which is not initiated by the voltage-dependent channels described above 

(Thompson and Nurse, I998), and increased action potential duration (see Chapter 4 of 

this thesis). Thus, it was of interest to test whether these properties are shared with mouse 

AMC. Neonatal WT cells had a mean resting membrane potential of -50.0 ± IO.I mV 

(n=3). During hypoxia, the membrane potential depolarized to -43.3 ± Il.3 mV (n=3; 

p<0.05) and returned to -49 ± II m V (n=3) following return to a normoxic solution. 

Similarly, in OD neonatal AMC the resting potential was -44.1 ± 1.7 mV (n=5) in 

normoxia, -36.0 ± 2.9 mV (n=5; p<0.05) during hypoxia, and returned to -45.3 ± 1.6 mV 

after recovery. Thus, hypoxia reversibly depolarized neonatal WT cells by 6.3 ± 1.3 m V 

(n=3) and OD cells by 8.I ± 1.5 mV (n=5; Figs. 4A and B). 

In the absence of TTX, the majority (6/8 cells tested) of neonatal AMC in small 

clusters exhibited spontaneous action potentials (see Fig. 4). Both WT (Fig 4A) and OD 

(Fig 4B) cells showed this spontaneous activity. The inhibition of voltage-dependent K+ 

currents by hypoxia suggests that modulation of action potential duration may also be a 

contributing factor to the overall hypoxic response, including the amount of CA 

secretion. Thus, we compared the rise time (Trise), decay time (Tdecay), spike width (T112), 

and frequency of spor,taneous action potentials and in control (normoxic) and hypoxic 

conditions. Hypoxia was found to increase Trise (Fig. 4Ca), T decay (Fig. 4Cb ), and T 112 

(Fig. 4Cc) in both WT and OD chromaffin cells. 
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Fig. 4. Hypoxia depolarizes and increases action potential duration, but does not 

affect frequency, in neonatal wild type and oxidase deficient mouse AMC. 

Current clamp record~ in A and B are taken in zero current (1=0) mode using the Nystatin 

perforated patch clamp technique. A, effects of hypoxia on resting membrane potential 

recorded from a wild type neonatal AMC. Note that hypoxia reversible depolarized the 

cell by - 10 mV. B, hypoxia caused a similar membrane depolarization in transgenic 

mouse AMC. C, summary of the effects of hypoxia on the rise time (Ca; Trise) , decay time 

(Cb; Tdecay), width (Cc; T 112) and frequency (Cd) of action potentials recorded from 

neonatal wild type an oxidase deficient AMC. Hypoxia (solid bar) was found to increase 

Trise, Tdecay and consequently T 112, but did not affect spike frequency relative to the control 

value (open bar). In most cases, the effects of hypoxia on action potential properties was 

reversible (hashed ba r) . For wild type mouse AMC, bars represent the mean action 

potential properties fr,)m 75 spikes (3 cells) and for transgenic mice they represent 95 

spikes (3 cells). * sign.. ficantly (P<0.05) from control. 
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Increased action potential duration was not associated with a change in spike frequency 

(Fig. 4Cd) in either WT or OD cells. Therefore, these data suggest that inhibition of 

voltage-dependent cun·ents by hypoxia contributes to broadening of the action potential 

in chromaffin cells. 

Hypoxia-induced catec hoi amine secretion from neonatal mouse AMC 

To test whether membrane responses of cultured neonatal WT and OD mouse 

AMC correlated with secretion, electrochemical detection by HPLC was used to compare 

CA secretion under basal (20%02) and hypoxic (5%02) conditions. Following release 

experiments, immunofluorescence staining for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), a cytoplasmic 

marker for AMC, was used in order to normalize CA secretion to chromaffin cell number 

in each culture (see Fig. 5). Hypoxia-evoked CA release from neonatal WT cells was 

increased 3-4 times basal (Fig. SA). The ratio ofNE/EPI release was- 1 under both basal 

and hypoxia-evoked conditions, suggesting that sub-populations of AMC are equally 

stimulated by hypoxia (not shown). 

Since the electrophysiology experiments presented above suggest that OD 

chromaffin cells are also sensitive to hypoxia. It was of interest to determine whether 

they release CA under these conditions. Both NE and E secretion was increased - 4 times 

basal (the ratio ofNE/E was- 1) during 1 hr exposure of the OD chromaffin cell cultures 

to hypoxia (Fig. 6) . Additionally, the percentage increase in hypoxia-evoked CA release 

was similar in WT and OD cultures, suggesting that the magnitude of the hypoxic 

response was unaffected in the knockout mouse. 
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Hypoxia does not evoke secretion from juvenile AMC 

It was of inte1 est to determine if mouse AMC exhibit a developmental loss of 

hypoxia-induced CA :elease, as predicted from the electrophysiology studies discussed 

above. To this end, te used HPLC to assay CA release from juvenile AMC cultures 

exposed to hypoxia for 1 hr. These release experiments were performed after 1 day in 

culture, since the electrophysiology studies suggested that AMC were not hypoxia

sensitive at this time. As expected, exposure to hypoxia (5%02) failed to stimulate CA 

secretion in juvenile AMC (Figs. SC and 6), consistent with the loss of 0 2-sensing 

mechanisms in these cells. However, a high K+ (30mM) stimulus evoked CA release, 

indicating that the secretory mechanisms were intact (Fig.SC). Similar to neonatal AMC, 

the ratio ofNEIE release by high K+ was- 1 (not shown). Further, as expected, hypoxia 

failed to stimulate CA secretion from juvenile OD chromaffin cells, though the high K+ 

stimulus did (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 5. Age-dependell t effects of hypoxia on catecholamine secretion from wild type 

and oxidase deficient mouse adrenal chromaffin cells. 

Catecholamine releas'~ was assayed by HPLC with electrochemical detection and 

normalized to 10 000 TH positive chromaffin cells identified by immunocytochemistry. 

A, normalized catecholamine (CA) release from neonatal wild type (WI) adrenal 

chromaffin cells. Note that hypoxia (Hox) and high K+ (HK+) stimulated CA release -4-6 

times basal (Nox). Tht~se effects were reversible (not shown). B, effects of hypoxia on 

normalized CA release from neonatal oxidase deficient chromaffin cells. Both hypoxia 

(Hox) and high K+ (HK+) stimulated CA secretion compared to basal (Nox), and the 

results are similar to those in WI cells. C and D, hypoxia (Hox) did not stimulate 

secretion from juvenile WI and oxidase deficient chromaffin cells. However, in both 1:he 

WI and oxidase defi:::ient cultures, high K+ (HK+) stimulate release. These results 

suggest the juvenile AMC are not 0 2-sensitive, but they have functional secretory 

machinery. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the ratio of basal and hypoxia-evoked epinephrine release 

between neonatal a t1d juvenile wild type and oxidase deficient chromaffin cell 

cultures. 

Ratio of basal - hypoxia-evoked CA release in NADPH oxidase deficient mice, lacking 

the gp91phox component of the oxidase complex. Newborn (Pl-2) wild type and oxidase 

deficient AMC secreted predominantly epinephrine (EPI) in response to hypoxia. 

Juvenile AMC from wild type and oxidase deficient chromaffin cells did not respond to 

the hypoxic stimulus, as indicated by a basal - hypoxia evoked ratio of 1. These data 

suggest that neonatal wild type and oxidase deficient chromaffin cells are 0 2.sensitive 

and demonstrate that EPI release is enhanced during hypoxic stress. In contrast, 02

sensing mechanisms appear to be absent in juvenile AMC, and may be related to the 

development of sympathetic innervation to the adrenal gland. 
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Discussion 

In the perinatal period, CA secretion from adrenal chromaffin cells (AMC) during 

hypoxia is critical for the animal ' s adaptation to extrauterine life (Lagercrantz and 

Slatkin, 1986; Slatkin and Seidler, 1988). Several studies have identified mechanisms of 

0 2-sensing in rat AMC , which include reversible suppression of K+ current (Thompson et 

al. , 1997), membrane depolarization (Thompson and Nurse, 1998), Ca2 
+ influx (Mojet et 

al., 1997) and catecho lamine secretion (Mojet et al , 1997; Mochizuki-Oda et al , 1997; 

Thompson et al , 199/'). However, the mechanism by which AMC sense hypoxia is 

presently unknown. This study employed a transgenic mouse model, deficient in the 

gp91 phox subunit of the NADPH oxidase complex, to investigate a possible role for the 

oxidase in 0 2-sensing. Such a role was recently identified in pulmonary neuroepithelial 

bodies using the same transgenic model (Fu et al, 2000). Here we demonstrate that 0 2

sensing properties, as manifested by suppression of outward K+ current, membrane 

depolarization, and CA secretion are expressed in wild type and oxidase deficient mouse 

chromaffin cells. Further, similar to rat AMC (Thompson et al , 1997), hypoxic responses 

were absent in the juve ile mouse shortly after the cells were brought into culture. 

0 2-sensitive K currents in wild type and oxidase deficient mouse AMC 

Hypoxia reversibly inhibited outward K+ current in both neonatal wild type and 

oxidase deficient AMC cultured for 1-6 days. The suppression of outward K+ current 

appeared to consist of inhibition of both Ca2 
+-dependent and independent components, as 

for neonatal rat AMC (Thompson and Nurse, 1998). Additionally, preliminary data 
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suggests that hypoxia can augment a glibenclamide-sensitive K+ current (unpublished 

observations), similar ·:o one described in neonatal rat AMC (Thompson and Nurse, 1998) 

and neurons of the substantia nigra (Jiang et al , 1994). Thus, it appears that similar K+ 

channel subtypes are regulated by hypoxia in both WT and OD chromaffin cells, 

suggesting that the NADPH oxidase is not the main 0 2-sensor for regulating any of these 

channel types. This co ntrasts with studies on pulmonary NEBs where hypoxia-sensitive 

Ca2+-independent and --independent K+ current appear to utilize NADPH oxidase as the 

main 0 2-sensor (Youngson eta!, 1993; Fu eta!. , 1999; 2000). 

In contrast to neonatal wild type and oxidase deficient AMC, hypoxia-sensitive 

K+ currents were not 1)bserved in juvenile AMC maintained in culture for 1-3 days. 

Interestingly, approximately half of the cells (n=2/4) showed hypoxic suppression of 

outward current on day 3 in culture, and all cells tested (n=4) showed this suppression on 

day 6. This suggests tha t when juvenile AMC are brought into culture they do not express 

0 2-chemosensitivity, but after a period of isolation this property may return. One 

possibility is that it occurs as a consequence of the denervation in vitro (see Seidler and 

Slotkin, 1988). Similar observations have been made on adult rat AMC maintained in 

culture for 7 days (Mochizuki-Oda et al , 1997; see however, Lee et a! 2000). Indeed, 

transection of the splanchnic nerve in adult rats has been reported to cause return of the 

non-neurogenic hypoxic responses in adult AMC (Seidler and Slatkin, 1986), indicating 

that the expression of 0 l-sensing mechanisms may be intimately related to sympathetic 

innervation (Slatkin and Seidler, 1988). It is not clear how sympathetic innervation to 

chromaffin cells may ref;ulate 0 2-chemosensitivity. However, it has been suggested that 
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activation of nicotinic receptors is responsible for down-regulation of the mechanism, 

since infusion of pregnant rats with nicotine causes loss of hypoxia-evoked CA secretion 

from the adrenal gland (Slatkin et al , 1995). A direct effect of nicotine on modulation of 

0 2-chemosensitivity in neonatal AMC still requires validation. 

Hypoxia de polarizes and broadens action potentials in neonatal mouse AMC 

In rat neonatal AMC, we have previously reported that hypoxia induces 

membrane depolarizati em (receptor potential), which is thought to increase Ca2 
+ influx 

through activation of L-type channels (Thompson et al , 1997). Though the exact 

mechanism of the rece ptor potential in neonatal AMC is unknown, freshly dissociated 

adult rat AMC appear to express an Oz- and apamin-sensitive, small conductance Ca2 
+

dependent K+ current (SK) that may be responsible for the receptor potential (Lee et al , 

2000). Hypoxia-induced membrane depolarization was also observed in neonatal wild 

type and oxidase deficient chromaffin cells, though the underlying mechanism remains to 

be determined. 

In addition to membrane depolarization, hypoxia was also found to cause a 

reversible broadening of the action potential. This was due to an increase in the 

depolarizing and repola rizing phases of the action potential. Broadening of the action 

potential through prolongation of repolarization is consistent with the hypoxic

suppression of large conductance Ca2+ -dependent K+ channels (Pancrazio et al , 1994; 

Thompson and Nurse, 1998). The ability of AMC in clusters to fire spontaneously, as 

observed in the present study, means that changes in action potential duration can be 
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effectively coupled to CA secretion. Further, comparison of action potential duration 

demonstrated a revers [ble broadening of the spike by hypoxia in both the wild type and 

oxidase deficient chromaffin cells, suggesting that hypoxic-inhibition of K+ currents 

leads to action potenticJ prolongation, in WT and OD cells. 

Catecholamine release from mouse AMC is developmentally regulated 

Hypoxia-induct:d CA secretion has been described in several 0 2-chemoreceptors 

ofvarious species, including rat and rabbit glomus cells ofthe carotid body (Gonzalez et 

al., 1994; Jackson and >Jurse, 1998), and rat and sheep AMC (Comline and Silver, 1961; 

Mojet et al. , 1997; Thompson et al, 1997). In the present study, we found a similar 

magnitude of hypoxia-evoked CA secretion in AMC from neonatal wild type and oxidase 

deficient mice. Further. hypoxia did not evoke CA secretion from juvenile WT or OD 

cells, suggesting that th [s property is also developmentally regulated in mouse. The ratio 

of NE/E released during hypoxia from mouse AMC was similar, but is in contrast to rat 

AMC, which secrete predominantly E during hypoxia (Thompson et al , 1997). These 

likely reflect species dif;:erences in the CA content of the adrenal gland. 

What is the 0 2-sensor in AMC? 

We have investigated if 0 2-sensing in neonatal AMC involves modulation of K+ 

channels through a putat [ve 0 2-sensor protein, NADPH oxidase. Several studies on other 

0 2-chemoreceptor systems, including glomus cells of the carotid body (Obeso et al , 

1999), pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells (PASMC; Archer et al , 1999) and the 
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airway neuroepithelia. bodies (Fu et al , 2000) suggest the NADPH oxidase does not 

function as a ubiquitous Po2-sensor. Inhibitors of NADPH oxidase failed to prevent 

hypoxia-evoked CA secretion from the rat and rabbit glomus cells, suggesting NADPH 

oxidase is unlikely to be involved in 02-sensing mechanisms in this system (Obese et a! , 

1999). Studies on PASMC found that K+ currents were inhibited by hypoxia in both WT 

and OD mice (Archer et aL, 1999). In contrast, wild type NEBs, but not those from the 

gp91phox knockout mo 1se, expressed hypoxia-sensitive K+ currents, indicating that the 

NADPH oxidase system can function as the 0 2-sensor in these cells (Fu et al, 2000). 

Taken together, these studies suggest that the NADPH oxidase is not a universal 02

sensor. 

In the present study, voltage clamp experiments revealed similar magnitudes of 

Ca2+-dependent and -iniependent, hypoxia-sensitive K+ currents in wild type and oxidase 

deficient chromaffin cells. Further, hypoxic activation of a glibenclamide-sensitive K+ 

current (not shown), action potential broadening and CA secretion occurred in both cases. 

Therefore, it is conclud,~d that the H20 2-generating NADPH oxidase is unlikely to be the 

primary 0 2-sensing mechanism leading to K+ channel closure and CA release from 

mouse chromaffin cells . 

Studies on neonatal rat AMC have suggested that inhibition of the electron 

transport chain during hypoxia, coupled to either changes in reactive oxygen species 

generation or ATP levels may be the mechanism for hypoxic sensitivity (Mojet et al , 

1997). This conclusion was based on the observation that cyanide can mimic the effects 

of hypoxia on changes in intracellular Ca2+ and CA secretion. However, the ability of 
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electron transport chaii1 blockers to inhibit K+ currents and depolarize AMC was not been 

investigated in the latter study. This idea is developed in greater detail in the next chapter 

of this thesis. 



Chapter 4 

02 Sensing in Neonatal Rat Adrenal Chromaffin Cells: Role of Mitochondrial 
Electron Transport Chain and Reactive Oxygen Species 

The work in this chapter will be submitted to the Journal ofBiological Chemistry. 


The authors are: Roger J. Thompson, Linda Mills 1 and Colin A. Nurse. 


I carried out all experiments. ROS measurements were done in the laboratory of Linda 

Mills, at Toronto Western Hospital. 
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Summary 

Adrenal chromaffin cells from the neonatal rat express hypoxia-sensing mechanisms, 

resulting in a net suppression of outward K+ current, membrane depolarization, and 

catecholamine secretion. Here, we tested the hypothesis that inhibition of the 

mitochondrial electror transport chain (ETC) and reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

generation by low oxygen (P02 - 5 mmHg) are intermediary steps in the signal 

transduction pathway. Outward K+ current was inhibited in a dose-dependent manner by 

the proximal ETC inhibitors rotenone (ICso -4 !lM) and antimycin A (IC50 ....-7 llg/ml), but 

was unaffected by cyanide (CN-; 5 - 5000 !lM) and 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP; 2.5 -2500 

!lM). Further, rotenone and antimycin A attenuated the hypoxic inhibition of outward K+ 

current, suggesting they all share a common pathway. Action potential duration in 

spontaneously firing c ·omaffin cells was increased by hypoxia, rotenone, and antimycin 

A (but not CN-), and the combined effects of hypoxia and rotenone were non-additive. 

Measurements of ROS generation using 2, 7 -dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCF) 

fluorescence indicated a decrease in ROS during hypoxia, rotenone and antimycin A, but 

not CN-. The hypoxia-induced decrease in DCF fluorescence was attenuated in the 

presence of rotenone a d antimycin A. Under voltage clamp, exogenous H20 2 (50 !lM) 

reversed the inhibitory effect of hypoxia. Taken together, these results suggest that 

hypoxic chemosensitivity in neonatal rat chromaffin cells is mediated via inhibition of the 

mitochondrial ETC, upstream from the CN- binding site, leading to a decrease in ROS 
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(e.g. H20 2) generatior .. This signal in turn appears to increase action potential duration, 

thereby facilitating cal::ium entry and catecholamine secretion. 
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Introduction 

The ability to 1odulate metabolic and physiological responses to decreased 0 2 

availability is important for cell survival and adaptation, and implies cells must be 

endowed with machinery for sensing 0 2. Hypoxia can modulate both gene expression 

(Semenza, 1999), and :!xcitable membrane properties (Lopez-Bameo et al. , 1996) in a 

variety of cell types. For example in Hep3B and PC12 cells, hypoxia activates 

transcription of erythropoietin and tyrosine hydroxylase respectively (Chandel et al. , 

1998; Czyzyk-Kresh. et al., 1994), via the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) 

transcription factor , HlF-1. Additionally, in other specialized 0 2 -sensing cells, for 

example carotid body lype 1 cells (Lopez-Bameo et al., 1996), neuroepithelial bodies 

of the lung (NEBs; Youngson et al. , 1993), pulmonary myocytes (Archer et al., 1993), 

and neonatal rat adrenal chromaffin cells (Thompson et al., 1997; Thompson and 

Nurse, 1998), hypoxia reversibly inhibits outward K+ currents, leading to or 

facilitating membrane depolarization. 

The available evidence suggests that these specialized Orchemosensitive cells 

may not use a commo.1 mechanism for sensing 0 2. Candidate sensors in these cells 

include heme and non-heme 0 2 -binding proteins in the mitochondrial electron 

transport chain and a neutrophil-like NADPH oxidase (Duchen and Biscoe, 1992; 

Acher and Xue, 1995 . Semenza, 1999). The latter was recently shown to be the 

primary 0 2-sensor in pulmonary NEB cells (Fu et al. , 2000), but apparently not in 

pulmonary myocytes V\.rcher et al., 1999), based on use of a knockout mouse model 

deficient in the Orbin ing gp91 phox subunit of the oxidase. More recent studies in our 
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laboratory using similar oxidase deficient mice suggest that NADPH oxidase is not an 

important 0 2-sensor in neonatal rat chromaffin cells (Thompson, Farragher and 

Nurse, unpublished observations). Thus, other potential candidate 0 2-sensors need to 

be considered. 

It has been suggested that inhibition or uncoupling of the mitochondrial 

electron transport ch 'lin (ETC) mediates the physiological effects of hypoxia in 

pulmonary myocytes (Archer et al. , 1993), cardiomyocytes (Duranteau et al. , 1998), 

Hep3B cells (Chande l et al. , 1998), carotid body type 1 cells (Biscoe and Duchen, 

1992; Lahiri, 1994; Buckler and Vaughan -Jones, 1998) and neonatal adrenal 

chromaffin cells (Mo. et et al., 1997). Though a change in reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) generation is proposed as one potential signalling pathway, both a decrease 

(Archer et al. , 1993) and an increase (Duranteau et al., 1998) in ROS during hypoxia 

has been observed in pulmonary myocytes and cardiomyocytes respectively. 

Additionally, a change in ATP/ADP ratio has been proposed as the second messenger 

between the mitochondria and plasma membrane during hypoxic responses in 

neonatal rat chromanin cells (Mojet et al. , 1996) and carotid body type 1 cells 

(Buckler and Vaughan- Jones, 1998). Changes in ROS levels (or ATP/ADP ratio) 

may then modulate K+ channel activity through a direct action on the channel or 

indirectly via a change in redox status. 

Rat adrenal chromaffin cells (AMC) transiently express 02-sensing 

mechanisms in the perinatal period (Siedler and Slatkin, 1985; Thompson et al., 1997; 

Mojet et al. , 1997). The primary response to neonatal hypoxia is increased 
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catecholamine (CA) ~;ecretion, which promotes vital physiological adaptations that 

facilitate the transition to extra-uterine life (Siedler and Slatkin, 1985 ; Thompson et 

al. , 1997; Mojet et al. 1997). Recent studies in our laboratory provided evidence for 

at least three 0 2-sens1tive K+ currents in neonatal rat AMC (Thompson and Nurse, 

1998). Anoxia inhibited both a large-conductance Ca2+ -dependent K+ ClsK) · and a 

delayed rectifier K+ (IKv) current, but augmented a glibenclamide-sensitive K+ current 

(!KArP). These studies, however, did not reveal the location or identity of the 0 2

sensor, nor the signalling pathway that links the sensor to plasma membrane K+ 

channels. Since Mo:et et al. (1997) proposed that inhibition of the distal 

mitochondrial ETC with cyanide (CN) can mimic hypoxia, as measured by CA 

secretion, we investigated whether selective inhibitors of proximal vs distal ETC, as 

well as the uncoupler (DNP), can mimic the differential effects of hypoxia on K+ 

currents and the action potential waveform. Moreover, we monitored changes in ROS 

generation in neonatal AMC by 2,7-dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCF) fluorescence 

during hypoxia and inhibition of the ETC. Using these more stringent tests, we found 

that whereas the more proximal inhibitors of complex I (rotenone) and complex III 

(antimycin A) were good mimics of hypoxia, the more distal ETC inhibitor (CN) and 

the uncoupler DNP w1~re not. In addition, we provide evidence that decreased ROS 

generation by the mitochondrial ETC may function as the second messenger during 

hypoxia-induced CA secretion from neonatal rat chromaffin cells. 
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Experimental Procedures 

Cell Culture. Primary cultures enriched in adrenal chromaffin cells were prepared 

from postnatal 1-2 day old (P 1-2; neonatal) rats as previously described (Thompson et 

al. , 1997). Cells were grown at 3 7 °C in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air, 5% C02 

for 1-3 days before they were used in patch clamp experiments. The growth medium 

consisted of F-12 nutrient medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum 

(Gibco), 0.01% dexamethasone, and various additives (see Thompson et al. , 1997). 

Electrophysiology. All voltage and current clamp data were obtained usmg the 

Nystatin perforated-pa tch configuration of the patch clamp technique (see Thompson 

et al. , 1997; Thompson and Nurse, 1998). Seal resistance was typically 2-1 0 GQ and 

most(- 75%) of the series resistance (range 10-40 MQ) was compensated in voltage

clamp experiments; voltage errors due to series resistance were minimal because of 

the high input resistan ;::e (- 2 GQ) of the cells. Junction potentials, typically 2-5 m V 

were cancelled prior to seal formation. The pipette solution contained (mM) 

potassium gluconate, ~5 ; KCl, 35; NaCl, 5; CaCh, 2; HEPES, 10; at pH 7.2, and 

Nystatin (300-450 1-1g mr1
). The standard bathing solution contained in mM: NaCl, 

135; KCl, 5; CaCh, 2; MgC12, 2; glucose, 10; HEPES, 10, at pH 7.4; 0.5 1-1M 

tetrodotoxin (TTX) w s present during all voltage clamp experiments but was omitted 

during current clamp experiments. 

All recordings were obtained at room temperature (20-23 °C) with an 

Axopatch-1 D amplifier equipped with a 500 MQ head stage feedback resistor (Axon 
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Instruments). Records were lowpass Bessel filtered at 2 kHz and digitized at I 0 kHz 

using a Digidata I200 interface (Axon) and pClamp software versions 6.0.3 or 8.0 

(Axon Instruments). Hypoxia was generated by bubbling IOO% N2 into I50 ml of 

standard recording sa.ine for I to 1.5 hrs. Measurement of the Po2 in the recording 

chamber with a 25 1-1m 0 2 microelectrode (Diamond General Electro-Tech Inc., Ann 

Arbor, MI) routinely _r ielded an 02 partial pressure of- 5 mmHg during hypoxia and 

- 140 mmHg during :1ormoxia (control). The solution in the recording chamber was 

exchanged by gravity flow and removed by suction at a rate of 4-6 ml min-1
• 

In voltage clarnp experiments, the holding potential was -60 m V and currents 

were recorded during 1 0 m V increments in voltage steps (duration 80 msec) between 

-50 and +50 mV. Membrane capacitance (pF) was determined by integrating the 

capacitative transient ~licited by a hyperpolarizing voltage step from -60 to - I 00 m V, 

then dividing the charge by the magnitude of the step. Current density (pA/pF) was 

determined by dividing the mean current (pA), measured at 40 msec from three 

recordings averaged on-line during each stimulus, by the membrane capacitance. This 

allowed comparison of currents between cells of different sizes. All data are 

expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean. Patch clamp data were compared 

using the paired or i dependent Student' s t tests (Microcal Origin version 6.0), with 

the level of significance set at P < 0.05 . Voltage clamp data traces are shown without 

leak subtraction and current-voltage (I-V) plots are leak subtracted. 

In current-clamp experiments, all measurements of membrane potential were 

obtained in zero current (I =0) mode. In cases where cells fired spontaneously, the 
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action potentials were .malysed using pClamp software to determine I 0-90% rise time 

(Trise), I0-90% decay t ime (Tdecay) and the width of the spike between 50% of the rise 

time and 50% of the decay time (T112). These spike properties were determined for 

each individual action potential, and the average value (for 5 sec recording interval) 

calculated for each stimulus. 

Measurement ofReacti ve Oxygen Species (ROS) 

The generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) was assayed in clusters of 

3-15 chromaffin cells using the probe 2,7-dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCF; 

Molecular Probes). Cells were loaded for 40 min (at 35-37 °C) with 10 J..!M DCF (in 

DMSO) dissolved in stmdard bathing solution. The dye was excited using an Argon 

laser Confocal Imaging System (Bio-Rad, MRC-600) and filtered with a fluorescein 

filter set before images were collected by a photomultiplier tube. One scan plane was 

used throughout each experiment and images were collected every I 0 sec using 

Comos software (version 7.0) and stored on a personal computer. Images were then 

converted to TIF files Nith Confocal Assistant (version 4.02) and measurements of 

fluorescence (as mean pixel count in a cell cluster) were taken with Scionimage 

(ScionCorp). Changes [n DCF fluorescence are reported as percent change from 

control (normoxia) after backgound subtraction. 

Drugs. All chemicals were obtained from Sigma (unless otherwise indicated) and 

were made fresh on the day of recording. Sodium cyanide (CN) was diluted from a 
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100 mM stock solution in distilled water; pH was adjusted to 7.40 with HCl. 2,4

dinitrophenol (DNP) was diluted from a 10 mM stock solution in standard recording 

saline (pH adjusted to 7.4). Rotenone and antimycin A (a mixture of antimycin A 1, 

A2, A3 and ~) were diluted into standard recording saline from 10 mM stock 

solutions in DMSO. Since the exact molecular weight of the antimycin A mixture was 

not known, concentrat: ons are reported as llg/ml. Application of vehicle (DMSO) at 

the concentrations used in these experiments (0.1 to 1 %) did not affect outward 

currents, membrane po :ential or DCF fluorescence . 
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Results 

Effects ofETC inhibitors on voltage-dependent outward currents 

The first step in determining whether the mitochondrial electron transport chain 

(ETC) can function as an 02-sensor was to investigate whether inhibitors of the ETC 

mimic the effects of h:1poxia in suppressing outward K+ current in neonatal rat AM C. 

To this end, we tested the effects of the classical inhibitor of cytochrome oxidase 

(CN), a complex I inh1bitor (rotenone), a complex III inhibitor (antimycin A), and an 

uncoupler of ATP production (DNP) on the voltage-activated K+ current. Neither CN 

nor DNP significantly affected outward current at the doses tested (Figs. 1 A,B; 

2A,B). For the voltage step to +30 mV, outward current density was 120.2 ± 10.7 

pA/pF (n=4) before (control) and 104.0 ± 8.9 pA/pF (n =4; P =0.9) during 5 mM CN. 

Similarly, outward cmTent density (at +30 mV) was 100.6 ± 10.4 pA/pF (n =4) 

before, and 98 .0 ± 13.0 pA/pF (n =4; P =0.9) during 250 ~-tM DNP. These data 

suggest that neither inhibition of the ETC at cytochrome oxidase, nor uncoupling of 

A TP production from electron transport mimic the effects of hypoxia on outward 

currents in neonatal rat AMC. 

In contrast the more proximal inhibitors of the ETC, antimycin A and 

rotenone, caused a dose-dependent inhibition of outward K+ current (Figs. 1 C, D; 2 

C,D). Outward K+ cun·ent density (step to + 30 m V) was significantly reduced from 

96.4 ± 14.5 pA/pF (n =:7) to 50.0 ± 11.6 (n =7; P< 0.05) by 10 ~-tg/ml antimycin A. 

For a different group of cells, the outward K+ current density was significantly 

reduced from 134.9 ± 20.8 pA/pF to 57.2 ± 11.9 pA/pF (n =7; P<0.01) by 5 ~-tM 
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rotenone. Dose-response curves for the inhibition of outward current (at + 30 m V) for 

each of the ETC inh ibitors are plotted in Figs. 2 A, B. The concentration vs K+ 

current inhibition curves for antimycin A and rotenone are plotted in Figs. 2C, D, and 

fitted with the Hill equation (dashed line) with IC50 values of 6.74 ± 0.6 j.lg/ml for 

antimycin A and 3.97 ± 0.3 ~-tM for rotenone. Taken together, these data suggest that 

inhibition of the proximal ETC by rotenone or antimycin A, but not the distal ETC by 

CN, mimics hypoxia in causing a dose-dependent suppression of outward current. In 

addition, uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation with DNP did not mimic hypoxia, 

suggesting a change in ATP/ ADP ratio was not the major intracellular signal 

mediating this aspect of the hypoxic response. 

Effe cts ofhypoxia on o.utward current in the presence ofETC inhibitors 

The fact that inhibitors of the proximal ETC (rotenone and antimycin A) mimicked 

hypoxia in suppressing outward K+ current in neonatal rat AMC (see above) raises the 

question whether there is convergence of the signalling pathways. We therefore 

investigated whether t e effects of ETC inhibitors and hypoxia are additive. As 

shown in Figs. 3,4 the proximal inhibitors caused a significant, dose-dependent 

reduction in the magn itude of the hypoxia-sensitive difference current, IKoz. For 

example, in Figs. 3C, D and 4C, D, the magnitude of K+ current suppression by 

hypoxia (at + 30 mV) \\as reduced in the presence of 10 j.lg/ml antimycin A and 10 
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Fig. 1. Dose-dependent effects of mitochondrial inhibitors and an uncoupler on 

voltage-dependent outward currents. 

Current traces in the le ft panels are for the voltage step from the holding potential of

60 mV to +30 mV. Each point in the current-voltage plots of the right panels 

represents the mean of three records for each step from the holding potential. Drugs 

were applied for 3-5 min before records were collected. A, cyanide did not affect 

outward currents in neonatal chromaffin cells at any dose tested. Symbols in the right 

panel are as follows , c ntrol, 0; 5 IJM, • ; 50 IJM, D; 500 mM, •; 5 mM, b.. B, DNP, 

an uncoupler of oxidati ve phosphorylation did not affect outward currents at any dose 

tested. Symbols are as follows: control, 0; 2.5 IJM, • ; 25 mM, D; 250 IJM, • ; 2.5 

mM, b.. C, antimycin A, an inhibitor of complex III, inhibited outward current in a 

dose-dependent manner. Symbols inC are as follows : control, 0; 0.5 IJM, • ; 2 mM, 

D; 5 IJM, • ; 10 mM, L~ ; 50 mM, T; 100 IJM, 'V. D, dose-dependent suppression of 

outward currents was also observed by rotenone, a complex I inhibitor. Symbols in D 

are: control, 0; 0.5 mM , • ; 2 IJM, 'V; 3.5 IJM, T; 7 IJM, D; 50 IJM, • · 
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Fig. 2. Dose-response curves for the effects of mitochondrial inhibitors on 

outward currents at+ 30 mV. 

Mean outward current density+/- standard error ofthe mean are shown for each drug 

tested. Each cell was exposed to all doses of the drug and the percentage suppression 

of outward current estimated at + 30 mV was determined. A, cyanide did not affect 

outward currents at any dose tested (n=4) . B, the uncoupler, DNP did not affect 

outward current at any dose tested (n=4). C, dose-dependent inhibition of outward 

current by antimycin A (n=7); smooth curve (dotted line) represents fit with the Hill 

equation, with IC50 = 6.74 ± 0.6 ~-tg/ml . D, dose-dependent inhibition of outward 

current by rotenone (n=7 except for the point at 25 ~-tM , where n=3); smooth curve 

(dotted line) represents fit with the Hill equation, with ICso= 3.97 ± 0.3 ~-tM. 
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).!M rotenone. In contrast, the hypoxia-sensitive difference current (IKo2) was 

unchanged in the presence of either 5mM CN or 250 ).!M DNP (Figs. 3A,B and 

4A,B). These data suggest that hypoxia and inhibitors of the proximal ETC suppress 

voltage-dependent K+ currents through a common signalling pathway. Further, the 

data are consistent w1th the presence of a putative mitochondrial 0 2 sensor located 

upstream form the CN binding site (i.e. cytochrome c oxidase). 

Rotenone and antimycin A activate a glibenclamide-sensitive KArP current 

We previously reported that the hypoxia-sensitive K+ current, IKo2, consisted 

of the sum of three components, i.e. inhibition of both a Ca-dependent (IsK) and Ca

independent (IKv) K+ current, and activation of an ATP-sensitive K+ current, IKATP 

(Thompson and Nurse , 1998). Thus, a stringent test as to whether ETC inhibitors are 

genuine mimics of h_rpoxia, rather than generalized non-specific inhibitors of K+ 

current, was to deterrr.ine whether they activated IKATP· This was the case for both 

rotenone (Fig. 5) and antimycin A (not shown). The effects of glibenclamide, an 

inhibitor of IKArr, on outward current (step to +30 mY) in the presence and absence 

of 5 ).!M rotenone are shown in Fig. SA, and the corresponding I-V relationships in 

Fig. 5B. In the abse 1ce of rotenone, outward current density at + 30 m V was 

unaffected by glibenclamide (Fig. SA B); control current density was 154.3 ± 30.8 

pA/pF before, and 157.5 ± 32.9 pA/pF (n=7; P=0.36) after 50 ).!M glibenclamide. In 

contrast, in the presence of 5 ).!M rotenone, glibenclamide (50 ).!M) caused a 
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Fig. 3. Effects of hypoxia on outward current in the presence of electron 

transport chain inhibitors. 

All current traces are for the voltage-step to +30 m V from the holding potential of

60 mV. A, hypoxia suppresses outward current in the presence of 5 mM CN. B, DNP 

does not affect the hypoxic suppression of outward current. C, rotenone (5 1-1M) 

attenuates the inhibitory effect of hypoxia on outward current. D, antimycin A (1 0 

!lM) attenuates the effects of hypoxia on outward current. Symbols in the I-V plots 

are as follows : control, 0; hypoxia, •; inhibitor plus normoxia, o; inhibitor plus 

hypoxia, •· 
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Fig. 4. Inhibitors of the more proximal electron transport chain selectively 

attenuate the hypoxia-induced suppression of outward current. 

The magnitude of the hypoxia-sensitive outward current (IKo2) was determined by 

subtracting the current density at +30 mV during hypoxia from that in normoxia. A, 

the magnitude of IKo2 was not significantly affected by 5 mM cyanide (n=4). B, 2.5 

mM DNP did not significantly affect IKo2. C, the magnitude of1Ko2 was reduced in a 

dose-dependent manner by antimycin A (n=7). D, rotenone also caused a dose

dependent reduction in 1Ko2(n=7). 
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significant further reduction in outward current density in the same cells (n =7) from 

111.3 ± 27.9 pA/pF to 73 .9 ± 14.4 pA/pF (P< 0.05). Therefore, the glibenclamide

sensitive current was significantly increased by rotenone from -3.1 ± 3.2 pA/pF to 

37.4 ± 14.6 pA/pF (n =7; P<0.05). Similar results were found during ETC inhibition 

with antimycin A (not shown). Thus, as was the case for hypoxia, the proximal ETC 

inhibitors appear to activate IKATP channels, the majority of which are closed in 

normox1a. 

Hypoxia and proximal ETC inhibitors increase action potential duration 

We previously suggested that hypoxia-induced catecholamine secretion from 

neonatal rat adrena . chromaffin cells (AMC) is triggered by membrane 

depolarization, and in hibition of voltage-dependent K+ currents, including the Ca

dependent K+ current, [8K (Thompson et al. , 1997; Thompson and Nurse, 1998). Since 

the latter is known to ?lay a key role in action potential repolarization in chromaffin 

cells (Pancrazio et al.. 1994), it was of interest to compare the shape of the action 

potential in neonatal AMC during hypoxia and following inhibition of the proximal 

ETC. To address this, we took advantage of the fact that neonatal AMC often fire 

spontaneously when present in clusters(- 4-15 cells), in contrast to when they are 

singly-isolated (unpublished observations). In clustered AMC, exposure to hypoxia or 

rotenone ( 5 or I 0 f.lM) resulted in a small depolarization as well as a broadening of 

the action potential (Fi gs. 6A, B; 7 A, B), without any significant effect on firing 
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Fig. 5. Rotenone actives a glibenclamide-sensitive K+ current. 

A, effects of glibencl:tmide on outward currents at + 30 m V in the presence and 

absence of 5 ~M roter.one. In the absence of rotenone, glibenclamide, an inhibitor of 

A TP-sensitive K+ chU111els, did not affect outward current, indicating that these 

channels are not ope n under control conditions. In contrast, in the presence of 

rotenone the magnitude of the glibenclamide-sensitive current was increased, 

suggesting that metabolic inhibition can activate the A TP-sensitive K+ current. B, 

current-voltage relationship for the cell in A, showing that the effects of 

glibenclamide in the .presence of rotenone occur at all voltage-steps where currents 

are activated. Similar results were seen in 6 other neonatal chromaffin cells tested. 
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frequency (Fig. 7B). Moreover, the effect of the same hypoxic stimulus on action 

potential duration wa~ attenuated when rotenone was present (see Figs. 6B; 7 A, B). 

Hypoxia and rotenone increased the duration of the repolarizing or decay phase 

(Tdecay) and, to a lesser extent, the depolarizing phase (Trise) of the action potential; 

consequently, the half-width (T 112) of the action potential was increased (Fig. 7B). In 

general, the presence of rotenone attenuated the hypoxia-induced effects on action 

potential waveform (Fig. 7 A, B). Similar results were obtained during ETC inhibition 

with antimycin A (no1 shown); however, this drug appeared more toxic to AMC and 

often irreversibly inhibited action potential generation. In contrast to these data on 

more proximal ETC b lockers, application of the distal ETC blocker CN (500 J..!M) did 

not affect spike frequency or duration (Figure 6C 7B). 

Exogenous H20 2 augments outward K current and reverses the effects ofhypoxia 

The failure of CN and DNP to mimic hypoxia suggests that a change in ATP/ADP 

is not the important s ~~cond messenger system during hypoxic chemotransduction in 

neonatal rat AMC. Tre ETC is thought to be the primary source of cellular reactive 

oxygen species (ROS), which have frequently been proposed as intracellular signal(s) 

mediating the effects of hypoxia in several systems (Archer et al., 1993; Semenza, 

1999). We focussed on one ROS species, i.e. hydrogen peroxide (H20 2), which is 

known to regulate various K+ channels (Michelakis et al., 1995; Lopez-Barneo et al., 

1996), and intracellulzr H20 2 levels can be monitored using the fluorescent probe 
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Fig. 6. Effects of hypoxia, rotenone and cyanide on membrane potential m 

spontaneously active neonatal chromaffin cells. 

All recordings were collected in current clamp mode (I=O) usmg the Nystatin 

perforated patch configuration of whole-cell recording (without addition of 

tetrodotoxin). A, representative current clamp recording of spontaneous action 

potentials in a neonat::ll chromaffin cell. Hypoxia caused a membrane depolarization 

and an increase action potential duration (shown more clearly in Fig. 7). B, rotenone 

(I 0 11M) causes a sr.1all depolarization, but hypoxia had no further effect in the 

presence of the drug. ::::, cyanide (500 11M) did not affect membrane potential and the 

depolarizing effect of hypoxia persisted in the presence of the drug. Horizontal scale 

bar represents 15 sec in A and C, and 30 sec in B. Vertical scale bar is 20 m V. 
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Fig. 7. Hypoxia causes an increase in duration without affecting the frequency of 

action potentials. 

Histograms were generated by calculating the mean frequency, rise time (Trise), decay 

time (Tdecay), and half-width (Thalf) of action potentials over 5 sec intervals. Trise and 

Tdecay were determine j by fitting the rising and falling phases of the action potential 

with single exponential equations, and Tu2 was determined as the time between 50% 

of the Trise and 50% of Tdecay· A, representative action potentials showing the 

broadening by hypoxia (left panel) and 5 11M rotenone (second panel). The effects of 

hypoxia on action p01:ential duration were attenuated in the presence of 5 11M (third 

panel) and 10 11M rotenone (fourth panel). Action potentials were adjusted to start at 

the same membrane potential for each set of traces. B, comparison of action potential 

time constants and sp [ke frequency between normoxia (open bar) and hypoxia (filled 

bar) under control conditions (n=90 spikes from 4 cells), in the presence of rotenone 

(n=50 spikes from 3 cells) or cyanide (n=30 spikes from 2 cells). Hypoxia and 

rotenone (1 0 11M) caused a slight reversible increase in the rise time of the action 

potential; hypoxia ha.d no further effect on Trise in the presence of rotenone (left 

panel) . Hypoxia and rotenone, but not CN, prolonged the decay phase of the action 

potential, and hypoxia was without further effect in the presence of rotenone (second 

panel). Hypoxia and rotenone increased Thalf, but cyanide was without affect (third 

panel). Hypoxia and rotenone, but not cyanide caused a slight decrease in action 

potential frequency (fourth panel). 
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DCF (see below). To test whether hypoxia and H20 2use the same pathway, cells were 

exposed sequentially to hypoxia followed by H20 2 plus hypoxia. As shown in Fig.8, 

hypoxia reduced outward current K+ density from 119.1 ± 19.5 pA/pF to 10 1.9 ± 17.2 

pA/pF (n =4; p< 0.0 5). The hypoxia-induced suppression of outward current was 

reversed upon addition of 50 ).!M H202. Outward current density in hypoxia plus 50 

).!M H202 was 127.6 ± 14.2 pA/pF, a value that is significantly different from 

hypoxia alone (P< 0. 5) but not from control (P=0.23; Figure 8). After return to 

control normoxic conditions, the outward current density recovered to 116.0 ± 12.2 

pA/pF (n=4), a value not significantly different from the initial control (p=0.25). 

These data raise the possibility that H202 may act as an intracellular signal in neonatal 

AMC during hypoxic chemotransduction. 

Measurements ofROS during hypoxia and ETC inhibition using DCFfluorescence 

In order to investigate whether changes in ROS can plausibly account for the effects 

of hypoxia and ETC inhibitors on neonatal chromaffin cells we used the fluorescent 

indicator, DCF as a probe (see, Semenza, 1999). As shown in Fig. 9A B, hypoxia 

caused a rapid and 1eversible decrease in DCF fluorescence in chromaffin cell 

clusters. Interestingly, in 5 of 9 cell clusters tested, there was a rebound generation of 

ROS following reperfusion with normoxic bathing solution, a phenomenon 

reminiscent of that seen during reperfusion after ischemia in many cell types (Van den 

Hoek et al. , 1998). Mcreover, application of 10 ).!M rotenone (Fig. 9D) and 10 )lg/ml 

antimycin A (Fig. 9E) under normoxic conditions mimicked the suppression of DCF 
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fluorescence seen du ring hypoxia. Application of hypoxia in the presence of these 

sub-saturating doses of rotenone or antimycin A (see Fig. 2) caused a further decrease 

in DCF fluorescence . However, the hypoxia-induced decrease in DCF fluorescence 

by rotenone and antimycin A did not exceed the level seen for hypoxia alone (- 18% ), 

suggesting that the mitochondria are the primary source for the reduced DCF 

fluorescence observec during hypoxia. In contrast, the distal ETC inhibitor 2 mM CN 

(for- 200 sec) had no significant effect on ROS generation in these cells (Fig. 9C). 
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Fig. 8. Exogenous hydrogen peroxide reverses the effects of hypoxia on outward 

current. 

A, hypoxia (- 5 torr) caused a reversible suppression of outward current, which was 

reversed by applicatio n of 50 ~-tM H20z (steps to+ 30 mV are shown). B, application 

of H20 2 reverses the hypoxia-induced suppression of outward current at all voltages 

where outward currents are activated. Similar results were seen in 3 other cells, 

consistent with a decrease in H20 2 acting as the second messenger in the hypoxic 

inhibition of outward currents. 
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Fig. 9. Hypoxia and mhibitors of the proximal electron transport chain, but not 

cyanide, decrease re21ctive oxygen species generation in neonatal rat chromaffin 

cells. 

Cultures were loaded with 10 ~M DCF -diacetate for 40 min at 3 7 °C, in standard 

recording saline. DCF fluorescence was recorded every I 0 sec and quantified as 

percentage change fro n that relative to normoxia (control). A B, hypoxia caused an 

inhibition of reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation in 9 clusters of chromaffin 

cells tested (- 90 cells total). Note that the onset of the decrease in ROS levels was 

rapid and the effect was reversed upon return to normoxia. C, 2 mM cyanide did not 

affect DCF fluorescence and therefore ROS levels in chromaffin cells (n=4 clusters,

40 cells). D, rotenone (I 0 ~M) decreased ROS levels, the effect was slightly 

potentiated by hypoxia (n=6 clusters). E, antimycin A (I 0 11g/ml) reduced ROS levels 

in neonatal chromaffin cells (n=5 clusters), and the effect was further potentiated by 

hypoxia. In most cases , the effects of rotenone and antimycin A on DCF fluorescence 

were not completely r~ ~versible. It is unclear if this is due to failure of the drug to 

completely washout, r if it is the result of dye loss from the cells. Note that the 

decrease in DCF fluorescence by hypoxia in the presence of rotenone and antimycin 

A did not exceed the level seen in hypoxia alone, suggesting that ROS generation by 

hypoxia, rotenone and :mtimycin A converge on the same pathway. 
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Discussion 

These results strongl _1 suggest that hypoxic chemosensitivity of neonatal rat adrenal 

chromaffin cells is mec iated via inhibition of the proximal electron transport chain, at 

a site upstream of the cyanide binding site, i.e. cytochrome oxidase. The data further 

support the idea that a decrease in ROS generation functions as the signal that couples 

the mitochondrial 0 2 sensor to the plasma membrane. Similar observations have been 

made in rat pulmonary myocytes by Archer et al. (1993), who concluded that the 

redox status of the cell ; changes during hypoxia and signals the plasma membrane. In 

the present study we found that exogenous H20 2 can reverse the inhibitory effects of 

hypoxia on outward K+ current and that H20 2 levels, as revealed by the fluorescent 

probe DCF, decrease in neonatal chromaffin cells during hypoxia. In other 

preparations, it has been suggested that hypoxia causes an increase in ROS 

generation, which is responsible for activation of hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF-1) in 

HEP3b cells (Chand ;!} et al. , 1998) or muscle contraction in cardiomyocytes 

(Duranteau et al. , 1998). However, tyrosine hydroxylase gene expression is thought to 

be negatively correlated with H20 2 levels in PC 12 cells (Kroll and Czyzyk-Krzeska, 

1998), a cell line derived from adrenal chromaffin cells. Interestingly, cyanide (CN) 

did not mimic hypoxia in any of the several tests employed in the present study (see 

however, Mojet et al. , 1997), and similar results were reported for pulmonary 

myocytes (Archer et a l. , 1993). 

We used several stringent criteria to determine whether hypoxia and ETC 

inhibition share a common pathway, and thereby test the hypothesis that the P02 
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sensor was located in 1he ETC and that changes in ROS generation were an integral 

part of the transductior~ process. Proximal ETC inhibitors, rotenone and antimycin A, 

but not the distal inhibitor CN nor the uncoupler DNP mimicked the hypoxia-induced 

modulation of K+ currents . Both hypoxia and the proximal ETC inhibitors caused a 

net suppression of outward current, but most importantly, the effects of hypoxia were 

attenuated in a dose-dependent manner by rotenone and antimycin A (but not CN nor 

DNP). These effects of the proximal ETC inhibitors were not due to a non-specific 

inhibition of K+ currerts since, like hypoxia (Thompson and Nurse, 1998), rotenone 

and antimycin A acthated a glibenclamide-sensitive KArP current, a component of 

total hypoxia-sensitive K+ current, IKo2. 

Hypoxia and rotenone were also observed to increase action potential duration 

in neonatal chromaffin cells, through prolongation of the repolarizing, and to a slight 

extent, the depolarizin,g phase of the action potential. Further, the effects of hypoxia 

on action potential dur1tion were attenuated in the presence of rotenone. The cause of 

action potential broadening is probably related to the inhibition of Ca2+-dependent K+ 

or BK channels. lnhi oition of these channels has been shown to increase action 

potential duration i adult rat adrenal chromaffin cells by prolonging the 

depolarization of the a~tion potential (Pancrazio et al., 1994), and indeed, we recently 

showed that BK cham1els are inhibited by hypoxia in neonatal rat chromaffin cells 

(Thompson and Nurse, 1997). The resulting broadening of the action potential is 

likely to be physiologi cally important, since it would be expected to facilitate calcium 
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entry and catecholamine secretion during perinatal hypoxic stress (see Thompson et 

al. , 1997). 

The model we propose for 0 2-chemotransduction in neonatal chromaffin cells 

favors a hypoxia-indu ~ed decrease in mitochondrial electron transport, resulting in 

decreased ROS gener tion, which in turn signals modulation of K+ channels, action 

potential broadening and catecholamine secretion. The actual 0 2-binding site is not 

known, though it is u likely to be at cytochrome oxidase, as suggested for carotid 

body type 1 cells (Bi.;coe and Duchen, 1992) and cardiomyocytes (Chandel et al. , 

1997), because CN, the classical inhibitor of cytochrome oxidase, did not mimic any 

of the effects of hypoxia in this study. This conclusion contrasts with that of Mojet et 

al. (1997), who reported that CN mimicked hypoxia in freshl y-isolated neonatal rat 

chromaffin cells, ins far as both agents caused a rise in intracellular calcium and 

catecholamine secretion. 

What is the site of ROS generation in the ETC that is functionall y coupled to 

K+ channel inhibition? Our study points to a site that lies between the antimycin A 

binding site of compl ex III and cytochrome aa3 (0 2 acceptor and CN binding site), 

because inhibition of electron transport by antimycin A mimics the effects of hypoxia, 

whereas CN does not. We propose that during hypoxia, reduced 0 2 availability causes 

a reduction in ROS generation at a site between complex III and cytochrome aa3. 

Inhibition of the prox [mal ETC by rotenone or antimycin A mimics hypoxia because 

electron flow to the ROS generating site is reduced, which consequentially inhibits 

ROS generation causing a decrease in cellular H20 2. Cyanide may not affect electron 
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transport or 0 2 availability to the ROS generating site, resulting in no change, an or 

increase in ROS level;. Indeed, increased ROS generation during CN treatment has 

been observed in pulmonary myocytes (Archer et al. , 1993). It has been proposed that 

the V max of cytochrome ~ oxidase increases during hypoxia in cardiomyocytes (Chandel 

et al. , 1997), though this does not appear to be the case in chromaffin cells . It remains 

to be determined whether this is due to expression of different ETC protein isoforrns 

in different cell types. 

How does a decrease in ROS generation modulate K+ channels? The initial ROS 

generated is likely superoxide or hydroxyl radicals, but it is not clear whether these 

ROS modulate K+ channels directly, or indirectly following conversion to H20 2 by 

superoxide dismutase. H20 2 may affect K+ channel activity either directly or through 

a change in the cell '; redox state (Lopez-Bameo et al. , 1996). We observed that 

application of exogenous H20 2 reversed the effects of hypoxia on K+ channels, 

though it is not clear .vhich pathway is involved. Interestingly, H20 2 has been shown 

to directly activate BK channels (DiChiara and Reinhart, 1997) in isolated membrane 

patches and may inhibit A TP-sensitive K+ channels (Roper and Ascroft, 1995). Since 

we previously showed that both these channels are oppositely regulated by anoxia in 

neonatal chromaffin cells (Thompson and Nurse, 1998), it is plausible that H202 

could function as a key second messenger that co-ordinates the regulation of K+ 

channels during hypoxic stress. 



General Discussion 

The ability to sense changes in blood oxygen tension (Po2) and make appropriate 

physiological adjustments is vital for survival of all mammals. In adults, hypoxia is 

sensed by peripheral chemoreceptors, which relay information to the central pattern 

generator in the brair_ stem, resulting in increased respiration. Activation of the central 

pattern generator is also thought to initiate catecholamine (CA) secretion from adrenal 

chromaffin cells via activation of the sympathetic nervous system (Jones et al. , 1988). In 

the newborn however, the sympathetic nervous system is immature, yet the rat adrenal 

gland still releases CA. during episodes of hypoxia, such as those that accompany labour 

and birth (Lagercrantz and Slotkin, 1985). Hypoxia-evoked CA secretion from embryonic 

and neonatal AMC is 'non-neurogenic' and disappears along a time course similar to the 

development of sympathetic innervation (Seidler and Slotkin, 1985; Rhykov et al. , 1999; 

Chapter 1 in this thesis). Therefore, it was hypothesised that rat adrenomedullary 

chromaffin cells (A C) possess mechanisms for sensing hypoxia in the perinatal period 

and that these mechanisms are lost with postnatal maturation of sympathetic innervation. 

The cellular and molt:cular mechanisms of 0 2-sensing in AMC were compared to carotid 

body glomus cells, which similarly are derived from the sympatho-adrenal sublineage of 

the neural crest. 

Several methods were used to determine if rat AMC could respond directly to 

hypoxia. Embryonic (E16-18), neonatal (P1-2) and juvenile (P14-21) AMC were 

maintained in culture (for 1 to 5 days) and assayed for 0 2-chemosensitivity using the 
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nystatin perforated-patch configuration of whole-cell recording (Hom and Marty, 1988). 

In particular, the ef::ects of hypoxia on voltage-dependent currents and membrane 

potential were inves1igated. In parallel studies, high-pressure liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) was used by other members of the laboratory (A. Jackson and S. Farragher) to 

quantify CA release from cultured AMC. In addition, I used carbon fibre amperometry to 

measure hypoxia-evoked amine secretion from small clusters of neonatal AMC (Chapter 

1). Though a minor component of the overall thesis, the latter study corroborated the 

main results obtained by HPLC. 

It was observed that embryonic and neonatal, rat AMC responded to hypoxia with 

a suppression of outward current (Chapters 1 and 2), membrane depolarization (Chapters 

1 and 2), action potential broadening (Chapter 3), increased Ca2 
+ influx through L-type 

Ca2+ channels (Chapter 1) and CA secretion (Chapters 1 and 3). Additionally, several K+ 

currents were differentially modulated by hypoxia (Chapter 2) and had specific 

developmental pattems of expression (Appendix 1). In contrast, these effects of hypoxia 

were absent in juvenile rat AMC (Chapter 1). Similar results were obtained in the mouse. 

For example, neona :al mouse AMC showed hypoxic modulation of K+ currents, 

membrane depolarization, action potential broadening and CA secretion. The juvenile 

mouse AMC, like thJse from the rat, were not Orsensitive when tested shortly after 

isolation (1-3 days). However, hypoxia-sensing mechanisms reappeared after 3 days in 

culture. 

Strong evider.ce was obtained supporting a component of the mitochondrial 

electron transport chain (ETC) as the 0 2-sensor in neonatal rat AMC (Chapter 4), and 

http:evider.ce
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tests on a transgenic mouse model suggested that putative Orsensor protein, NADPH 

oxidase, was not in volved (Chapter 3). Finally, it was proposed that the second 

messenger which trar sduces the hypoxic signal from the ETC to the plasma membrane 

was a decrease in reactive oxygen species and evidence in support of hydrogen peroxide 

as the likely candidate· was presented (Chapter 4) . 

Comparison of 0 2-sf·nsing between adrenal chromaffin and glomus cells 

It is interesting to compare the mechanisms of 0 2-sensing between AMC and the 

glomus cells of the carotid body, especially since the hypoxic sensitivity of AMC peaks 

around birth, when that of the carotid body is blunted (Hertzberg et al. , 1990). 

Additionally, like Al\1C, glomus cells are of neural crest origin and share a chromaffin 

cell phenotype. They also occur in clusters in vivo, where they play a role in regulating 

cardiopulmonary phy ;iology. Further, the responses of glomus cells to hypoxia are well 

characterized and thus, the comparison could provide information on whether neural 

crest-derived 0 2-chemosensors use common signalling mechanisms. 

At first glance, the mechanisms of 0 2-sensing in the rat glomus cell and AMC 

appear similar. Folio .ving exposure to hypoxia, both cells show suppression of voltage

dependent outward K+ current (Peers, 1990; Stea and Nurse, 1991; Thompson et al., 

1997; Thompson and Nurse, 1998; Chapters 1, 2 and 3), membrane depolarization 

(Buckler and Vaugha n-Jones, 1994; Thompson et al. , 1997; Thompson and Nurse, 1998; 

Chapters 1 and 2), Ca2 
+ influx through L-type channels (Buckler and Vaughan-Jones, 

1994; Thompson et al. , 1997; Chapter 1 ), and neurotransmitter secretion (Donnelly, 
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1993; Gonzalez et al.. 1994; Jackson and Nurse, 1997; Zhang et al. , 1997; Thompson et 

al. , 1997; Chapter 1). However, there are several differences between these two neural 

crest cell types that likely reflect their different phenotypes and functions in the organism. 

0 2-sensitive K currents in neural crest-derived chromaffin cells 

Interesting differences are seen in the types of K+ currents that are modulated by 

hypoxia in the glomu:; cell and AMC. Although, both the glomus cell and AMC respond 

to hypoxia with a net suppression of voltage-dependent outward current, this entire 

suppression can be accounted for by inhibition of large-conductance Ca2+ -dependent K+ 

current in the rat glomus cells (BK; Peers, 1990; Lopez-Lopez et al. , 1998). In addition, 

rat glomus cells also express an 02-sensitive ' leak ' K+ conductance that may initiate 

membrane depolariza tion during hypoxia (Buckler, 1997, 1999; Buckler et al. , 2000). Rat 

AMC in contrast, ex press three types of 0 2-sensitive K+ current that are differentially 

modulated by hypoxi a (Chapter 2). These include BK and a delayed rectifier K+ current 

(Kv) which are inhibitied, and KATP, which is activated by hypoxia. 

Hypoxic supp ression of BK currents has been observed in rat glomus cells (Peers, 

1990) and rat and mouse AMC (chapters 2 and 3 ). The precise role of this channel in 

evoking neurotransmitter release from the glomus cell during hypoxia is still unclear. 

However, blockade cf these channels by iberiotoxin (IbTX) leads to CA secretion from 

glomus cells in thin carotid body slices (Pardal et al. , 2000). In rat AMC, it appears that 

inhibition of BK currents by IbTX is intimately linked to broadening of action potentials, 

through a prolongati1)n of the spike repolarizing phase (i.e. increased repolarizing time 
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constant; Pancrazio e : al., 1994 ). Similar changes in action potential duration were seen 

during hypoxia in n1~onatal rat AMC (Chapter 4), suggesting that inhibition of Or 

sensitive BK currents causes action potential broadening, thereby facilitating Ca2+ influx 

through L-type channels and CA secretion. Glomus cells from the rat normally express a 

low density of N a+ channels, and thus rarely fire spontaneous action potentials (Stea and 

Nurse, 1991; Stea e·: al. , 1995; Peers and Buckler, 1995). Most of this work was 

performed on singly isolated glomus cells, which may be hyperpolarized relative to cells 

in their native clustered arrangement (Taylor et al. , 1999; see also Pardal et al., 2000). 

However, a recent study suggests that glomus cells in large clusters may fire 

spontaneously and th :tt inhibition of BK currents by hypoxia may also play a role in 

action potential broadening and neurotransmitter secretion (Zhang and Nurse, 2000). 

Interestingly, recordir.gs from AMC in clusters (Chapters 3 and 4) suggests that singly 

isolated chromaffin cells may also be depolarized relative to those in a clustered 

arrangement. 

Rat and moust~ neonatal AMC have a Ca2+-independent K+ current (Kv) that is 

also inhibited by hypoxia. It is not known if this Kv current is mediated by the same 

channels in these eel s, though the currents do appear macroscopically similar. In the 

rabbit glomus cell, irhibition of Kv is proposed to contribute to an increase in action 

potential frequency during hypoxia (Montoro et al., 1996). Increases in action potential 

frequency were not observed in neonatal rat or mouse AMC (chapters 3 and 4). 

Additionally, hypoxia has been reported to inhibit Kv 1.2 shaker K+ channels in PC12 

cells (Conforti and Millhom, 1997; Conforti et al. , 2000), a cell line derived from a rat 

http:recordir.gs
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AMC tumour, and the channels are likely responsible for the hypoxia-induced membrane 

depolarization (receptor potential) seen in PC 12 cells (Zhu et al. , 1996). 

It is possible t hat inhibition of shaker-like K+ channels in rat and mouse AMC 

contributes to membrane depolarization and action potential broadening. This channel is 

sensitive to TEA, wh[ch depolarized neonatal rat AMC (Thompson and Nurse, 1998; 

Chapter 2). However, the hypoxia-induced membrane depolarization was similar in the 

presence of TEA suggesting that this channel is not the major contributor to the receptor 

potential in these cells (Thompson and Nurse, 1998; Chapter 2). However, PC 12 cells 

appear to be more depolarized at rest than AMC (Zhu et al. , 1996; Chapter 2) and 

hypoxic inhibition of Kv channels may be significant at lower resting membrane 

potentials. 

In addition to hypoxia-sensitive BK and Kv currents, AMC also expressed a Ca2 
+ 

dependent K+ current that was augmented by hypoxia and appeared to belong to the 

family of ATP-sensiti re K+ currents (KArP). These channels are either inward or outward 

rectifiers, Ca2 
+-dependent or independent, inhibited by increasing A TP concentrations, 

and sensitive to the glJ benclamide (Ashcroft and Ashcroft, 1990). This KArP current was 

not active during normoxia (P02 ~ 150 mmHg) since glibenclamide had no affect on 

outward currents at 1his P02. However, an outward current could be activated by 

pinacidil, an activator of KArP, suggesting that the underlying channels are present in 

neonatal AMC. Interestingly, anoxia (chapter 2) and hypoxia (not shown) were found to 

increase the glibenclamide-sensitive component of outward current. The effects of 

glibenclamide were absent in the presence of Cd2
+, which blocks Ca2

+ entry and 
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indirectly, Ca2+-dependent K+ currents. A hypoxia-sensitive channel with similar 

pharmacology and Ca~:+ dependence has been described in neurons of the substantia nigra 

(Jiang et al., 1994), but not in glomus cells (Peers and O'Donnell, 1990). However, 

electrophysiological s1udies on glomus cells traditionally involve conventional whole-cell 

recording, where the intracellular milieu is replaced with a high A TP containing solution. 

This would serve to inhibit KArP and make its presence difficult to detect under these 

recording conditions. 

In substantia nigra neurons, activation of KArP is proposed to cause membrane 

hyperpolarization during hypoxia and appears to play a protective role during oxidative 

stress. In Chapter 2 o this thesis, a similar role is proposed for KArP in neonatal AMC, 

since the hypoxia-induced depolarization is larger in the presence of glibenclamide. 

Therefore, activation of KArP by hypoxia may serve to limit Ca2+ influx and CA 

secretion, thereby allcwing AMC to respond to repetitive bouts of hypoxia or prolonged 

0 2 deprivation. 

The presence of multiple hypoxia-sensitive K+ currents in AMC provides these 

cells with a versat ile mechanism for regulating CA secretion during hypoxia. 

Interestingly, the thr~e voltage-dependent, hypoxia-sensitive currents do not appear to 

contribute significantly to the hypoxia-induced membrane depolarization, but KArP may 

play a role in limiting its magnitude (Thompson and Nurse, 1998; Chapter 2). These data 

suggest that there is another component to the 0 2-sensing mechanism in neonatal AMC. 
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Origin ofthe receptor potential 

The mechanism that is primarily responsible for the receptor potential (hypoxia

induced depolarization) in neonatal AMC was not identified in this thesis . Examination 

of the literature suggests that there are several possibilities that include both channels and 

electrogenic pumps. 

The glomus cells of the rat carotid body express an 0 2-sensitive, voltage

independent background K+ conductance that is active at the resting membrane potential 

and may belong to a class of pH-sensitive K+ leak conductances called TASK (Buckler, 

1997; Kim et al. , 1999; Buckler et al. , 2000). This channel has a conductance of 14 pS 

and is half-maximally inhibited at a P02 - 12 mmHg. The glomus cell K+ ' leak' channel 

is also inhibited by m1llimolar concentrations of Ba2+, which appears to mimic hypoxia in 

these cells (Buckler, 1999; Buckler et al., 2000). These channels therefore, appear ideally 

suited to play a role in the hypoxia-induced depolarization of single quiescent glomus 

cells (Buckler, 1997; 1999). It has been suggested that the resting membrane potential of 

single glomus cells in culture is hyperpolarized relative to clustered cells (Taylor et al. , 

2000), so the relative importance of K+ leak channels in the normal physiological 

responses of glomus ·~ells during hypoxia remains to be determined. Further, clusters of 

cultured glomus cells may fire spontaneous action potentials (Zhang and Nurse, 2000) 

and CA secretion can be induced in thin carotid body slices by the specific BK channel 

blocker, IbTX (Pard 1 et al. , 2000). It is not known whether similar hypoxia-sensitive 
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'leak' K+ channels a1e expressed in AMC, though if present, they may play a role in 

depolarization of sing_e AMC during hypoxia (see Chapter 2). 

Additionally, a human ether-a-go-go (HERO) like channel has been described in 

the glomus cells of the rabbit carotid body (Kiehn et al., 1996; Overholt et al. , 2000). 

This channel is an inward rectifier K+ channel that is open at the resting membrane 

potential and inhibited by millimolar Ba2+ (Overholt et al., 2000). It is possible that 

inhibition of this channel during hypoxia can generate the receptor potential in rabbit 

glomus cells (Overho..t et al., 2000). However, this channel has not been identified in rat 

AMC. 

Other potential meechanisms for the receptor potential in neonatal AMC are the 

activation of a non-selective cation channel and inhibition of the Na+/K+ ATPase. These 

possibilities have been suggested for adult guinea pig AMC, which are 0 2-sensitive 

(Inoue et al. , 2000). In these cells CN, which is thought to mimic hypoxia (see Chapter 4 

however), activates a non-selective cation (Na+, Ca2+, and K+ permeable) conductance, 

which depolarizes the membrane and is inhibited by millimolar concentrations of Ba2+ 

(Inoue et al. , 2000). Additionally, depletion of ATP during application of CN is proposed 

to inhibit a ouabain-·sensitive Na/K pump, which further contributes to the receptor 

potential (Inoue et al.. 2000). 

At present, activation of cation channels during hypoxia in rat AMC cannot be 

ruled out. However, a role for these channels in rat AMC seems unlikely since the 

receptor potential was associated with a decrease in membrane conductance, consistent 

with the closure of channels that are open at rest (Thompson et al., 1997; Chapter 1). 
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Moreover, perfusion with a Na+/Ca2+-free solution hyperpolarized neonatal rat AMC and 

reduced the magnitude of the receptor potential (see Chapter 2). This suggests that at rest 

there is a cation leak current that contributes to the resting potential and that removal of 

the permeant cations may serve to reduce the receptor potential. However, an alternative 

explanation is that the hyperpolarization induced by removal of Na+ and Ca2+ decreases 

the driving force on K+ conductance, reducing the receptor potential. Inhibition of a 

Na+/K+ pump does ot appear to be involved in generation of the receptor potential 

because ouabain and strophanthidin, inhibitors of p-type ATPases did not mimic the 

effects of hypoxia or prevent the hypoxia-induced depolarization (Chapter 2). 

In PC12 cells, a cell line derived from a rat AMC tumour, inhibition of a TEA

sensitive, Ca2+-indepcndent K+ channel (likely Kv 1.2) can account for the membrane 

depolarization seen during hypoxia. In the presence of TEA, the resting membrane 

potential depolarized and the receptor potential was ablated (Zhu et al., 1996; Conforti 

and Millhorn, 1997; Conforti et al., 2000). TEA was also found to depolarize neonatal rat 

AMC, however, the magnitude of the receptor potential was unaffected (chapter 2). 

Therefore, Kv 1.2 d es not appear to play a major role in generation of the receptor 

potential in these cells. 

A recent stud_, suggests that a proportion of adult rat AMC are 0 2-sensitive (Lee 

et al., 2000), which is in contrast to the lack of 02-sensing observed in juvenile (14-21 

day olds) rat and mouse AMC (Thompson et al., 1997; Chapters 1 and 3). It was 

proposed that inhibit ion of an apamin-sensitive, small conductance Ca2+ -dependent K+ 

current (SK) was responsible for the receptor potential in adult AMC (Lee et al., 2000). 
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Exposure to apamin mimicked the hypoxic suppression of outward current, depolarized 

the membrane, and olocked the receptor potential (Lee et al. , 2000). Further, these 

channels are known to be open at the resting membrane potential in adult rat AMC 

(Neely and Lingle, 1992), so they are excellent candidates for generating the receptor 

potential. To date, no information is available on whether these channels are present in 

neonatal AMC, but s ince the data presented in this thesis suggest involvement of a K+ 

conductance in the receptor potential (see above), a role for SK cannot be ruled out. 

Though the data currently available support either activation of a cation channel 

(Inoue et al. , 2000) or inhibition of SK (Lee et al. , 2000) as the mechanism underlying the 

receptor potential, of1er possibilities exist. It was observed in neonatal rat AMC that 

Ba2+(5 mM) can mimic the effects of hypoxia on membrane potential (not shown). 

However, the effects of Ba2 
+ are relatively non-selective since this cation can inhibit the 

hypoxia-sensitive K+ leak current in rat (Buckler, 1999; Buckler et al. , 2000) and the 

HERG-like channel in rabbit (Overholt et al. , 2000) glomus cells. Millimolar Ba2 
+ also 

blocks the non-selective cation channel in guinea pig AMC (Inoue et al. , 2000), and SK 

channels in adult ra1 AMC (Park, 1996). Thus, further experiments are required to 

determine which ch nnel(s) are involved in generation of the receptor potential m 

neonatal AMC. 

Development of the 0 2-sensing mechanism in adrenal chromaffin cells 

In this thesis, it was shown that rat embryonic AMC as well as neonatal rat and 

mouse AMC are Orchemosensitive. Additionally, AMC isolated from juvenile animals 
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lacked hypoxia-sensitivity, indicating that this property is lost by 2-3 weeks of postnatal 

life. The 0 2-sensing mechanisms involve the net suppression of outward currents, 

membrane depolarization, action potential broadening, Ca2 
+ influx through L-type 

channels, and catecholamine secretion. The developmental loss of 0 2-chemosensitivity in 

AMC is consistent with the hypothesis that maturation of sympathetic innervation 

regulates the hypoxia-sensing mechanism. However, since a proportion of adult rat AMC 

were recently reported to be 0 2-sensitive (Lee et al. , 2000), it is of interest to determine 

the extent of functional innervation of chromaffin cells in the adult adrenal medulla. 

It has been reported that neonatal rats exposed to hypoxia (5% for 1 hr) release 

adrenal CA and ~hat this response is not inhibited by the nAChR blocker, 

chlorisondamine (Se-idler and Slatkin, 1985). Further, release of CA in adult rats could 

be inhibited by chlorisondamine, suggesting that responses of AMC to hypoxia in the 

adult are mediated mainly through the central nervous system (Seidler and Slatkin, 

1985; Slatkin and Seidler, 1988). Treatments that accelerate the development of 

sympathetic innervation (e.g. maternal stress) hasten the loss of the ' non-neurogenic' 

hypoxic responses in the neonate (Seidler and Slatkin, 1985). On the other hand, 

denervation of the adult rat adrenal gland causes a return of this non-neurogenic 02

sensing mechanism (Slatkin and Seidler, 1988). Similarly, fetal sheep AMC respond 

directly to hypoxia before, but not after, the development of sympathetic innervation 

(Cheung, 1994). Consistent with a role of innervation in regulating 0 2-sensing by AMC, 

denervation produc,!d by culturing of these cells from juvenile rat (fo r 7 days) and 

mouse (for > 3 days) appears to cause a return of the direct hypoxic sensing mechanism 
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(Mochizuki-Oda et al., 1997; Chapter 3). Taken together, these studies suggest that 

maturation of symp thetic innervation to the adrenal gland results in a loss of the direct 

0 2-sensing mechani~m in AMC. 

How does inn::rvation regulate the 02-sensing mechanism? One possibility is that 

activation of the nicctinic AChR by ACh released from sympathetic nerves can down

regulate oxygen-sens [ng by AMC. Indeed, infusion of pregnant rats with nicotine via 

minipumps at a rate of 6 mg/kg/day causes the pups to loose their hypoxia tolerance. This 

is thought to be due t::> loss of the direct 02-sensing response by AMC, since CA release 

was not augmented during hypoxia (Seidler and Slotkin, 1986; Slotkin et al. , 1995). 

Activation of the nAChR is thought to activate protein kinase C (PKC) via Ca2+ 

influx through the 1eceptor (Huganir and Miles, 1989), which may regulate gene 

expression. The loss of hypoxic sensitivity likely represents loss of the 0 2-sensor, or 

coupling mechanisms , rather than an alteration in ion channel expression, since a similar 

compliment of K+ channels has been observed in neonatal (Thompson and Nurse, 1998; 

Chapter 2) and adult AMC (Neely and Lingle, 1992). Thus, it is possible that nAChR 

stimulation causes down-regulation of the oxygen sensor. Experiments performed during 

the course of this thesis, involving chronic exposure (1 week) of cultured neonatal rat 

AMC to nicotine (1 0 IJM) or high K+ (30 mM) did not eliminate 0 2-chemosensitive 

properties (not shown). However, the concentration of nicotine used may be considered 

high, insofar as it likdy causes nAChR desensitization (Huganir et al., 1986). This work 

does not support however, the idea that depolarization produced by sympathetic 

innervation (mimicked by high K+) is the signal for loss of 0 2-sensing. 
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Physiological relevan ::e ofa developmentally-regulated Orsensing mechanism 

Release of CA from neonatal AMC during hypoxia has well-defined roles in 

protecting the anin:al from 0 2-stress and in development of lung maturation after birth 

(Lagercrantz and Slotkin, 1986; see also section 4 in the General Introduction). Thus, 

the 02-sensing mechanism in chromaffin cells seems to have its most important 

function for neonatal survival just after birth. Hypoxia-sensing mechanisms seem 

especially important in light of the observation that the animal ' s principle 0 2

chemoreceptors, the glomus cells of the carotid body, are undergoing resetting of their 

sensitivity in the period immediately after birth (Hertzberg et al. , 1990, 1997; Wasiko 

et al. , 1999). This likely reflects the increase in blood P02 that accompanies the 

transition to air bre 'lthing life and loss of dependence on the placenta for gas exchange. 

At this early stage, the glomus cells are less sensitive to hypoxia, and after resetting, 

physiological responses to hypoxia are mediated through the carotid sinus reflex 

stimulation of respiration (Gonzalez et al., 1994). The resetting of the glomus cell's 

0 2-sensitivity, together with the immaturity of sympathetic innervation to the adrenal 

glands, suggests th~t the neonate must have alternative mechanisms for responding to 

hypoxia. Episodes f hypoxia (e.g. apnoea) are frequently encountered by the neonate 

and are common occurrences during lung development (Slotkin and Seidler, 1988). 

Thus, direct 0 2-se nsing and hypoxia-evoked CA release from AMC seems ideally 

suited to play a pro tective role in the neonate. 

Why are embr yonic AMC also sensitive to hypoxia? It would seem paradoxical to 

have a functional 0 2-sensing mechanism releasing CA that could cause early maturation 
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of the cardiopulmonary system prior to birth. However, it appears that the 0 2-sensing 

mechanism and the ~ ;tate of AMC development in the embryo are immature, which may 

function to limit CA release during fetal hypoxia. Evidence that the 0 2-sensing 

mechanism is developing in embryonic E16-18 AMC comes from observations in this 

thesis that the major Orsensitive component of outward current (BK) is absent or non

functional , but other 0 2-sensitive currents, Kv and KArP are present (see Appendix 1). 

Increased expression of BK currents over the next 4-6 days as the animal approaches 

birth may allow AMC to fire repetitive action potentials during stimulation (Solaro et 

al. , 1995), and facilitate hypoxia-evoked CA release through modulation of action 

potential duration. 

It was also observed that AMC from embryonic rats release predominantly NE 

during hypoxia, while those from neonatal rats secrete predominantly E (Jackson, 1997). 

This is likely due to the lack of expression of PNMT, the enzyme required for synthesis 

of E from NE, whi~ ~h does not appear in the rat until E 18 (Verhofstad et al. , 1985). 

PNMT expression ..s known to be strongly upregulated by corticosteroids, and the 

adrenal cortex (the primary source of GC) is immature in the embryo, but increases in 

size and GC content after birth (Phillippe, 1983). Thus, the predominant release of NE 

over E from embry :mic AMC may function in a developmental role, rather than one 

involved in physiol gical protection (as in the neonate). Indeed, circulating NE is known 

to modulate adrenergic receptor expression (Hadcock and Malbon, 1993), and may serve 

to maintain the fetal complement of adrenergic receptors (e .g. high levels of ex receptors 

in the heart). 
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In neonatal AMC, the 0 2-sensing mechanism is fully developed. There are three, 

and possibly four, pharmacologically distinct K+ currents that are differentially 

modulated by hypoxia. Why are there multiple 0 2-sensitive K+ currents in a single cell 

type? Conceivably, different K+ currents may combine to provide fine regulation of CA 

release over a broad Po2 range. For example, these channels may or may not be Ca2+

dependent (i .e. BK md KArP are Ca2+-sensitive, whereas Kv is not) and increases in 

intracellular Ca2+ during hypoxia can act in a negative feedback manner to limit CA 

secretion via activat ion of BK and KATP· Further, if the channels have different 0 2

sensitivities, then dynamic modulation of action potential duration, membrane 

depolarization, and CA secretion can be achieved. The precise 0 2-affi nity of each 

channel has not been determined and must await single channel analysis. However, 

single channel analysis of Oydependence will be complicated by the observation that 

the sensor appears to be located in the mitochondria (Chapter 4), which are likely 

excluded during excised patch formation. Indeed, BK channels in excised patches from 

rat glomus cells are not modulated during hypoxia, unlike those in perforated vesicles, 

where a portion of the cytoplasm is retained (Wyatt and Peers, 1994). These data suggest 

that a cytoplasmic c mponent is required for 0 2-sensing. 

Why do AMC from juvenile rats and mice lose 0 2-sensitivity? From a 

physiological viewpoint, a ' direct ' hypoxic response by AMC is no longer needed in the 

older animal. This is because both the carotid sinus reflex and sympathetic nervous 

system are mature, thereby allowing CA secretion from AMC to be under nervous 

control (Jones et al. , 1988). CA secretion in adult rats, can be more precisely controlled 
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since different frequencies of splanchnic stimulation and activation of sub-populations 

of splanchnic neurons can evoke release of different CA species or peptidergic 

transmitters (Parker et al. , 1993). This would allow the animal to tailor its stress 

response to the speci fie stressor encountered. 

It appears that the loss of direct 0 2-sensing in the juvenile rat and mouse (Seidler 

and Slatkin, 1985; Chapters I and 3) is due to down regulation of the sensor or 

uncoupling of the K t channels from the second messenger (e.g. ROS), since a similar 

complement of K+ channels is observed in adult and neonatal rat AMC (Neely and 

Lingle, 1994; Chapter 2) . However, it is possible that different isoforms of K+ channels 

are expressed in the adult versus the neonate. Indeed, different proportions of BK 

channel types that may have varying sensitivities to ROS were observed in neonatal and 

adult AMC (Solaro et al. , 1996; Chapter 2). 

Cellular mechanisms of 0 2-sensing 

Two potential mechanisms of 0 2-sensing were examined in this thesis. First, a 

knockout mouse model, deficient in gp9I phox, was used to ascertain the role of the 

NADPH oxidase complex in 0 2-sensing. This model predicts that decreased 0 2 

availability decreases H20 2 generation by the oxidase, which then modulates K+ channels 

either directly or thr ugh a change in the cell ' s redox status (Acker et al. , 1989). The 

second mechanism tested was that hypoxia acts via inhibition of electron transport in the 

mitochondrial ETC, leading to increases or decreases in ROS generation, or changes the 

cellular ATP/ ADP ratio. In the second model, ROS or a change in A TP/ ADP ratio may 
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either directly modulate channels or affect the cell ' s redox status, which in tum 

modulates channel ac":ivity (Archer et al. , 1993; Mojet et al. , 1996; Chandel et al. , 1997; 

Buckler and Vaughan -Jones, 1999). This model was tested using inhibitors of the ETC or 

uncouplers of A TP production to determine if they can mimic and attenuate the effects of 

hypoxia on K+ channe Is. 

NADPH oxidase does not Junction as the 0 2-sensor in AMC 

Evidence presented in Chapter 3 suggests that the NADPH oxidase is not the 

primary 0 2-sensor in AMC. All three voltage- and 0 2-sensitive K+ currents found in the 

rat were also observed in wild type mouse AMC, suggesting that the mechanism of 0 2

sensing is similar in these two species. The persistence of hypoxic suppression of BK and 

Kv, and activation of KATP, in AMC from oxidase deficient mice (Chapter 3) suggests that 

these cells continue to sense hypoxia similar to wild type cells. The data further suggest 

that all three types of 0 2-sensitive K+ channels use a single sensor (see below) and that 

multiple sensors (one for each channel type) are unlikely to be present. Evidence that all 

three 0 2-sensitive K+ currents are modulated by inhibition of the mitochondrial ETC in 

neonatal rat adds further support to the idea of a single 0 2-sensor (see below). 

Interestingly, pulmonary neuroepithelial body (NEB) cells from a similar oxidase 

deficient mouse lose sensitivity to hypoxia (compared to wild type cells), as assayed by 

hypoxic suppression of outward current (Fu et al. , 2000). These data suggest that that the 

NADPH oxidase can function as the 0 2-sensor in some cell types. In contrast, pulmonary 

smooth muscle cells , which produce vasoconstriction during hypoxia (Archer et al., 
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1993), still retain hypoxic sensitivity in mice deficient in gp91phox (Archer et a!., 1999). 

Taken together, data from different 0 2-sensitive cells isolated from control and oxidase 

deficient mice suggest that the NADPH oxidase can function as the sensor in NEB cells, 

but apparently not in 1Jther cell types. 

Role ofthe electron transport chain as the 0 2.sensor in AMC 

The persisten ~e of 0 2-sensing in mouse AMC, deficient in NADPH oxidase 

function, means that AMC use a different 0 2- sensor than NEB cells (see above). One 

possibility is that AMC sense hypoxia via inhibition of electron transport through the 

mitochondrial electron transport chain as proposed for other cell types (Biscoe and 

Duchen, 1992; Arche r eta!., 1993; Semenza, 1999). Decreased electron transport may be 

coupled to an increase (Chandel et a!., 1998) or decrease (Archer et a!. , 1993) in ROS 

generation, or to a change in the ATP/ ADP ratio (Mojet et a!., 1996; Duchen, 1999). 

Data are presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis suggesting that inhibition of the 

ETC by hypoxia, coupled to a decrease in ROS generation, functions as the 0 2-sensor 

and second messenger signalling pathway during hypoxic chemotransduction. This 

hypothesis is supported by the observations that drugs which inhibit the more proximal 

electron transport, rotenone and antimycin A, mimic and attenuate the effects of hypoxia 

in a dose-dependent fashion. Sub-saturating doses of rotenone and antimycin A (5-1 0 

IJM) suppressed outv ard currents in neonatal AMC and reduced the magnitude of the 

hypoxia-sensitive outward current (1Ko2). On the other hand, saturating doses of these 

drugs (50 IJM) ablated the effects of hypoxia on outward current. These data suggest that 
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hypoxia and proximal ETC inhibition modulate K+ currents via a common pathway. This 

is further supported by the observation that rotenone can activate KATP while inhibiting 

BK and Kv currents. Thus, it is unlikely that the effects of the proximal ETC inhibitors, 

rotenone and antimycin A, on K+ channels are due to a non-specific action of the drugs 

on the channel itself, since they can oppositely modulate distinct K+ currents, as does 

hypoxia. 

How does inhibition of electron transport during hypoxia and proximal ETC 

inhibition alter ROS generation by the mitochondria? The pharmacological data 

presented in Chapter 4, combined with the use of DCF fluorescence, provide insight into 

the mechanism of ROS generation by the mitochondria. The observations that rotenone 

and antimycin A, .vhich inhibit electron transport up to the iron-sulphur (FeS-) 

component of complex III (Hatefi, 1985), mimic hypoxia indicate that the important site 

of ROS generation in AMC lies between Fes- and cytochrome aa3 of complex IV (see 

Figure 1 ). The failun! of CN, an inhibitor of cytochrome aa3, to mimic or attenuate the 

effects of hypoxia fu1ther supports this hypothesis. A model for the decreased generation 

of ROS during hypoxia is presented in figure 1 of this section of the thesis, and an 

explanation is given helow. 

Under conditions of normal 02 availability (normoxia), cytochrome aa3 is in an 

oxidized state, and the proximal electron carriers are more reduced (Mitchell, 1961; 

Nicholls and Budd, 2000). This is important to ensure an electrochemical gradient for the 

transfer of electrons through the ETC to 0 2 at cytochrome aa3. The model proposes that 

during hypoxia, 0 2 becomes less available to the ROS generating site between FeS- and 
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H20 2 levels in the C)toplasm. Rotenone and antimycin A mimic the effects of hypoxia 

because they inhibit electron transport to the FeS-/cytochrome aa3 site of ROS generation 

and consequently decrease ROS production by the mitochondria. CN on the other hand, 

may not affect ROS generation because it competes with 0 2 for the binding site on 

cytochrome aa3, but does not accept electrons. This may serve to reduce cytochrome aa3 

relative to its redox state during normoxia and either produce no change, or increase ROS 

generation since electrons are still available for the FeS"/cytochrome aa3 site. Indeed, 

increased ROS genention by CN has been observed in pulmonary myocytes (Archer et 

al., 1993), which appear to have a similar 0 2-sensor to AMC. However, in this thesis CN 

did not affect ROS generation by neonatal AMC (Chapter 4). 

The evidence presented in Chapter 4 also suggests that a change in ATP/ADP 

ratio is not the fun ctional second messenger during hypoxia chemotransduction in 

neonatal AMC. This was based on the observation that DNP, an uncoupler of ATP 

production, and CN, Nhich is thought to decrease A TP levels in neonatal AMC (Mojet et 

al., 1996), did not mimic the effects of hypoxia. Therefore, the functional second 

messenger for hypox .c chemotransduction in neonatal AMC appears to be a decrease in 

ROS generation, lea ing to a decrease in H20 2 levels and K+ channel modulation. The 

observation that exo genous H202 can reverse the effects of hypoxia on outward K+ 

currents in neonatal AMC suggests that H20 2 alone can function as the second messenger 

(Chapter 4). Furthe1more, application of reducing agents can augment cloned BK 

currents expressed in HEK 293 cells (DiChiara and Reinhart, 1997) and exogenous H202 
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can activate KArPcurrent in hippocampal neurons (Roper and Ashcroft, 1995; Tokube et 

al. , 1998), which are ~~onsistent with these channels being regulated by intracellular H20 2. 

What is the site of 0 2-binding, and thus the 0 2-sensor? The experiments reported 

in this thesis did not ·.dentify the site of 0 2-binding in the ETC that is coupled to hypoxic 

chemotransduction. However, it was determined that the functionally important site is not 

cytochrome aa3 , as suggested for glomus cells (Biscoe and Duchen, 1992) and 

cardiomyocytes (Duranteau et al. , 1998), since CN, an inhibitor of cytochrome aa3, did 

not mimic the effect~ . of hypoxia. Thus, the Oz-sensor appears to be a component of the 

ETC that blocks elec1:ron transport to the PeS-/cytochrome aa3 site, and as such should lie 

proximal to complex III. 

One interesting candidate for the 0 2-binding site is the succinate-ubiquinone 

dehydrogenase (SO D) component of complex II. This enzyme is anchored to the inner 

mitochondrial membrane via a b55s cytochrome (thus may bind 0 2) , and a naturally 

occurring mutation in SDHD has been associated with hereditary paraganglioma and 

blunted hypoxic responses in the human carotid body (Baysal et al. , 2000). SDHD is 

found on chromosome 11 q23 and carotid bodies from humans with one of five naturally 

occurring mutations m SDHD appear to show some characteristics similar to individuals 

exposed to chronic nypoxia (Baysal et al. , 2000). However, other components of the 

proximal electron transport chain, such as complex I or ubiquinone cannot presently be 

excluded. 
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Figure 1. Proposed sites of reactive oxygen (ROS) species generation and the Or 

sensor in the mitothondrial electron transport chain of neonatal rat chromaffin 

cells. 

Subunits of each complex are indicated in square parenthesis for each complex of the 

chain (labelled in standard parenthesis). Inhibitors of electron transport are denoted by 

flat-headed lines and the direction of electron flow by a standard arrow head. Note that 

the site of ROS generation that is functionally linked to hypoxic chemotransduction is 

likely found between complex III and complex IV, as indicated. The proposed 0 2-binding 

site that represents the 0 2-sensor is suggested to reside in complex II. (Modified from 

Hatefi, 1985). 
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A model for 0 2-chernotransduction by neonatal AMC 

A current model for Oz-chemotransduction in AMC is now presented in figure 2, 

which may also have relevance to other 0 2-sensing cells. The general paradigm is that 

hypoxia is sensed by the proximal electron transport chain, possibly at complex II , 

resulting in reduced electron flow and decreased ROS generation. A fall in H20 2 

functions as the second messenger between the sensor and plasma membrane K+ 

channels, activating KArP but inhibiting BK and Kv (and possibly SK). This leads to 

membrane depolarization, broadening of the action potential and prolonged opening of L

type Ca2+ channels, which increase Ca2+ influx and CA secretion. Secreted CA enters the 

blood stream where they are transported towards adrenergic targets, e.g. lung, heart and 

liver, where they me ·iate the physiological adaptations of the neonate to hypoxia. 

Future Research 

This thesis in vestigated the cellular and molecular mechanisms of 0 2-sensing by 

developing adrenal chromaffin cells. It would be of interest in the future to extend these 

studies to encompass single channel recordings to determine precisely how hypoxia 

modulates the variou:> K+ channels. This would best be achieved with perforated vesicles 

or cell-attached confi gurations of patch clamp recording, since the 0 2-sensor appears to 

be located in the mitochondria which are excluded in conventional outside-out and 

inside-out patches. S·,ngle channel recording should also be able to determine if H202 or 

some other ROS can directly modulate K+ channels in AMC, thereby confirming their 

suggested role as the second messenger. 
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Figure 2. A model of hypoxic chemotransduction in neonatal rat adrenal chromaffin 

cells. 

In this model, hypoxia is sensed by the mitochondria via inhibition of electron transport 

in the electron transport chain (see Figure 1 ). Inhibition of the electron transport chain 

leads to a decrease in reactive oxygen species generation, e.g. H202, which modulates K+ 

channels. Decreased ROS is proposed to inhibit BK and Kv channels, and activate KATP· 

The net result of K+ channel modulation is membrane depolarization and action potential 

prolongation, increa:;ed Ca2+ influx through L-type channels and consequently, 

catecholamine (CA) ~;ecretion. Released CA are transported by the blood to adrenergic 

receptors, e.g. in the lung and heart, initiating the fight-or-flight response and promoting 

neonatal survival. 
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Another direction for future research would involve determination of the precise 

Orbinding site in the ETC. Does SDHD play this role? This may best be achieved using 

techniques to remove mitochondria (e.g. chronic ethidium bromide treatment) from an 

02-sensitive cell line 5imilar to AMC, and then replace the mitochondria with those that 

contain mutations in SDHD. Methods for depleting and restocking cells with foreign 

mitochondria are avai [able (King and Attardi, 1989). Furthermore, MAH cells, which are 

an immortalized embryonic AMC cell line, posses many of the 0 2-sensing properties of 

AMC (see Appendix 2) and would make excellent candidates for these studies. Also, the 

use of differential display polymerase chain reaction could provide valuable information 

on the types of mRNA that are expressed by AMC prior to and after innervation. 

Finally, an attractive direction for future studies could be correlating CA secretion 

with changes in K+ channel activity and ROS levels in the cell. This could be achieved by 

concurrently recording membrane properties with the patch clamp technique and/or CA 

secretion in real-time with carbon fibre microelectrodes and monitoring ROS levels with 

fluorescent dyes. These studies would be both elegant and substantive in providing novel 

information on the cel lular mechanisms of 0 2-sensing. 
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Adrenal medullary chromaffin cells · (AMC) from the rat express 0 2-sensitive 

properties in the perinatal period. The work in this thesis has demonstrated that AMC 

from the neonatal rat 'directly ' sense hypoxia, as assayed by the effects on ionic currents 

and membrane poten .ial. The pinnacle event of the hypoxia-sensing response of AMC is 

catecholamine (CA) secretion into the blood. Increased plasma CA are thought to play a 

physiological protective role and promote the transition to air breathing life (Slatkin and 

Seidler, 1988). The fetal arterial Po2 is - 20 mmHg, equivalent to a moderate hypoxic 

stimulus in the adult, which raises the question as to how the fetus manages to regulate 

CA release from AMC and prevent early maturation of the cardiovascular system. Thus it 

was of interest to det~rmine the development of 02-sensing mechanisms in AMC during 

late fetal to early postnatal stages. It is reported here that E 16-18 (embryonic) AMC are 

hypoxia-sensitive, but the 0 2-sensing mechanism appears only partially developed 

relative to neonatal AMC, insofar as functional 0 2-sensitive BK channels are absent. 

Primary cultw:es of embryonic and neonatal rat AMC were prepared as previously 

described (Thompsor. et al. , 1997; Chapter 1). Enzymatic solutions used for cell isolation 

and culture conditions were the same as those described in Chapter 1. Further, 

electrophysiological ~ ~xperiments on embryonic AMC were performed on cells cultured 

for 1-3 days, and teehniques were similar to those described in the main body of the 

thesis (e .g. Chapter 2 ). 

The main goal of this study was to determine if embryonic chromaffin cells from 

the rat adrenal medulla express 0 2-sensitive properties similar to those in neonatal cells. 

Also, we wished to determine if these hypoxia-sensing mechanisms were fully 
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developed, and whether embryonic AMC possess any mechanisms to restrict CA release 

in the fetus . No difference in the passive properties (i .e. whole cell capacitance and input 

resistance) of embryonic and neonatal AMC was observed. Interestingly, hypoxia 

reversibly inhibited outward currents in AMC from both age groups. Figure 1 compares 

the effects of hypoxia on outward current (step to + 30 m V) and current-voltage 

relationships betwee embryonic (Fig. 1A) and neonatal (Fig. 1 B) AM C. The control 

outward current dens ity in embryonic AMC was 72.1 ± 13.8 pA/pF (n=8 ; step to +30 

mV), which was significantly reduced by hypoxia to 54.0 ± 12.6 pA/pF (n=8; P<0.05). 

The current density recovered to 71.1 ± 15.1 pA/pF (n=8; P>0.05 compared to control) 

upon return to a nonnoxic bathing solution (compare to neonatal cells in Chapter 2). It is 

interesting to note that there was a significant difference in the control outward current 

density (P<0.05) and IKo2 (P<0.05) in embryonic AMC compared with neonatal cells 

(see Figure 4 for a summary of these data). 

The reduced outward current density and smaller magnitude of 1Ko2 raises the 

question whether all hypoxia-sensitive K+ currents are present in embryonic AMC. One 

possibility is that there is a difference in expression of a functional 0 2-sensitive Ca2+

dependent K+ current CisK). Figure 2 compares the effects removing extracellular Ca2+ 

(Ca2+-free) on outward currents and 1-V relationships between embryonic (Fig. 2A) and 

neonatal (Fig. 2B) AMC. Control outward current density (step to + 30 m V) for a group 

of 7 embryonic AM C was 71.5 ± 15.1 pA/pF in 2mM bathing Ca2+ and 64.1 ± 11.4 

pA/pF (n=7; P>0.05) in the Ca2+ -free bathing solution, suggesting that embryonic AMC 

lack functional Ca2+-dependent K+ currents (compare to neonatal cells in Figure 2B and 
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Chapter 2). By comparison, removal of extracellular Ca2+ reduced outward currents (at 

+30 mV) by 6.3 ± 0.4% (n=7) in embryonic and 60.1 ± 7.9% (n=8) in neonatal AMC. To 

confirm the possibility that embryonic AMC lack functional 0 2-sensitive Ca2+ -dependent 

K+ currents we corr.pared the magnitude of 1Ko2 in the presence and absence of 

extracellular Ca2+. For embryonic AMC, the total hypoxia-sensitive outward current, 

IKo2, was similar in the presence of 2 mM Ca2+ (18.1 ± 2.2 pNpF; n=7) and in the 

absence of extracelluhr Ca2+ (26.7 ± 6.7 pNpF; n=7; P>0.05 ; see Figure 4A). In contrast, 

IKo2 was significant!) reduced in neonatal AMC (see Chapter 2 and Figures 2 and 4) . 

To determine if the absence of 0 2-sensitive, Ca2+ -dependent K+ currents reflects a 

lack of lsK, we used 50 nM ChTX or 50 nM IbTX to directly inhibit BK currents. Figure 

3 compares outward currents and I-V plots between embryonic and neonatal AMC in the 

presence and absence of ChTX or IbTX. For, embryonic AMC, control outward current 

density was 65.2 ± 8. g pNpF (n=8) without, and 66.9 ± 12.6 pNpF (n=8 ; P>0.05) with 

ChTX or IbTX in the bath (compare this to the significant effect of these toxins on 

outward currents in neonatal AMC as shown in Chapter 2 and Figure 3, and summarized 

in Figure 4) . 

The above vol tage-clamp data suggests that embryonic AMC express 0 2-sensing 

mechanisms that are immature compared to those in the neonate. Thus it was of interest 

to determine if hypo xia could depolarize embryonic AMC, as has been reported for 

neonatal cells (Thompson and Nurse, 1998 ; Chapters 1 and 2). The mean resting 

membrane potential in singly isolated embryonic and neonatal AMC was not 

significantly different . resting potential in embryonic AMC was -51.7 ± 3.7 mV (n=6), 
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compared to -59.2 ± 4.9 mV (n=5; P>0.05) in neonatal cells. Hypoxia reversibly 

depolarized embryomc and neonatal AMC by 10.8 ± 1.1 mV (n=6) and 16.6 ± 4.9 mV 

(n=5; P>0.05), respectively. These data suggest that embryonic and neonatal AMC 

possess a similar mec_1anism for generating the receptor potential. 

Two criteria were used to assay embryonic and neonatal AMC for 0 2-sensitive, 

large-conductance Ca2+ -dependent K+ currents (18 K) . First, cells were bathed in a Ca2+

free solution to block Ca2+ influx, and indirectly I8 K. Second, we used direct inhibitors of 

BK channels, iberiotoxin (lbTX) and charybdotoxin (ChTX) to block I8K. Both the Ca2+

free solution and IbTX/ChTX had no significant effect on outward current in embryonic 

AMC, but suppressed outward current in neonatal cells (see Chapter 2). Additionally, the 

magnitude of the hypoxia-sensitive outward current (IKo2) in embryonic AMC was 

similar during control conditions and after BK blockade (see Figure 4 ). However, 

blockade of BK cun ents reduced IKo2 in neonatal cells (Chapter 2 and Figure 4), 

indicating that BK channels carry the majority of Oz-sensitive outward K+ current in 

these cells . In additi on, we have observed that the percentage of hypoxia-sensitive 

outward current in enbryonic AMC (- 25%) is less than that seen in neonatal cells 

(-40%), supporting the hypothesis that embryonic AMC lack functional 0 2-sensitive BK 

currents. 

In glomus cell s of the rat carotid body, the mammals primary Oz-sensitive cell, 

BK currents have bee n reported to be absent at birth and increase in density by the first 

postnatal week (Hatton et al. , 1997). This change in BK current density appears 

correlated with an increase in the sensitivity of glomus cells to hypoxia (Hatton et al., 
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1997; Wasiko et al. , 1999). Similar changes in BK current density have been reported 

with development in pyramidal cells from the neocortex (Kang et al. , 1996) and 

hippocampus (Wann <md Richards, 1994). 

What is the physiological role of regulating expression of 0 2-sensitive BK 

channels in the perinatal period? The large-conductance Ca2+-dependent K+ channel has a 

well-defined role in regulating the rate of action potential repolarization and in permitting 

adult rat AMC to fire repetitive action potentials during a single suprathreshold stimulus 

(Pancrazio et al., 199LL; Solaro et al. , 1995; Shao et al., 1999). Regulation of expression of 

BK charmels during development could play a role in restricting catecholamine release 

during hypoxia by :>reventing cells from firing repetitive action potentials during 

hypoxia. Indeed, hypoxia-evoked catecholamine secretion from embryonic AMC appears 

blunted, and E16-18 AMC release predominantly norepinephrine, as opposed to the 

secretion of epinephrine from neonatal cells (S. Farragher and C.A. Nurse, unpublished 

observations). In summary, embryonic adrenal chromaffin cells lack functional 0 2

sensitive large-conductance Ca2+ -dependent K+ currents. It is proposed that development 

of BK currents is associated with reduced sensitivity of embryonic AMC to hypoxia and 

this may function to restrict catecholamine release during hypoxic stress in the fetus. 
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Figure 1. Com paris on of the effects of hypoxia on outward current and current

voltage relationships between embryonic and neonatal adrenal chromaffin cells. 

All current traces in the top two panels are for the voltage step to +30 m V from the 

holding potential of -60 mV. A, hypoxia (h) suppresses outward current from the 

controllnormoxic (c) value in an embryonic (E 18) chromaffin cell. Current magnitude 

recovered (r) upon re-perfusion with a normoxic solution. Bottom panel is the current

voltage relationship for the cell in the top panel and hypoxia (closed circles) reversibly 

(open triangle) inhibited outward currents from the control value (open circles) at all 

activating potentials. Similar results were seen in 7 other embryonic AMC tested this 

way. B, hypoxia (h) reversibly (r) suppresses outward current from the control/normoxic 

(c) value in a neon tal adrenal chromaffin cell. Bottom panel is the current-voltage 

relationship for the cell in the top panel. Note that hypoxia (closed circles) inhibited 

outward currents froc1 the control values (open circles) at all potentials where currents 

are activated, and the effects are reversible (open triangle). These data indicate that both 

embryonic and neonatal chromaffin cells are hypoxia-sensitive. 
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Figure 2. Embryonic and neonatal chromaffin cells possess Ca2+-independent 0 2

sensitive outward currents. 

A, effects of removing extracellular Ca2 
+ (Ca-free) on control (c) outward currents and 

suppression by hypm:ia (h), and hypoxia in the absence of extracellular Ca2 
+ (Ca-free + 

h) in an embryonic chromaffin cell. Note that the suppression of outward current (step to 

+30 m V shown) is similar in the presence and absence of 2mM bathing Ca2 
+. Outward 

currents returned to the control value after Ca2 
+ was washed (w) back into the bath. 

Bottom panel is the current-voltage plot for the cell in the top panel, and note that 

removal of extracellular Ca2 
+ (open squares) did not significantly affect outward current 

from the control (open circle) level. Additionally, the magnitude of inhibition of outward 

current by hypoxia (closed circle) and hypoxia in the absence of extracellular Ca2 
+ 

(closed squares) were similar. Current levels returned to a value similar to the control 

level upon return to normoxia and 2 mM bathing Ca2 
+ (open triangle). These results 

indicate that the 0 2 -sensitive outward K+ current in embryonic chromaffin cells is 

predominantly Ca2 
+-independent. B, effects of hypoxia on outward currents (top panel; 

step to + 30 m V) and current-voltage relationships (lower panel) in a typical neonatal 

adrenal chromaffin cd l. Labels in the top panel and symbols in the bottom panel are as in 

A. Removal of extracellular Ca2
+ significantly suppressed outward current and reduced 

the magnitude of the hypoxia-sensitive outward current, indicating that the majority of 

0 2-sensitive outward current in neonatal chromaffin cells is Ca2+-dependent (see Chapter 

2). 
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Figure 3. Embryonic chromaffin cells lack large-conductance Ca2 
+-dependent K+ 

currents. 

A, exposure of an embryonic chromaffin cell to iberiotoxin (lbTX; 50 nM) did not affect 

outward current (step to + 30 m V shown). The bottom panel is a current voltage plot for 

the cell in the top panel. Note that lbTX (closed circles) did not affect outward currents 

compared to the contwl value (open circles) at any potential where currents are activated, 

indicating that embr_ronic chromaffin cells lack large-conductance Ca2+-dependent K+ 

currents (BK). Similar results were seen in 3 other cells exposed to lbTx and 4 cells 

exposed to the BK blocker, charybdotoxin. B, by contrast, a major portion of the outward 

current is sensitive to IbTX in neonatal chromaffin cells. Labels in the top panel, and 

symbols in the curren t-voltage plot are the same as in A. Similar results were observed in 

3 other cells exposed to lbTX and 4 cells where BK currents were blocked with 

charybdotoxin. These data suggest that neonatal , but not embryonic chromaffin cells 

express functional BK currents. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of outward current density between embryonic and neonatal 

chromaffin cells. 

These data are a summary of the mean outward current density (at + 30 mV) for 7 

embryonic and 8 necnatal chromaffin cells. Current density was determined by dividing 

the steady-state outward current (at 40 ms) by the whole cell capacitance. A, outward 

current density measured in embryonic chromaffin cells in the presence and absence of 

extracellular Ca2+, or with the BK channel blockers ChTx or lbTX in the bath. Note that 

K+ current density was not affected by removal of extracellular Ca2+ and the hypoxia

sensitive component of outward current was unchanged. Furthermore, neither iberiotoxin 

(lbTX) nor charybdotoxin (ChTX), blockers of large-conductance Ca2+-dependent K+ 

channels affected outward current density. Difference bars represent the hypoxia or 

lbTX/ChTX current density subtracted from the control values. B, comparison of 

outward current density in a group of 8 neonatal adrenal chromaffin cells exposed to

similar conditions as the embryonic cells in A. Note that control current density and the 

magnitude of the hypoxia-sensitive current were reduced upon removal of extracellular 

Ca2+. Additionally, neonatal chromaffin cells had a significant lbTX/ChTX-sensitive 

component to the ou w ard current. These data suggest that neonatal AMC posses both 

Ca2+ -dependent and -independent 0 2-sensitive K+ currents, whereas embryonic 

chromaffin cells express predominantly Ca2+-independent hypoxia-sensitive outward 

currents. 
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Appendix 2 

0 2-chemosensitivit:r- in an embryonic adrenal chromaffin cell derived cell line, the 
MAH cell 
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Studies of ox~rgen-sensitive cells have been extended to include cell lines in 

addition to primary cultures from hypoxia-sensitive tissues. This is because cell lines are 

easy to maintain and can be readily manipulated to delineate the molecular mechanisms 

of 02-sensing. Perhaps the best-characterized 02-sensitive excitable cell line is the 

phaeochromocytoma (PC 12) cell, which are derived from an adult rat adrenomedullary 

tumour (see Millhom ~ ~tal., 1994). Although the PC12 cells express several aspects ofthe 

0 2-sensing mechanism seen in adrenal chromaffin cells (AMC), some interesting 

differences are apparent. The PC 12 cells appear to lack functional 0 2-sensitive Ca2 
+

dependent K+ currents, which comprise the major component of hypoxia-sensitive 

outward current in AMC (Zhu et al. , 1996; Thompson and Nurse, 1998; Conforti et al., 

2000). Furthermore, hypoxic inhibition of shaker type (Kv 1.2) K+ channels appears to be 

responsible for gene1 ating the receptor potential in these cells, but not in AMC (see 

Chapter 2). Thus PC 12, and other cell lines, may express some aspects of the 02-sensing 

mechanism seen in p;·imary cultures of AMC, but they seem to be relatively incomplete 

insofar as the entire nechanism may not be present. Thus, we chose to investigate if a 

cell line derived from embryonic E 14.5 rat AMC, the MAH cell (Birren and Anderson, 

1990), are 0 2-sensiti\'e, and whether these cells are suitable for further characterization. 

Passive properties in MAH cells were similar to those in neonatal AMC. Mean 

input resistance was 2.0 ± 0.3 Gn (n=7) and mean whole cell capacitance was 7.4 ± 1.3 

pF (n=7; compare to neonatal cells in Chapter 1 ). Figure 1 illustrates that MAH cells are 

0 2-sensitive, as assa yed by hypoxic inhibition of outward current. Control outward K+ 
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current density was 51.2 ± 6.9 pA/pF (n=7), which was reduced to 38.7 ± 6.2 pA/pF 

(n=7) by hypoxia. Ottward current density returned to 51.4 ± 7.4 pA/pF (n=7) upon 

return to a normoxic bathing solution. Additionally, MAH cells appear to be similar to 

embryonic AMC insofar as the majority of cells tested (5/7) lack hypoxia sensitive Ca2 
+

dependent K+ currents. Outward current density was 51.7 ± 11.1 pA/pF for a group of 5 

cells, and addition of :~00 IJM Cd2+ to the bath, to block Ca2+ -dependent K+ currents, did 

not significantly effect outward current density in these cells to (44.7± 11.7 pA/pF; 

P>0.05). Furthermore. hypoxia (in the presence of Cd2+) decreased outward current 

density to 28.2± 11.5 pA/pF (n=5; P<0.05; see Figure 1) and this returned to 34.8±14.5 

pA/pF (n=5; P>0.05 compared to control) upon reperfusion with a normoxic solution. 

This suggests :hat MAH cells have a similar 0 2-sensing mechanisms as PC 12 

cells and embryonic AMC. Thus, they may be suitable for studies to delineate the 

mechanisms that regulate BK channel expression during fetal development, or ones that 

involve cellular manipJlation at the molecular level, (e.g. to identify of the 02-sensor). 
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Figure 1. Effects of hypoxia and cadmium on outward currents in MAH cells. 

A, hypoxia (h) reversibly (r) suppresses outward current from the control level (c; step to 

+30 m V shown) in a \1AH cell. The lower panel is a current-voltage plot for the cell in 

the top panel. Note th1t hypoxia inhibits outward current at all potentials where they are 

activated and the effe,;ts are qualitatively similar to those seen in AMC (see Chapter 1). 

B, effects of 200 IJM Cd2
+, and Cd2

+ plus hypoxia on outward current in the same cell 

depicted in A. note t!1at a outward K+ current was not affected when Ca2+ -dependent 

outward currents are Jlocked with Cd2 
+. Furthermore, the hypoxia-induced suppression 

of outward current is similar in the presence and absence of 200 IJM Cd2 
+. These data 

indicate that MAH cells are 0 2-sensitive, but lack hypoxia-sensitive Ca2+ -dependent K+ 

currents, similar to err1bryonic AMC (see Appendix 1 ). Similar results were seen in 5 of 7 

cells tested this way. 
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